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Summary
Group collaborations involve an amalgamation of entities capable of achieving related goals. 
Facilitating such collaborations in pervasive environments requires automated formation and 
maintenance of groups consisting of individuals collectively possessing characteristics required to 
achieve the collaboration goals. Most existing group formation solutions are application-specific 
in which the nature of the formed groups are monotonie in terms of the composition of the group. 
Furthermore, most of these solutions are Axed in terms of the nature of member attributes 
considered as the basis for grouping. The group formation process becomes especially challenging 
due to the decentralised nature of the pervasive environments, since no single central entity 
capable of coordinating the process exists, which has a global view of all potential members. This 
necessitates the cooperation of potential members when forming groups. This thesis therefore 
proposes a gg/igric and solution for automating g r o w p a n d  mamtg/zaMce in
a pervasive environment, regardless of the nature or the requirements of the environment.
A structure for defining group formation criteria based on features of potential members is 
proposed in this work that does not impose restrictions on the nature of the formed groups. 
Generic group formation approaches are proposed that successfully form decentralised groups 
based on the group formation criteria, regardless of the domain of the application and are superior 
in performance to the closest approach found in the literature. Group maintenance solutions are 
proposed that enable groups to withstand dynamicity, which is addressed in terms of the notion of 
f  vgnr.y. This includes /gatwrg of individuals, in addition to appearance and disappearance
of individuals, which are usually tackled in the literature. The generality of the solutions is 
facilitated by introducing aygafwrg scheme, which contains the methods of knowledge
derivation related to each feature of concern.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
The notion of a gmw/? can be seen as a set of entities with one or more common goals. Sometimes 
groups arise due to goals. In real life and in man-made systems, individuals in such groups can be 
seen collaborating together in order to accomplish their goals. Examples of such groups vary in 
size and complexity: from a team of co-workers collaborating on a work project to a swarm of 
robots exploring a planet. Impromptu collaboration within groups has become an appealing vision 
[l]-[7], especially in pervasive environments, which are essentially sensitive, adaptive and 
responsive digital environments, that support ‘anytime and anywhere’ computing and connectivity 
[8]. These environments are usually in a sense that no central coordination is
available, with respect to the types of entities and connectivity and (Tynamfc in a
sense that changes may occur related to the states of the entities in the environment. Therefore 
facilitating the vision of impromptu collaboration in pervasive environments requires identifying 
the members capable of carrying out the collaboration and altering the composition of the groups 
in the presence of dynamicity, which will be called Gmwp Formatm» (GF) and Gmwp 
MamtgwaMcg (GM) respectively, in the rest of the thesis. The nature of the pervasive 
environments necessitates the automation, decentralisation as well as the generalisation of the 
processes of GF and GM, which is the focus of the work described in this thesis.
1.1 Objectives
In order to enable entities to collaborate towards achieving goals in a pervasive environment, or in 
other words, to enable groups to collaborate anytime anywhere, it is important to automate GF 
and GM processes. Due to the heterogeneous nature of pervasive environments, it is important 
that these GF and GM processes are generic in such a way that they can be utilised and reused 
regardless of the target environment. The decentralised nature of pervasive environments 
necessitates the decentralisation of these processes. Therefore, the overall objective of this 
research is to deEne a gewgric mechanism that enables entities to collaborate with each other in a 
6/gcgMfm/f.yg  ^ manner to /brm and groups that are q /
goaZ.y. The ability of a group to accomplish a given goal depends on its 
characteristics, which are essentially an accumulation of characteristics of the individual group 
members. Therefore, it is important to enable the definition of the characteristics of a potential 
group, in terms of the characteristics of its potential members. Also, in the considered pervasive 
environment, the entities and their requirements for collaboration will be heterogeneous and it is 
important that the GF and GM approaches do not impose restrictions on nature of the groups
1
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formed. For example, the approaches should not be restricted to forming groups with similar 
members. Therefore, the aim is to allow the GF and GM processes to deHne a diverse range of 
groups. Furthermore, since the basis for the GF addressed in this work is to support group 
collaborations, a single instance of GF intends to find the optimal group or groups for a single 
purpose. Having overlapping groups under the conditions considered in this work would result in 
unnecessary redundancies. Therefore, it is required that the potential groups are non-overlapping. 
It should be noted that GF is addressed at an application-level in this work, where the GF is 
independent of the underlying communication layer and is based on application-layer 
characteristics.
1.2 Background
GF is a concept applied across a variety of fields such as Mo6ZZg (MANETs),
MrgZgj^  ^ 5"gM.yor Agtworkj (WSNs) and CoAMpwfgr .^ wpporrg^ Z Co/Za6oratZvg Lgammg (CSCL) 
environments. For example, network clustering approaches [9]-[13] and opportunistic GF [l]-[4] 
seen in MANETs and WSNs and learner group formation [14]-[18] in CSCL all involve some 
form of GF.
Hardly any of these solutions are generic. Most of these approaches are designed to cater to a 
specific purpose and therefore cannot be utilised in situations other than the ones they were 
intended for. The closest to a generic system found is Mo6i/g Frq^Zg 6ajg(Z D/.yfn6wrg<7 
(MoPiDiG) [1] which claims to provide a domain independent solution for GF based on user 
proûles. Although domain independence is achieved in this system in terms of the nature of the 
user profiles, the criteria taken as the basis for GF is fairly simple, where groups are formed based 
on the similarity of members. In fact, most GF approaches seen in network clustering and 
opportunistic GF, consider simple criteria such as maintaining the homogeneity of members in 
terms of proximity [9]-[12] or a particular feature [l]-[4] or finding members to play a specific 
role in the group [4]. CSCL approaches, on the other hand involve more complex criteria (e.g. 
[16] and [18] in particular contain a complex combination of several criteria). However, the 
centralised nature of the CSCL environments beneEts from a global view of all potential members 
at the point of decision making, which is not always available in the considered pervasive 
environments. While network clustering is a decentralised solution for apportioning a large 
network into manageable smaller clusters [19], localised information is sufEcient since the aim is 
to form localised groups and does not require global coordination. In terms of systems that are 
concerned with the formation of globalised groups, MoPiDiG [1] adopts a spanning tree-based 
approach to form de-centralised groups based on localised groups while the GF framework for 
TAmwgA GvgrAganMg (OTTO) [20] [21] utilises overhearing in order to 
update an individual’s knowledge about the organisation of the group, although it is not utilised to 
alter the groups. The former approach is based on similarity based groups while the latter is
depended upon the decision of each agent whether to join or not. Therefore both of are not quite 
appropriate to be utilised in the automated formation of groups based on complex criteria.
Investigating these previously described GF approaches in the literature has highlighted the 
absence of a comprehensive decentralised GF approach that is generic in the sense that it is 
Eexible and re-usable in different environments while at the same time being expressive enough 
to handle GF criteria capable of forming groups that vary in terms of the nature of their 
composition, depending on the requirement.
1.3 Challenges
The major challenge is the decentralised nature of the environment. This means that there is no 
single central entity that has a global view of all of the potential group members. Therefore, the 
entities need to cooperate with each other in order to achieve a globally optimal GF solution.
As the objective is to achieve a ggmenc solution, the proposed GF approaches should work 
regardless of the nature of the target environment. Firstly, the speciEcation of critena for GF 
should be genenc and secondly, the features that are taken as the basis for GF should be genenc.
Since we are dealing with a pervasive environment, it is likely that the environment is dynamic, 
with the presence of appeanng and disappeanng entities, as well as entities with dynamically 
changing features. Although challenging, it is important to maintain the formed groups in such 
dynamic conditions, such that the groups could be functional regardless of the dynamic nature of 
the environment.
1.4 Example scenario
The work entailed in this thesis is built around the vision of enabling impromptu collaboration of 
entities in a pervasive environment. The GF and group maintenance approaches presented lead to 
impromptu formation of groups enabling such collaboraüons. The genenc nature of the 
approaches allows them to be adopted in various environments regardless of their nature or 
requirements. This genenc GF mechanism can be used in place of all applicaEon-speciEc 
counterparts, which can not only act as an application itself that forms groups, but can also inspire 
new collaboraEve applicaüons that can utilise the presented GF mechanism. The following 
scenario portrays some possibiliEes that can be tnggered by this work.
Assume a disaster relief situation where several similar tasks need to be carried out in various 
locations. These tasks require a combinaEon of skills and resources from a pool of international 
relief personnel speaking a variety of languages. Each relief worker will have different skill sets 
and may be equipped with different resources. Although the relief personnel are equipped with
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communication devices, the disaster may have impaired the standard communication networks 
forcing them to communicate through heterogeneous communication links.
In order to accomplish the task successfully, all personnel involved in a task need to speak a 
single language. Therefore groups should be formed in such a way that each formed group is 
composed of personnel having the required skills and resources required for the task and speaking 
the same language. The criteria for GF include the language as a similarity criterion and the skills 
and resources as specialist criteria. The proposed GF solutions can be utilised in this situation to 
form groups based on the above mentioned complex criteria. Furthermore, since the GF approach 
operates in the application layer and is not dependent on a particular communication method, the 
relief personnel are able to form into groups using the proposed solution in order to accomplish 
the tasks.
In addition, should a group consume all the available resources while the task is in progress and 
hence require more resources, the group maintenance approaches can be utilised to alter the 
groups to include more personnel possessing the required resources.
1.5 Novel Contributions
The novel contributions of this work are described in this sub-section and are depicted below in 
Figure 1.1.
Define requirement Cooperate with neighbours
Decide 
^com position  o %
DisseminateDisseminate
requirements
group
information
Disseminate
altered
information
Alter 
composition
Define additional 
knowledge regarding 
features
GF Criteria
Group Formation
Gro p lain en sn ce
Figure 1,1: Main contributions of the thesis
A comprehensive structure for GF criteria is proposed in this work that unifies and generalises the 
specification of the nature of the group to be formed. The nature of the formed groups in existing 
approaches is application-dependent. These approaches mostly consider either groups with 
homogeneous members with similar characteristics or groups with members having different
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roles. Some approaches are Exed in terms of which features are used as the basis for GF. The GF 
structure proposed in this work contains similar and unique cntena so that the target environments 
of the GF approaches have a choice of deEning groups with a mixture of the above cntena. This 
enables the formation of groups in which some charactenstics are similar among members and 
some charactenstics are unique to each member.
An automated, generic GF solution is presented that enables decentralised entities to cooperate 
with each other in order to form into groups based on the above defined criteria. This involves 
disseminating the GF criteria and the Enal group information as well as making decisions on the 
composition of the groups. This solution follows a group-centric approach where all decisions are 
made independently by the individuals, but are based on the beneEt of the group. Therefore, the 
resultant groups are of an optimal composition with respect to the specified criteria.
A GM solution is proposed that extends GF solution to maintain the groups in the presence of 
dynamic condiEons, which involves making alterations to the already formed groups and also 
disseminating these alterations among the entities. The dynamic conditions considered include the 
appgamncg and the of individuals. Due to the fact that this approach operates in
the application layer, communication layer mobility is encapsulated in these two types of events. 
In addition to these events that are usually tackled in conventional approaches, 
is also considered as an event that requires re-formation of a group.
A (FD) scheme is inEoduced so that the applicaEons are able to specify
knowledge derivation related to parEcular features. This scheme can be utilised to adapt the above 
mentioned generic GF and GM approaches to their application domain. A light-weight 
Dgrivarion MoalwZe (KDM) is proposed to uElise the FDs to derive knowledge. Although the 
proposed FD is intended for specifying the derivation of knowledge related to the proposed GF 
solution, it can also be utilised in any environment where knowledge derivation is to be speciEed 
based on feature values.
1.6 Related Publications
H. De Silva, K. Moessner, F. Carrez, "Group knowledge management for context-aware group 
applications and services," in q/^  ancZ RaùZZo
Sympojmm 2009 2009), Tokyo, Japan, 13-16 September 2009, pp.
2851-2855.
H. De Silva, F. Carrez, K. Moessner, "Automated group formation in decenEalised 
environments," in JJrA /nremariona/ Coq/ergnce on /nfgZZZggnf anzZ AppZicoriom
(/SDA 2077), Cordoba, Spain, 22-24 November 2011, pp. 24-29.
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I.7 Thesis Organisation
Chapter 2 provides a background for this work describing concepts, approaches and techniques in 
the related literature. GF approaches selected from MANET, WSN and CSCL environments that 
handle GF in forms of network clustering, opportunisEc GF and learner GF are presented in 
Section 2 .1. These approaches are discussed in terms of the nature of the criteria taken as the basis 
for GF, how they ensure the satisfaction of these criteria, how the problem is tackled in a 
decentralised manner and how dynamicity of the environment is dealt with. Since many of the 
approaches included homogeneity of the members in GF criteria. Section 2.2 invesEgates methods 
for grouping individuals based on similarity, discussing in particular methods for measuring the 
.yzmzZariry between individuals and values for groups with respect to particular features.
Mechanisms that can be used to specify how to derive these measures are investigated in Section
2.3.
The proposed GF solution is presented in Chapter 3. A structure for GF criteria that is used to 
describe the nature of the groups to be formed is presented in Section 3.3. SecEon 3.4 proposes 
three GF approaches: Cmnp FormaEon (STGF), Cmwp
FoTTMaEoM (FGF) and Grow/? For/MoEow (HGF). STGF uses a hierarchical GF approach
that uElises a spanning tree for exchanging messages and FGF uses a merge-and-update logic that 
uElises Hooding for message exchange. HGF is a hybrid of the above two methods which utilises 
a spanning-tree for message exchange and uses the merge-and-update logic of FGF. Section 3.5 
argues the expressiveness of the proposed scheme for GF criteria and the correctness of the 
proposed GF approaches by means of an analytical evaluation, while SecEon 3.6 experimentally 
evaluates the performance of the approaches against the closest existing approach, MoPiDiG and 
against each other. A discussion is provided in Section 3.7 and the chapter is concluded in Section 
3.8.
The GF approaches presented in Chapter 3 assumes that the environment is static. However, 
individuals may appear and disappear and their features may change over time. It is important to 
maintain the formed groups in the face of such dynamicity. Chapter 4 therefore proposes GM 
approaches to maintain the groups formed using the approaches presented in Chapter 3. Section
4.1 presents the notion of events and Section 4.2 lays down the requirements for GM. Two GM 
approaches, Spannmg Grow/? Mwmrgwwwcg (STGM) and FZooEmg Z?mgE Grow/?
Momtgwowce (GFM), related to the main GF approaches proposed in Chapter 3 are presented in 
Section 4.3. An analyEcal evaluation provided in Section 4.4 argues the correctness of the
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approaches and an experimental evaluation provided in Section 4.5 compares the performance of 
the approaches. Section 4.6 provides a discussion and Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.
One of the main objectives of this work is to allow the GF approaches to be uElised in 
heterogeneous target environments which requires knowledge about these environments. Chapter 
5 presents the Feature DescripEon approach that enables the target environments to specify how 
knowledge (similarity and aggregate measures, in parEcular) regarding the related features, that is 
required by the GF approaches, is to be derived. This makes the proposed GF solution generic 
enabling it to be utilised in any target environment regardless of its nature. Formal definitions are 
laid out in Section 5.2 and the notion of Feature DescripEons is presented in SecEon 5.3. 
Subsections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 describe the main components of a FD: the VdZwe Spacg DgfcrzpEo» 
(VSD) and the Mgfric /q/èrgnce FwZg.9 (MIR). A Knowledge Derivation Module is presented in 
Section 5.3.3 which utilises the FD in order to derive knowledge. The FD scheme is evaluated in 
SecEon 5.4 in terms of an analytical evaluation, a prototype implementation and a case study. The 
chapter is concluded in Section 5.5.
The thesis is summarised and concluded in Chapter 6 and future direcEons are provided.
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2 Background
The aim of this research is to deEne a genenc mechanism for automating the decenEalised 
formation and maintenance of groups that possess characteristics required to accomplish given 
goals. The mechanism is meant to be genenc in the sense that no restrictions are imposed on the 
nature of the formed groups and it is re-usable regardless of the requirements of the target 
environment. Existing systems and techniques in the literature relevant to this purpose are 
presented in this chapter.
Section 2.1 presents several existing GF approaches in the literature. Since one aim of this 
research is to generalise the deEnition of the nature of the groups to be formed, the cntena taken 
as the basis for GF are Erst invesEgated, which is discussed in SecEon 2.1.1. Section 2.1.2, then 
investigates how these systems ensure that these cntena are met. The GF mechanism is expected 
to be deployed in pervasive environments where cenEalised coordination is not necessarily 
available to govern the process. In these environments, the potenEal members themselves are 
required to cooperate with each other in order to form into and maintain groups. Therefore 
Section 2.1.3 investigates how GF is achieved in such decenEalised environments. Once formed, 
these groups need to be maintained unEl the collaboraEon goals are achieved, in such a way that 
the characteristics of the group (that depends on its current composition) saEsfy the original 
criteria throughout the collaboration process. The criteria satisfaction can be altered not only be 
connecting/disconnecEng members but also changes to the features of members. Therefore 
Section 2.1.4 looks into how existing approaches maintain groups in the presence of dynamicity.
Since similarity among members is seen as a prominent characteristic of groups formed in most 
cases, similarity-based grouping is discussed in Section 2.2. Methods for similarity/distance 
measurement and methods for aggregating feature values of a group, in particular are discussed in 
this section. One aim of this research is to support the reusability of the GF and GM mechanisms 
without imposing restricEons on the nature of the formed groups. It is seen that the methods for 
determining sinElarity/distance and group aggregate measures are highly dependent upon the 
features taken as the basis for GF and the requirements of the target environments. Therefore, it is 
important to enable target environments to specify the methods for deriving these measures, rather 
than selecting one general method, in order to maintain the generic-ness of the approaches. The 
speciEcation method should be capable of specifying how to derive knowledge parameters such 
as similarity and aggregate measures, provided a group of values belonging to a parEcular feature. 
Therefore, SecEon 2.3 investigates methods to specify the derivation of these measures. For this
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purpose, Section 2.3.1 looks into methods seen in the literature for modelling features that 
describe entities while Section 2.3.2 examines methods for specifying knowledge derivation. A 
summary is provided in Section 2.4 that summarises the shortcomings of the investigated 
approaches and techniques related to GF.
2.1 Existing GF Approaches
Enabling groups to collaborate towards accomplishing goals, which is the vision behind this work, 
often requires the amalgamation of resources or skills. For example, in nature, a honey bee colony 
is composed of bees playing various roles such as building, nursing and reproducing all with the 
goal of ensuring the survival of the colony. In artiEcial systems as well, such collaborations are 
existent to varying degrees. Whatever the complexity, the initial step in collaboration is the 
formation of a group that is capable of accomplishing the desired goal. GF is a concept relevant to 
a broad range of research areas. To investigate the nature and requirements of GF, several systems 
that involve GF are identiEed and discussed in this section.
The discussed systems broadly belong to three main categories:
1. Network clustering
2. Opportunistic GF
3. Learner GF
The aim of the GF in network clustering [9]-[12] is to achieve network scalability by partitioning 
a large network into manageable sized portions [19], where small localised groups are formed 
based on their positioning. They are mainly seen in MoEEg AE-Eoc AgtworX:.; (MANETs) and
(WSN). The discussed opportunistic GF [l]-[4] mainly seen in 
MANETs portray some GF approaches that are based on simple GF criteria in addition to 
location. The learner GF approaches [15]-[18] are seen in Compwfer Sw/?/?orfeE CoZZw6omEve 
Zvgammg (CSCL) environments, where learners (i.e. students) are formed into opEmal groups in 
order to facilitate collaborating learning based on the objecEves of the instructor. This is 
essentially a partitioning problem, where the pool of learners is partitioned into optimal groups. 
Although these approaches provide centralised GF solutions, they are discussed in order to see 
how they deEne complex GF criteria as well as how they solve the partitioning problem in such a 
way that these criteria are met.
In the rest of this section, these systems are discussed in terms of the nature of criteria taken as the 
basis for GF, the nature of the GF approach, how solutions are achieved in a decenEalised manner 
and how they handle dynamicity where applicable. The main features of these systems are 
summarised in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Summary of features of Group Formation approaches seen across various systems
Network clustering Opportunistic GF Learner GF
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2.1.1 Nature of GF Criteria
It is apparent Eom many instances in the literature where GF is applied, that criteria taken as a 
basis for GF are highly dependent upon the purpose of the groups. This subsection looks at the 
criteria for GF in various GF approaches.
2.1.1.1 Homogeneous Features
In most cases a group refers to a collecEon of entides that share common characteristics. This has 
led most of the research on GF to focus on forming groups with entities that are /zomoggneow.; in 
some sense. Some systems first deEne charactensEcs of a group and add matching entities as 
members. This involves a metric, such as a similarity or distance measure, to match the 
characteristics of the group to that of a potential member. For example, in [2], a user who 
speciEes a desired group proEle is allowed into a particular group if the proEle of that group 
matches the desired group proEle as speciEed by the entity.
The group communication middleware described by Nishigaki et al. [3] is an agent-based system 
which contains two methods for GF: wEvgrEfg and pwrEczpwfe, both of which include information 
about the agent such as its location and a list of keywords and a set of condiEons related to the 
given information. A group is formed if the condiEons of both the advertising and participating 
agents are held. The condiEons contain a distance measure to match entities: ggogm/zEzca/ 
for location and confgxf EzJtancg for the list of keywords.
GF that is based on homogeneity sometimes involves forming groups by specifying the 
characteristics that are to be similar among group members. For example, MoPiDiG [1] forms 
groups with members that are similar in terms of the characteristics included in the grozz/? 
Eg/zzzzEozz.
CSCL systems usually consider complex criteria for GF [15]-[18]. Homogeneity is supported in 
most of them. For example, the framework for FozTzzzzzg FgwjozzaZzZy OpEzzzaZ Gz"ozz/?f (FROG) 
[16] allows homogeneous Etness functions (that measure the Etness of a group with respect to the 
criteria), among several other types of Etness functions, on the main two types of attributes: 
zzzzzzzgz-zc and 6zzz (as in a bin that the learners may fall into).
Network clustering approaches can be considered as GF approaches that are based on 
homogeneous criteria, since they form location-based groups. Although, several other simple 
criteria are considered in addition (e.g. energy constraints in [11]), the formed groups are 
fundamentally similar with respect to locaEon.
2.1.1.2 Specialist Features
Not all groups are based on similarity: some groups thrive on different characteristics of members 
that complement each other. Usually such groups are formed in order to accomplish a goal that
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requires an assortment of skills or resources. Groups are formed in such a way that the required 
characteristics are possessed by the group as a whole.
For example Wang et al [4] describe a distributed Co/zfg%r-Awarg Grow/? (CAEG)
Membership Management service that forms a device group (related to a pre-established user 
group) that is based on detail speciEed in a Grow/? ;5g.y.yzow Frq^/g (GSP). The details of the social 
context of the group are contained in a User Group ProEle (UGP) which includes each user’s role 
in the group.
Ounnas et al. [15] present a semantic framework for learner GF, that describes the forming of 
balanced teams for collaborative learning, that are composed of the following roles: one or more 
CoorEmator or SAw/?gr roles to lead the team, a PZawt to stimulate ideas and insure creativity, a 
Mowftor/Fvw/wwror to maintain honesty, one or more /?M/?ZgmgMrgr, Tgw/w Wor/rgr, Fa.yowrcg 
/wvg.yEgw/o?' or C(??M/?/grg/yFmf.y/zgr to make things happen.
2.1.1.3 Other Criteria
Criteria other than similarity, such as heterogeneity are also an important aspect in GF [22]. Craig 
et al. discuss a framework for Formzng Fgw.;oMwZ?Zy G/?EmwZ Grow/?.; (FROG) [16] to be used by 
instructors to group students. They have deEned a general mathematical model for GF that 
includes types of attributes that are taken as the basis for GF, GF-criteria and Etness measures. 
Three atEibute types are presented, which they claim cover as many characteristics as possible 
based on their literature survey. These include wwmgrzc attributes, Z?zw attributes each of which has 
a discrete set of possible values, and a EzngmZz/g atEibute that represents the availability of a 
student for group meeüngs. Numeric attributes have three possible Etness criteria: EomoggMgow.;, 
/zgtgmggwgowj  ^ and w/?/?o?YfowgE. Homogeneous and heterogeneous Etness criteria (for both 
numeric and bin attributes) are based on the average pairwise distance between group members 
for this attribute and normalised by the maximum pairwise distance across the entire class. A 
drawback of this method is that it treats every feature in the same way by taking the actual 
distance and does not allow any Eexibility for the user to deEne their preferred method of 
deriving the distance. "ApporEonedness’’ is inEoduced to make sure that a certain feature is 
distributed evenly across the groups. It is a property related to the entire partiEon rather than to a 
single group, and is achieved by considering how close a group is to the class average. It is 
therefore not much relevant to the work discussed in this thesis which does not involve 
partiEoning. Several other Etness functions related to bin and one related to timetable attributes 
are presented. Although they cover a considerable range, it is still an exhausEve list which limits 
criteria deEnitions to these deEned Etness functions restricting the Eexibility of criteria deEnition.
Ho et al. [18] describe a GF framework for CSCL where they focus on forming groups of students 
in which members within a group are heterogeneous in terms of their competence (i.e. the ability
12
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of a student in terms of the degree of understanding of a particular concept or the capability of 
performing a particular skill) and learning style and have a high level of interaction among each
other.
2.1.2 Criteria Satisfaction
This section discusses the systems in terms of the various methods utilised by them in order to
make sure that the criteria are satisfied in the process of GF.
2.1.2.1 Similarity / Semantic Distance-based
Some GF approaches based on the homogeneity of member attributes use some form of clustering
of the target entities based on those specibed characteristics. For example, in MoPiDiG [1] 
members are added to a group such that a growp is optimised. However, it is not
clear whether the group profit function can be defined from application to application. It seems 
that it is a fixed function and therefore the end application, in spite of being able to describe 
domain specibc characteristics, is not capable of debning how these characteristics should be 
used to form the group.
Rubens et al. [17] propose a Formano/z mWwZF (CAFE), which automatically
forms informal collaborative learning groups in the absence of explicit information about learners, 
courses, etc. They follow a data driven approach where the required data is extracted from various 
data sources such as academic publications. A similarity-based inference method is utilised for the 
formation of a collaborative learning group by linking appropriate learners and appropriate 
learning material. The hypothesis is that a learner is able to contribute knowledge about a 
particular learning material (academic paper) if the learner's papers are similar to its citations and 
the learner is able to receive knowledge in areas where the learner's paper are dissimilar to the 
citations. Similarity between papers is measured in terms of a graph-based similarity metric. A 
graph structure is used to represent learner and material as nodes and various relationships 
between them as edges. Papers are considered to be similar if the average path length between 
them in the graph representation is short and they are strongly connected through their citations. 
Although the implicit information derivation from data sources is out of the scope of the work 
detailed in this thesis, the derivation of similarity from relationships is inspiring.
2.1.2.2 Constraint Satisfaction-based
CAEG [4], which forms a device group (related to a pre-established user group) that is based on 
details specified in a Gmwp Prq/z/g (GSP), handles the GF as a constraint satisfaction
problem. A device is added to the device group when the actual contexts of the devices 
(interpreted by sensors in the devices) are matched with that established in the GSP.
Ounnas et al. [15] describe a semantic framework for learner GF. The framework consists of two 
interfaces for students and instructors: the student interface is used to enter attributes of the
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students and the instructor interface is used to select GF criteria and rank their importance. They 
have created an ontology called a S'emaMtic Igamgr Frq/z/g (SLP), which is populated using the 
data submitted through the student interface and converted to a knowledge base. The core 
component of the framework, the gmw/z ggngmfor, is based on a DLV solver [23] and is 
responsible of allocating students into groups. The constraints are written into a DLV programme 
and modelled as a constraint satisfaction problem. The priority values distinguish strong 
constraints from weak constraints, which allow the violation of weak constraints in order to avoid 
students not being allocated to any of the groups (known as the orpAaw problem). When
more than one solution is present, the best solution is chosen based on a function that minimises 
the number of violated constraints. Although the use of Semantic Web technologies seems 
appealing, this framework provides little or no flexibility in adapting to heterogeneity in terms of 
student attributes or GF criteria.
2.1.2.3 Optimisation-based
Generally, CSCL systems [15]-[18] involve parfzn'oMmg a pool of learners (e.g. a class) into non­
overlapping groups based on criteria specified by an instructor. Due to the complex nature of the 
partitioning problem, some adopt optimisation methods.
In FROG, an evolutionary algorithm is used to And a reasonably optimal solution in terms of the 
btness measures (refer to [16] for more detail on their evolutionary algorithm). However, such 
optimisation techniques are unnecessary in the context of the work addressed in this thesis, since 
the main concern in formation of one or more groups that meet the required constraints as 
opposed to partitioning the whole network of individuals into such groups.
The GF framework for CSCL described by Ho et al. [18] has adopted a Particle Swarm 
Optimisation [24] algorithm, which is an evolutionary algorithm, to achieve a GF solution. This 
method is, however, specific to their application case, where the students are described by features 
representing categories such as competence, learning style and level of interaction.
2.1.2.4 Cluster Head-based
The aim of network clustering is to achieve network scalability by partitioning a large network 
into manageable size portions [19].
Some approaches [9]-[12] involve a (CH) appointed as a leader for each cluster.
Various methods are used to appoint CHs. The simplest are ID-based methods where the node 
with the lowest (or highest) ID in a neighbourhood is appointed as a CH [9]. Another method is 
based on forming clusters around nodes that first declare themselves as CHs [10]. In order to 
avoid concurrent declarations, [10] utilises a random delay before broadcasting a declaration, 
during which if a CH declaration is received, the individual ceases the transmission of its 
declaration. Instead of choosing CHs randomly, some methods base the choice of CH on some
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rationale depending on their requirements. For example, the Energy Ej^czent Dfjfrz^wW
c/w.yfermg (HEED) protocol [11] determines the probability that a node becomes a CH based on a 
cost function that takes into account the residual energy. However, this method involves the 
tentative CHs iteratively advertising themselves as CHs until they find a CH with a lower cost. Li 
et al. [12] introduces a clustering approach E)g7cz6nf CZnjtgrmg A/zproac/z
(MRECA) which introduces a delay in advertising one as a CH, based on a cost function similar 
to that in HEED. This is expected to overcome the problem of rounds of iterations (as seen in 
HEED) that are required, when CHs advertise themselves simultaneously.
2.1.3 Decentralised Operation
Due to the decentralised nature of pervasive environments, a single entity is usually neither 
capable of coordinating the GF process nor has a complete view of all the potential group 
members. In the absence of a central entity that is in charge of GF, the groups are formed in a 
decentralised manner where the entities co-operate with each other. Some examples of 
decentralised GF found in the literature are discussed in this section.
Although network clustering approaches [9]-[12] can provide insight into how distributed GF 
could be carried out, they lack some essential characteristics. Firstly, the network clustering 
problem is simpler than the GF problem addressed in this work, since the main aim is to partition 
a network into manageable clusters, hence providing location-based groups [19]. For example, in 
a CH-based method, nodes do not need to check conditions against other members of the cluster: 
they compare themselves only against a CH. Secondly, only local information is sufficient in 
network clustering. For example, almost all of the above methods are concerned in forming 
clusters with members that are at most two hops apart. However, groups in the context of this 
work can be formed with individuals anywhere in the network, not just with a localised set of 
individuals. This necessitates the whole network of individuals to be searched until the desired 
group composition is found, which can be challenging in the considered decentralised 
environment. Therefore, multicast concepts that can be used in this context are discussed in the 
rest of this sub section.
MoPiDiG [1], which forms profile-based groups, utilises a .ypa/zzzzMg trgg topology to minimise the 
number of messages that needs to be exchanged in order to reach a Enal solution. If the network 
of nodes is represented by a connected, undirected graph with vertices and edges signifying 
entities and their connections respectively, a spanning tree is a structure where all the vertices are 
connected through a minimal set of edges. Although a spanning tree structure signiEcantly 
reduces the number of message transmissions compared to a flooding method, as Seitz et al points 
out, node mobility, especially a disappearing node could have negative effects on a tree.
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The GF framework for Organzzmg Tgamj T/zmwgA Ovgr/zgarmg (OTTO) [20] [21] is a system that 
supports the dynamic organisation of sub-teams within a team of agents carrying out a 
collaborative task. The concept of ovgrAean/zg is utilised where messages broadcast by agents are 
used by receivers to update their knowledge about the organisation of the team. Date comparison 
of the messages is the basis for integrating received messages to incrementally update one's 
knowledge, so that each agent's vfgw about the organisation of the team is accurate and up to date. 
However, the decision of including an agent in a group is made by its /gazfgr, upon a request from 
the agent, and thus, not a part of the incremental update process. LOTTO (OTTO ybr /argg 
MwrnZzgr agg/zt.y) [25] is an extension of OTTO for large teams where memory usage is limited 
by allowing agent discard information about agents of whom they have not heard for a long time.
2.1.4 Handling Dynamicity
Once groups are formed, changes related to the network of entities in the environment may impair 
the groups. Therefore, the dynamicity of the individuals necessitates some method to re-form the 
groups. It should be noted that facilitating fault tolerance in the actual group collaboration is out 
of the scope of the work addressed in this thesis. This work handles dynamicity in terms of the 
composition of the group, by searching for and presenting an optimal group of entities that can 
carry out the collaboration in the presence of dynamicity. Network clustering approaches usually 
call the clustering algorithms periodically to adapt to the mobile nature of ad hoc networks [12]. 
However, as pointed out by Li et al. in [12], if the dynamicity is relatively low, re-calling the GF 
process may be costly, and hence they introduce a local maintenance scheme as an alternative. 
Furthermore, unlike network clustering which serves the purpose of apportioning the network into 
a manageable size, the groups formed in the context of this work are intended to collaborate in 
order to achieve specific goals. Therefore, re-forming the groups from scratch will disrupt this 
collaboration, making group maintenance more suitable in the context of this work. Some of the 
maintenance approaches seen in the literature will be discussed next.
A local maintenance scheme, MRECA [12], involves a notion of link up and link down events, 
which are detected when receiving a Hello message from a new node and when an expected Hello 
message is not received respectively. Since MRECA generates only two-hop clusters (i.e. any two 
members in the same cluster are at most two hops away), only CHs need to act on link up or link 
down events. When a link up event is detected by a CH, it sends an invitation to the other node 
which will decide on whether or not to join that cluster if it does not belong to any cluster, is not a 
CH itself, or cannot contact the CH of its current cluster. When a CH detects a link down event, it 
simply removes the node concerned from its cluster, if that node belongs to its cluster. As 
mentioned by Li et al, repeated use of the local maintenance algorithms produce a poor quality of 
cluster structure in which re-clustering is required to construct better quality clusters. 
Furthermore, they have not handled the link down event of a CH.
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Lin and Gerla [26] describe a self-organising multi-hop radio network. The nodes in the system 
are organised into non-overlapping clusters where any two nodes are separated at most by two 
hops. They describe a mechanism for cluster maintenance in the presence of a topological change, 
which can be caused by change of location, connection or disconnection of a node. It is, however, 
assumed that the topology of the network does not change during algorithm execution. This 
maintenance approach reconfigures the clusters when there are nodes in the cluster that have a 
cluster hop distance more than two, by leaving the node with the highest connectivity and it 
neighbours and removing the rest of the nodes from the cluster. On discovering that a node y is 
not in its locality, a node % should check if the highest connectivity node is a one hop member. If 
so, % removes y  from its cluster. Otherwise % changes cluster. A node can join a cluster only if all 
the members of this cluster are in its locality. By taking node connectivity as the basis for cluster 
maintenance, this method claims to minimise the number of node transitions from one cluster to 
another.
WiFlock [27] is an energy efficient protocol for neighbour discovery and group maintenance in 
mobile sensor networks. This protocol accommodates node mobility where, in the presence of 
appearing and disappearing sensors, a group of nodes discover each other and new neighbours, 
maintain group membership and being aware of node departure. The groups addressed in this 
work are location-based groups seen in networks that exhibit "opportunistic behaviour",
where scattered mobile nodes occasionally come together for a period of time and form into a 
group and then disband. This work claims to extend existing asynchronous beaconing methods 
[28][29] used by nodes to advertise their existence and to listen to receiving beacons, by 
introducing a collaborative beaconing system. The idea here is to synchronise activities among 
nodes in a in order to speed up propagation of neighbourhood and group membership
information. Distributed coordination is used to achieve 5'y/zc/zrozzz.yezT Lz.ytg/zzzzg azzzf Evg/zZy 
Tz-ayz.yzMztrz/zg (SLEST) among a group of nodes.
Cohen and Kapchits [30] propose a cozzfzMzzozz.y zzgzg/zZzozzr (Zzfcovg/y scheme for asynchronous 
sensor networks. They distinguish between z/zzfzaZ and cozzfzzzzzozz.y neighbour discovery where the 
former is the initial detection of neighbours and the latter is the detection of appearing nodes after 
the initial detection. For continuous neighbour discovery, they propose using a scheme different to 
that of initial neighbour discovery since the nodes are already aware of their immediate 
neighbours and can coordinate with the neighbours to consume less energy for the process. Two 
schemes are proposed to detect all hidden links inside a set of connected nodes (which they call a 
.ygg/zzgzzf) and detect a hidden link outside a segment. In the former scheme (Scheme 1), a node 
that discovers a link sends a SYNC message to segment members asking them to wake up and 
send HELLO messages. This way, all nodes in a segment are aware of a hidden node as soon as it
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is discovered by any one of its neighbours, which is much more efAcient than if each of the nodes 
had to discover hidden neighbours independently. The scheme for the latter case (Scheme 2), 
involves a node randomly waking up for a fixed period of time and broadcasting several HELLO 
messages and then listening for possible HELLO messages sent by new neighbours. They claim 
that the random wake-up approach minimises the collision possibility of HELLO messages of the 
nodes in the same segment. Furthermore, they present an algorithm for assigning the HELLO 
message frequency to the nodes of the same segment.
2.1.5 Discussion
It is seen that CSCL systems are concerned with the formation of groups that are generally more 
complex than other systems. For example they consider criteria based on the AgfgmggMgzfy of 
member attributes [16][18] as well as between members (such as member
interaction [18]), in addition to criteria such as Ao/Mogg»gzry and that are seen
in other approaches as well.
However, the CSCL systems provide centralised solutions, the main advantage of which is that at 
the point of GF a global view of all individuals and their attributes is present. Most existing 
decentralised systems that apply GF are simpler in criteria and a local view is sufEcient since 
most of them (e.g. network clustering approaches in [9]-[12]) are concerned with forming 
location-based groups. Exceptions are MoPiDiG [1] and OTTO [20], which supports the 
formation of global groups. However, [1] is concerned with forming similarity-based groups and 
the decentralised operation in [20] mainly achieves view propagation which does not involve 
decisions on group membership based on criteria. The aim of this work is the formation of 
globalised groups as in [1] and [20], in the absence of a central coordinating entity that has a 
global view of all individuals, based on GF criteria with a complexity comparable to that seen in 
CSCL approaches (e.g. [16][18]).
In terms of handling dynamicity, it is seen that all investigated approaches handle dynamicity in 
terms of the connectivity or mobility of individuals, and do not deal with changes to the features 
of the members. Furthermore, since these approaches are concerned with forming localised 
groups, dynamicity is not required to be handled globally. However, in terms of the GF 
considered in this thesis, dynamicity needs to be handled globally, as the potential groups are not 
necessarily localised.
2.2 Similarity-based Grouping
As was seen in the previous section, most GF approaches are concerned with of grouping similar 
entities together. The concepts of [31]-[34] and cZajjz/fcan'o/z [35][36] in the pattern
recognition field are widely adopted in the literature for this purpose. Clustering is an 
unsupervised learning problem where a clustering is sought in an unlabelled population of objects
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[31] whereas classification is a supervised learning problem where a decision is sought whether or 
not to place and object in a class with previously classiOed objects [35]. However, both concepts 
involve determining the similarity between objects and comparing them in order to cluster or 
classify objects in such a way that objects within the same cluster/class are similar while objects 
belonging to different clusters/classes are dissimilar. Therefore, it can be seen that determining the 
similarity/distance between objects is an important issue. Determining whether two entities are 
similar or not depends not only on the features with respect to which they are compared, but also 
on the requirement of the target environment. Therefore Section 2.2.1 investigates various 
methods used to determine the similarity/distance between entities with respect to various types of 
features. Both processes of clustering and classification involve determining the 
similarity/distance between clusters (in the decision of merging or splitting clusters) or between a 
class and an individual (in the decision of including the individual in a class). Some of the widely 
used methods that involve the similarity/ distance between groups are discussed in Section
2.2.1.3.
Most of the methods that exist for determining the similarity between groups, as seen in Section
2.2.1.3, are based on statistical measures which complicate, or even prevent, their adaptation in 
environments that involve nominal-valued features. Therefore, the concept of abstracting a group 
as a single entity is investigated, which involves aggregating the feature values of group members, 
so as to represent the group as a whole. This enables determining the similarity/distance between 
such aggregated feature values which can be taken as an estimate of the similarity/distance 
between the two groups. Such aggregation processes seen in the literature are investigated in 
Section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Similarity/Distance Measurement
The similarity between entities with respect to a particular feature is generally measured in terms 
of a similarity or distance metric. The rest of this section discusses various methods adopted in a 
wide range of areas to measure the similarity between entities.
2.2.1.1 Numeric Features
Defining a similarity or distance measures for numeric features is fairly straightforward: it can be 
represented by the actual distance or some function of the actual distance between the numeric 
values. However, to get a distance measure taking into account several features, the individual 
distances need to be combined in some manner. The rest of this sub-section describes two such 
approaches used to combine several distances into a single distance metric.
The Euclidean distance is a distance measure that gives a basic distance between two entities with 
respect to a set of numeric features. This measure assumes that an entity is represented by a point 
in the Euclidean n-space where each of the n features is represented by a separate dimension. If
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the vectors X =  (%i,%2 , ^^CXi'iXz' - represent two individuals with n
features, the Euclidean distance is given as follows.
n
dEucmean{X, Y) =  J ( X -  (X -  Y)
N i = 0
The problem with the Euclidean distance is that it depends on the scales of measurements of each 
feature.
The distance is a measure that takes the scale dependent problem of Euclidean
distance into account and normalises the distances making the measure scale-invariant by the use 
of a covariance matrix, 5", that indicates the variance of each of the features and the covariance 
between features.
dMaEalanot,is(X.Y) =  J (X -  Y f s ~ ^  (X -  Y)
The Euclidean distance is essentially a specialised case of the Mahalanobis distance where the 
covariance matrix is the identity matrix. Mahalanobis distance is used in most clustering 
problems, but this assumes features that take numeric values and therefore nominal features 
cannot be used.
2.2.1.2 Nominal Features
A nominal-valued scale is one of the categories of scales of measurements proposed by Stevens 
[37], which contains categorical variables such as labels. Features that have simple nominal scales 
are restricted to gqwzvaZgMce operations where a pair of values belonging to the same category is 
considered similar and a pair belonging to different categories is considered dissimilar. However, 
throughout the literature, many instances are found where more complex methods are utilised to 
determine the similarity between values of a nominal-valued feature. Some of these methods are 
discussed in the rest of this section.
A widely used method to represent the distance of a nominal feature is the rggwZar fzmpZex 
method where a nominal feature with k values is transformed to a numeric feature with Zc — 1 
levels [38]. The numeric feature is defined so that each value in the nominal feature is represented 
by a vertex in a regular simplex, where any two vertices are equidistance to each other. 
Obviously, this method assumes that any two values are equally separated from each other in 
terms of distance, which denies the ability of representing nominal values that have more complex 
semantic relationships within their value spaces.
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McCane el al. [38] introduce .yymZzoZzc covana/zce as the basis of a Mahalanobis-type distance 
measure for nominal and mixed (numeric and nominal) features. The distance between two 
nominal values Aj and Aj is symbolised by the function 5 (Aj,Aj), which is used to define the 
symbolic covariance. The symbolic covariance for the nominal features is computed by choosing 
appropriate values for^(A^,A^). However, having to define <5 values for all pairs in a nominal 
feature may not always be convenient especially for features that have a large value space.
Hsu et al. introduce a (Zfffancg AfgmrcAy in [39] where relationships within a value domain of a 
nominal feature can be represented by a hierarchy where nodes higher up in the hierarchy 
represent more general concepts and lower nodes represent more specific concepts. They have 
introduced weights to the links in such a hierarchy so that the distance between two concepts 
represented by leaf nodes is defined as the total link weight between the two nodes.
Measuring the similarity between objects is a research area that has become popular in areas such 
as text mining [40][41]. The similarity between objects (e.g. documents) is derived from 
information related to objects (e.g. keywords). Graph-based methods that model the relationships 
between objects are used for this purpose. For example, [42] is a similarity measure
based on object-to-object relationships. The object relationships are modelled as graphs where 
objects are represented by vertices and relationships are represented by edges. In this case, two 
objects are considered similar if they are related to similar objects. Goodall [43] introduces a 
similarity measure where a pair of items is considered more similar if they share feature values 
uncommon in the population, where knowledge about frequency of occurrence of feature values 
in the population is used in order to determine the similarity. However, these methods require 
prior knowledge about the current population. This is impractical in the de-centralised 
environment considered in this work, where there is no central access to the information of the 
whole population. InterestMap [44] builds a network view of people based by means of harvesting 
social network profiles. The social network profiles are mapped to a set of zzZg/ztzty 
For example, the term 'reading' appearing under interests in a profile is mapped the identity 
descriptor 'book lover'. The metric MwmaZ //z/brmatfOM (PMI) [45] is used to
determine the similarity between two descriptors based on the probability that they appear 
together within the same profile. This information is used to build graph where descriptors are the 
nodes and the edges reflect the PMI scores. The Vgctor MoafeZ (VSM) [46] is used to
represent a document as a vector of weights corresponding to the terms that appear in it. For 
example, a term such as 'act', which is a word stem, can be used to represent closely related forms 
of this stem such as 'actor', 'action' and 'acting'. However, in VSM, since each word stem 
representing a term is considered unrelated, the base vectors are considered orthogonal to each 
other (e.g. although the terms 'suggestion' and 'advice' are synonyms, they are considered
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unrelated in VSM). Most text mining approaches utilise the term-based VSM to calculate the 
similarity between documents by the use of a distance metric such as the fWZanZy, the
the EwcZzWga» or the Man/zatraM zZzi^ razzce [47]. However, due to the
assumption of orthogonality, this method does not take into account semantic relationships 
between separate terms. For this purpose, Jing et al. [47] propose a method that combines 
background knowledge given by ontologies, statistical methods and human validation to End 
information mutual to terms, or Term Mutual Information (TMI). They utilise an ontology such as 
WordNet [48], which is essentially a lexical database in which the speciAc meaning of a given 
term is represented by organising the terms into /^z g^r.y consisting of synonyms. The semantic 
information about the two terms, which is based on whether one term is in the synset of the other, 
is used to update the weights considered in VSM. This updated representation is called ozzto/ogy- 
VS'M. The Harris distributional hypothesis claiming that "terms are semantically similar to 
the extent to which they share similar syntactic contexts" [47] is utilised to statistically calculate 
the similarity between two terms (using a cojz/zg .yz/zzz/anfy measure) based on the weights 
calculated by the ozzfoZogy-ZzajgzZ VSM. However, due to the possibility of wrong conclusions, the 
learned mutual information is validated by a person.
2.2.1.3 Similarity/Distance between Groups
In the process of forming similarity-based groups, decisions such as adding an individual to a 
group and merging or splitting groups, are made in intermediate stages of the process. These 
decisions depend on comparing the similarity/distance between two groups or between a group 
and an individual. Therefore it is important to And a measure to compare the similarity between 
groups.
In terms of clustering, methods such as jzzzgZe Zz/zAagg, co/zzpZete Zzzz^gg or avemgg ZzzzZ%zgg 
[49] [50] are present in the literature. In single linkage, also known as the zzgara.yr zzgzg/zZzozzr 
method, the distance between the nearest members of the two clusters or the distance to the 
member nearest to the individual is considered. Complete linkage, also known as zzzgzzzZzgr
method, is the opposite of the previous case, and considers the distance between the farthest 
members of two clusters as the distance between those two clusters. Similarly, the distance 
between a cluster and an individual is considered as distance from the individual to the farthest 
member of the cluster. Average linkage considers the mean distance between the individuals of 
each cluster. In terms of classification, methods such as Zr-Vgargj/ AgzgZzZzozzr (k-NN) [51], 
Cazz.y.yzazz Mzxfzzrg MozZgZj (GMM) [52] can be found. In the k-NN method, an object is assigned 
to the class most common among k most similar objects (that are already classified); whereas the 
GMM method considers the statistical distributions of the classes (in terms of parameters such as 
the mean and the standard deviation) in order to decide which class the object should be assigned 
to.
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These methods are statistical measures, since traditional clustering and classification approaches 
are applied to systems with numeric features. However, since the aim of this work is to enable 
numerous types of features, including nominal-valued features, it is not always possible to apply 
such statistical measures. Furthermore, the cluster shapes (with respect to the features) depends on 
the approach used. For example, the single linkage method is subject to the c/zammg p/zgnorngMo»
[53]. Therefore, instead of choosing one method, more flexibility can be provided by allowing 
the target environment to debne an aggrggafg feature value to represent the whole group which is 
then used to determine the similarity/distance between that group and another group or individual. 
Therefore the following section investigates methods used for this purpose.
2.2.2 Group Aggregation
When dealing with groups of entities, it is sometimes required to treat the group as a single entity
[54]. For example, some group recommendation systems (i.e. recommendation systems that cater 
for groups of users) create a pseudo-user to represent the preferences of a group, in order to 
provide recommendations for a group as a whole when the group is homogeneous in nature
[55][56]. This section discusses some methods in the literature that can be used to abstract a 
group, or at least some of its characteristics, as a single entity.
Recommendation systems provide item reconunendations related to a particular domain (such as 
movies, music, TV programmes etc.) to users based on provided or implied preferences. One 
method is to associate each item with a set of terms, such as tags, keywords, genres, etc., and the 
each user is associated with a subset of these terms, probably with associated ranks, by means of a 
prq/zZg [57]. Another method is to imply preferences for items based on item preferences of 
similar users, also known as CoZZaZzomtzvg Fz/fgnzzg [58] Group recommendation [55]-[67] is a 
research area that deals with providing recommendations for a group of users as opposed to single 
users. Jameson and Smyth [59] narrow down the existing approaches into three schema: 
aggregation of ratings for individuals (in other words, aggregation of user profiles), merging of 
individual recommendations and the construction of group preference models. Aggregation of 
ratings involves merging the ratings of the members of the groups, hence deHning a 
to represent the group as a whole, and provide recommendations related to that user. Since each 
user's rating pattern may be different (i.e. some users may utilise the full scale for rating, while 
some use only extreme values), it is necessary to normalise each users ratings before aggregating 
them [60]. Various strategies are employed by various systems for aggregating preferences as 
well as aggregating recommendations. The most common strategy for aggregating preferences is 
the avgmgg .yrmfggy (or wnZffarmM-aùfzZztfvg) [61], which averages the ratings. A variation to this 
method is presented in [62], which is group reconunendation system for TV items, where the 
similarity between user profiles (in terms of the cosine similarity function that takes the common 
interests of users) is considered as well. PolyLens [56], which recommends movies to groups of
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users, generates recommendations for the individuals and combines them using the mzjg/y 
strategy, which is based on the principle that a group is "as happy as its least happy member" 
[61]. Several other strategies are detailed in [61], which depends on the rationale behind seeking a 
group recommendation. For this reason, [63], which is a distributed platform for group 
recommendations, offers a graphical editor that allows switching merging strategies and 
inspecting and manipulating their parameters at runtime.
[68]-[72] is an area of research that is concerned with integrating information 
from multiple (possibly heterogeneous) sources in order to obtain more reliable and refined 
information. In the domain of wireless sensor networks, information fusion is used to enable 
coopemtzozi (by composing a complete view from pieces), re^ ZzzzzzZazzcy (by fusing overlapping 
measurements to get more accurate data) and co/zzpZamg/zranZy (by combining complementary 
data to obtain a result not achievable by the individual measurements) [70]. The availability of an 
abundance of information sources (owing primarily to the development of the Internet) has given 
rise to research areas that deal with "fusing multiple records representing the same real-world 
object into a single, consistent, and clean representation" [71]. However, fusion related to WSNs 
[69] [71] is more focused on concepts such as overcoming redundancy and improving accuracy 
which are irrelevant to group abstraction. Although not directly related to the principles of 
information fusion in the above fields, group aggregation can be thought of as having some 
similarities with them. If members of a group are thought of as the individual information that 
needs to be fused in either of the above cases, the resultant fused information is analogous to the 
abstract individual that represents the group. A rule-based mechanism [72] used to fuse a set of 
structured reports into a single report, shares some concepts that can be utilised for the 
aggregation process. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.2.2 under rule languages.
2.2.3 Discussion
As described in Section 2.2.1, there are numerous methods to compute the similarity/distance 
between values in a value space, depending on the requirements of the application. Graph-based 
methods that take into consideration relationships within all (or a considerable proportion of) 
object instances in order to determine the similarity (such as InterestMap [44]) are impractical in 
the context of the work detailed in this thesis, since the decentralised nature of the target 
environments denies the possibility of a global view of the population. Some methods utilise 
additional domain knowledge (relational concepts) while some methods utilise mathematical and 
statistical concepts. All similarity/distance measures seem to be specific to each application case. 
The heterogeneity of these measures makes using them in a generic framework challenging. This 
necessitates the target environments to be able to instruct the application how to derive required 
distance metric.
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Most of the methods for determining the similarity between groups are statistical estimates. 
Another type of estimation is seen in group reconunendation systems where pseudo users are 
created to represent a group, which can be utilised for estimating the similarity between groups 
(or between a group and an individual). An investigation on group reconunendation systems 
portrays that aggregation methods vary depending on the nature of the environment and the 
requirements. Although information fusion is not directly applicable for group aggregation, the 
concept can be utilised. Therefore, putting this into the context of the work highlighted in this 
thesis, a generic mechanism is required to specify how to aggregate a group of feature values into 
a single representation of that feature.
2.3 Knowledge Derivation
As seen in the previous section, there are numerous methods for deriving .y/mz/anZy and aggrggatg 
values. However, it is not the intention of this work to propose a specific derivation approach. 
Given the objective of developing a generic process for GF, it is necessary to enable target 
environments to specify how they want these measures to be derived.
With this in mind. Section 2.3.1 investigates methods for representing the various features that are 
used as the basis for GF, with respect to which the above mentioned similarity and aggregate 
values are measured. Section 2.3.2 then investigates mechanisms used for specifying how 
knowledge parameters such as the similarity and aggregate measures relating to these features are 
to be derived.
2.3.1 Modelling Features that Describe Entities
In order to enable specifying the derivation of knowledge parameters such as similarity and 
aggregate measures, it is first important to have a general representation of features that are taken 
as the basis for these measures. The features in the context of this work are meant to represent 
attributes of entities in the considered environment, by means of some mode of measurement of 
the corresponding attributes.
Stevens [37] has proposed that all measurements in science fall into one of the following scales: 
nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio. A nominal scale contains categorical variables such as labels 
where equivalence is the main operation. The ordinal scale (as in a preference or ranking scale) 
considers the order of the measurements. The interval scale (as in the Celsius scale for 
temperature measurements) considers the difference between two levels, but the ratio between 
two levels is meaningless. The ratio scale is the usual scale of measurement for physical measures 
such as length, mass, etc., where the ratio between two values indicates the ratio between the 
magnitudes of the measured characteristic.
Since the aim is to enable the derivation of knowledge related to a collection of feature values, it 
is important that the corresponding scales can be subject to various operations and comparisons.
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Ordinal, interval and ratio scales, which are in fact numeric value spaces that already possess an 
intrinsic structure as described in the above paragraph, already enable such operations and 
comparisons. For example, the average of a group of numeric values can be derived by use of 
.ywmmaZzoM and (ZzvzjfOM, which are operation allowed within a numeric value space. However, 
since the nominal scale, by itself contains only simple operations such as equivalence, structure 
needs to be imposed on it by some means, to enable operations and comparisons within.
In the literature, in the area of context modelling in particular, a multitude of methods [73]-[79] 
can be found that can be adopted for this purpose. According to the survey by Strang and 
Linnhoff-Popien [80] various context modelling approaches can be categorised into: key-value 
models, markup scheme models, graphical models, object-oriented models logic-based (or fact- 
based) models and ontology-based models. Although a key-value model is irrelevant in terms of 
introducing meaning to a nominal value space, the rest of the approaches can be utilised for this 
purpose to varying degrees. For example, a markup scheme can be used to define a hierarchy of 
values belonging to a particular nominal value space and an ontology can be used to dehne the 
relationships between the values in nominal value space. It is seen in [80] that logic-based and 
ontology-based models seem have a higher Zgvg/ which especially in the pervasive
environment considered in this thesis, is highly desirable in terms of zzzZgrqqgmZzzZzZy. In terms of 
gx/7rg.y.yzvgzzgj.y, ontology-based models are superior to logic-based models [81]. Therefore, the 
following sub-section describes ontology-based models.
2.3.1.1 Ontology-based Models
An ontology is "zzzz g.%pZzczZ apgcz/zcaZzozz q/^  a cozzcgpZzza/zzaZzozz" [82] of a particular domain. It 
can be used to formally specify the terms and relationships between terms in the considered 
domain. The flexible and extensible nature of ontologies enables debning a domain without 
imposing restrictions on its structure. Therefore, in terms of the work considered in this thesis, an 
ontology is well suited for modelling a value space of a feature, especially due to requirements 
such as generic-ness and interoperability. A significant range of tools exists for authoring 
ontologies. The GzzZoZogy Eazzgzzagg (OWL) [83][84] is a language used for defining 
ontologies. OWL ontologies are primarily exchanged as Eg.yozzrce DgfcrzpZzo/z Fmzzzgwor  ^(RDF) 
[85] documents.
2.3.2 Specifying Knowledge Derivation
Once the features are modelled, it is then required to utilise this model to derive knowledge 
parameters such as the required zZz.yZaMce and aggrggaza measures with respect to the modelled 
feature. As highlighted earlier, the specification method should be capable of specifying how to 
derive knowledge parameters such as similarity and aggregate measures, provided a group of
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values belonging to a particular feature. This section investigates mechanisms that can be used 
for this purpose in terms of query and rule languages.
2.3.2.1 Query Languages
A qwg/y Zazzgwagg is a structured language to query databases or information systems in order to 
retrieve information. Most query languages include functionality to manipulate information such 
that various inferences can be made from existing information. Therefore, a qzzezy can be thought 
of as a structured method for specifying how a metric can be derived from an existing collection 
of information. For example, the i^ rz-zzcZzzz-g^ Z gzzgzy E^ zzzgzzagg (SQL) [86], which is a standard 
query language for querying relational databases, supports a set of aggregate functions such as 
avgz-agg, cozzzzZ, zzzauc, zzzzzz and .yzzzzz which can be used together with its arithmetic operators (such 
as a^ Z^ ztzozz, jzzZzZz-ocfzozz, zZzvz.yzozz and zzzzzZzzpZzcafzozz) and comparison operators (such as gqzzaZ to, 
gz-gaZgz" zZzazz oz" gqzzaZ to and Zg.yj rZzazz oz" gqzzaZ to) to derive various metrics from a collection of 
information. For example, the CozzfgxZ MozZgZZzzzg Lazzgzzagg (CML) [87] uses a SQL-based 
querying method.
Functionality analogous to that of SQL aggregate functions is included in the core operations of 
yezzzazzZzc Qzzgzy-EzzZzazzcgzZ WgZz EzzZg Lazzgzzagg (SQWRL) [88], which is a query language that 
enables querying within an OWL ontology. But due to the open world assumption, queries with 
complex closure requirements cannot be expressed by the core operations. For this purpose 
SQWRL coZZgcZzozz.; provide the closure necessary to enable these functionalities. Two types of 
collections are supported: and Zzag.;. Sets do not allow repeated items whereas bags do. An
SQWRL query that contains collections takes the form seen in Figure 2.1
<SMRL Pattern Specification) °
<Collection Construction Clause) 
<Collection Operation Clause) 
<Select Clause)
Figure 2.1: The outline of a SQWRL query containing collection operators [89]
The collection construction clause contains only construction operators such as s q w r i  z m a k e s e t  or 
s q w r i z m a k e B a g  and appears after standard S"gzzzazzfzc WgZz RzzZg Lazzgzzagg (SWRL) [90] pattern 
specification, separated by a special character: °.The collection operation clause contains only 
collection operators such as s q w r i  : s i z e  and built-in operations.
The CozzZejcf gzzezy Lazzgzzagg (CQL) described in [91] claims to have overcome many 
shortcomings of other existing query languages such as addressing heterogeneous representations 
of context information, supporting the definition of complex Bltering mechanisms allowing the 
incorporation of elaborate aggregation functions. However, it is strongly dependent on the 
underlying context model, and the aggregation methods despite being elaborate are still built-in.
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23 .2.2 Rule Languages
Rule-based reasoning involves a set of asserted information and a set of declarative rules each of 
which consists of a set of conditions and a conclusion [92]. A rule engine checks whether the 
asserted information meets the conditions, which is usually known as 'pattern matching', and 
executes the conclusion once this happens. A rwZg can be thought of as a structure that encodes a 
method for deriving new information from existing asserted information, and therefore can be 
used in the context of metric derivation as a means of specification of the method of derivation. 
Rule-based reasoning is effective in a nominal feature space, where derivations depend on logical 
relationships rather than arithmetic functions.
The RwZe MarZrw/? (RuleML) [93] defines an XML-based structure to represent such
rules. It is envisioned to be a "canonical Web language" for rules in XML markup that focuses on 
the interoperation between different environments [93]. Figure 2.3 represents a simpliOed 
structure of a rule.
<Implies>
<if>
<And>
...conditions..
</And>
</if >
<then>
...conclusion... 
</then>
</Implies>
Figure 2.2: Simplified RuleML structure for a rule
The element i m p l i e s  contains each rule where the conditions are contained in the A n d  element, 
since all conditions should be held in order to imply the conclusion which is contained in the t h e n  
element.
The MobiLife project [94] uses a rule-based method to aggregate the context of a group. In this 
case, the fact that the number of predicates in the premise of a rule is fixed, causes a problem 
when defining general rules that take into account a group of values when the group size varies 
from group to group. For instance, the following rule that needs to set the value X for a metric 
that represents the activity of a group of three people, if each of group members has the value X as 
their activity, would work only if the size of the group is three.
/uLs4crii;!ty(?a,X) A kasAcririry(?6,X) A c,X) A W nG roup(?a,?^)
A 6, ? A is/uGroup(? c, ? g) hasActzvztyf? X)
MobiLife works around this problem by clustering the group members into a fixed number of 
clusters, so that a rule containing that number of predicates can be applied. This method however.
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limits functionality, in cases where clustering is in applicable or when the chosen number of 
clusters does not reflect the natural clustering.
A rule-based system is presented in [72] for merging potentially inconsistent structured news 
reports, which are essentially data structures containing simple phrases (text entries) with 
semantic information encoded as tags. The phrases could be proper nouns, dates, numbers with 
unit measures or words from a prescribed lexicon. 'Fusion rules' together with a background 
knowledgebase are used to merge the structured reports. The rules take the form n: ^ where if a
holds in the knowledgebase, ^ is an instruction that is undertaken in the process of merging.
They present a number of approaches for aggregation in terms of a set of aggregation predicates, 
which are used to merge a single text entry. These aggregation predicates take the list of text 
entries to be aggregated, which they call a tuple, as an argument. For example, for a tag 
prgcfpzfaZzozz, one report might have the text entry ram, a second report might have again ram and 
a third report might have .yaa. To aggregate these three reports, the chosen aggregation predicate 
takes the tuple =  [rain, rain, snn] as an argument. The aggregation predicates cover a range of 
aggregation techniques such as disjunction, subsumption (selecting a text entry that is sufficiently 
general to generalize on all the input text entries, but no more general than necessary) and voting 
(by giving a recognition to the number of sources having the same entry). For example, the 
aggregation predicate Disyanci:ion(n,X) grounds the disjunction o ffl, i.e. [rain, san] to the 
variable X. However, fusion rules can use only these pre-defined aggregation predicates, which 
limits the expressiveness of the rules.
Since the right hand side of a rule represent an action in the merging process, they have 
introduced an ActionEngine to execute actions such as adding aggregated text entries with tags to 
build a merged report, in addition to a FusionEngine that executes the rules. In other words, a 
specific implementation is required to execute these fusion rules since they cannot be executed in 
an existing a rule engine.
FancZzaaa/ pragrammmg and Zagzc pragrammmg, both belong to the category of cZec/aranvg 
pmgrammmg, which is based on defining a set of logic statements which describe values of the 
application domain rather than stating the evaluation process in terms of assignment and other 
control statements [95]. In logic programming, the logic formulae are restricted to Horn clauses 
(i.e. implications) and non-deterministic descriptions with partial information are allowed. 
Functional programming is based on the notion of mathematical functions, and therefore enables 
code modularity and re-use. The combination of these paradigms favours from characteristics of 
both, which results in more efficient and expressive programming environment. Functional 
RuleML [96] [97] has been incorporated into RuleML since version 0.91, which develops RuleML
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into a Relational-Functional (or Functional-Logic) Markup Language. The DocMmezzr Typg 
(DTD) for Functional RuleML is given in Figure 2.3.
E N T IT Y  % t e r m  " ( D a t a  | I n d  | V a r  | E x p r ) ">
E N T IT Y  % a t e q  " ( A to m  | E q u a l ) ">
E N T IT Y  % c o n c l u s i o n  " ( % a t e q ; ) " >
E N T IT Y  % c o n d i t i o n  " ( A n d  | % a t e q ; ) " >
ELEMENT A s s e r t  ( I m p l i e s  | % a t e q ; ) * >
ELEMENT I m p l i e s  ( % c o n d i t i o n ; , % c o n c l u s i o n ; ) >
ELEMENT A n d  ( % a t e q ; ) * >
ELEMENT E q u a l  ( % t e r m ; , % t e r m ; ) >
ELEMENT A t o m  ( ( R e l  | E x p r  | L a m b d a  | V a r ) ,  ( % t e r m ;  | R e l  | F u n  | L a m b d a ) * ) >
ELEMENT E x p r  ( ( F u n  | E x p r  | L a m b d a  | V a r ) ,  ( % t e r m ;  | R e l  | F u n  | L a m b d a ) * ) >
ELEMENT L a m b d a  ( ( % t e r m ; ) + ,  % t e r m ; ) >
ELEMENT F u n  (#PC D A T A )>
ELEMENT R e l  (# PC D A T A )>
ELEMENT D a t a  (# P C D A T A )>
ELEMENT I n d  (# PC D A T A )>
ELEMENT V a r  (#PC D A T A )>
A T T L IS T  E q u a l  o r i e n t e d  ( y e s  | n o )  " n o " >
A T T L IS T  E x p r  i n  ( y e s  | n o  | s e m i )  " n o " >
A T T L IS T  R e l  i n  ( y e s  | n o  | s e m i )  " y e s " >
A T T L IS T  F u n  i n  ( y e s  | n o  | s e m i )  " n o "
v a l  (1  I 0 . . )  " 0 . . " >
< ! A T T L IS T  V a r  o r d  (1  | h) " h "
i n  ( y e s  | n o  | s e m i )  " n o " >
Figure 2.3: The DTD for Functional RuleML[96]
2.3.3 Discussion
A feature that describes an entity can belong to various scales of measurements. A wide range of 
context modelling techniques can be adapted to model feature value spaces that do not have an 
intrinsic structure. The diversity of these context modelling techniques comes down to how they 
represent the value spaces and how these atomic features are combined to describe more complex 
attributes. Since this thesis is concerned with enabling different target environments to define the 
aforementioned (//.yZancg and aggregaZg measures, a common ground for defining the features that 
are the basis of these measures is required. However, it is necessary to be able to accommodate a 
wide variety of feature types, without compromising the flexibility and expressiveness of these 
features. Ontologies seem by far the method that imposes the least restrictions on the structure of 
the features.
In terms of methods that can be used to specify how to derive values for such knowledge 
parameters, query and rule languages were investigated. They mainly enable relational 
manipulations and only minimal mathematical and statistical operations. Functional RuleML 
seems promising in enabling relational as well as functional operations to be included in the 
specification of knowledge derivation. The main drawbacks of the query and rule languages are 
their inability of attaching knowledge parameters to group of instances (i.e. feature values in this 
case) that are known only at runtime and that they almost always depend on a fixed vocabulary of 
operations in specifying methods for knowledge derivation.
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2.4 Summary
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the aim of this work is to define a generic mechanism 
for automating the decentralised formation and maintenance of groups that possess characteristics 
required to accomplish given goals. This chapter has presented and examined existing GF 
approaches and relevant techniques in the literature and has identified problems that need to be 
solved in order to achieve the above aim.
The nature of GF criteria seen in the discussed GF approaches reveal that they vary largely 
depending on the requirements of the application environments. Since this work aims to describe 
a generic solution, it is important that the target environment is provided with a flexible yet 
expressive scheme to specify the nature of the required groups, in terms of GF criteria.
Reviewing the literature reveals that previously described GF approaches that handle complex GF 
criteria are mostly centralised, and decentralised GF approaches are based on simple criteria that 
could be met with localised information. Therefore, there is a need for a comprehensive GF 
solution that forms groups which,
1. can be defined by an assortment of complex GF criteria
2. satisfies the defined GF criteria
3. are achieved without any centralised coordination
4. are not necessarily localised.
The approaches that actually handled dynamicity (without having to re-trigger the GF 
mechanism) were restricted to handling appear/disappear events. Furthermore, since most of the 
approaches resulted in localised groups, it seems to be sufficient that dynamicity is handled in a 
localised manner. This necessitates a Group Maintenance scheme that,
1. handles feature updates in addition to appear/disappear events
2. handles an event globally
In terms of distance and aggregate measures required for ensuring the similarity of group 
members (as and when required), it is again seen that a wide range of methods have been adopted 
depending on the features taken as the basis for GF as well as the requirements of the 
environment. Since the aim is to achieve a generic solution that can be adopted regardless of the 
application domain, it is important to enable the GF/GM mechanisms to use different similarity 
and aggregation measures based on the runtime environment, which is something that is not seen 
in the current literature. The target environments should be provided with a scheme capable of 
specifying the methods of derivation of these measures in such a way that it,
1. can be used to specify knowledge parameters related to a group of values that are known 
only at runtime
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2. can be utilised for deriving the specified knowledge without any additional information
3. can be used to specify any type of feature and can be utilised to derive knowledge in any 
type of environment
4. does not depend on or is limited to a fixed vocabulary of operations
5. contains relational manipulations related to domain specific knowledge as well as 
functional operations based on mathematical and statistical operations.
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3 Group Formation
The vision for this work is a group of entities in a pervasive environment collaborating together to 
accomplish a goal in the absence of central co-ordination. Forming a group with entities who 
collectively possess the characteristics required for accomplishing the given goal is the first step 
towards realising this vision. Furthermore, the automation of this formation process enables 
impromptu collaboration within such groups. Therefore, this chapter focuses on the process of 
automating decentralised Grow/) FormaZfon (GF), where entities cooperate with each other in 
order to form one or more optimal groups, each of which possesses a given set of characteristics.
The m^or challenge in this case is the decentralised nature where there is no single entity that has 
a global view of the potential group members. Many complex GF approaches in the literature 
such as learner GF [15]-[18] in CSCL environments are centralised making the problem simpler, 
since they tackle the reduced problem of forming optimal groups that satisfy certain criteria, 
provided that the information about all potential members is present at the point of GF. However, 
due to the de-centralised nature in this work, the lack of a single entity having a global view of all 
potential members, necessitates potential members to cooperate with each other in order to form 
globally optimal groups. This type of cooperation is seen in network clustering approaches, but 
the criteria for cluster formation in these cases are much simpler. The aim of network clustering 
approaches (e.g. [9]-[12]) is to partition a larger network into more manageable portions [19], and 
therefore result in the formation of location-based groups. MoPiDiG [1], which considers forming 
globalised groups based on the user profile, mentions a group profit function, but it is not clear 
how the GF criteria can be specified using this profit function. To the knowledge of the author, no 
individual approach is found that forms groups with complex formation criteria in a decentralised 
environment. This work employs the multicast techniques in network clustering approaches in 
order to form groups with complex criteria in a decentralised environment.
In GF applications in the literature, it is seen that each approach restricts the manner in which the 
groups are formed. Some focus on groups with homogenous members [l]-[3] whereas some focus 
on forming groups in which each member plays a different role in the group [4]. Each approach 
defined their groups in a different way. Therefore, they cannot be employed for generic use. In 
this chapter, it is proposed to specify complex GF criteria as a combination of necessary and 
specialist features. It will be explained later, in Chapter 5, how feature descriptions are utilised for 
each feature to generalise the features that describe individuals. Once the GF criteria are specified, 
three approaches are proposed to form groups as per the specified criteria, in a decentralised
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manner. One approach is based on forming a spanning tree in order to propagate messages 
amongst entities; another is based on propagating messages by flooding and a hybrid of these two 
approaches is proposed that utilises the logic of the flooding method, but uses a spanning tree 
structure to propagate messages [98] . The methods introduced in this chapter assume a static 
environment where no changes (such as connection, disconnection, etc.) occur in environment.
In terms of chapter organisation, the environment considered in this work is formally described in 
Section 3.1 and the problem addressed is described in terms of a set of requirements in Section 
3.2. Section 3.3 proposes specifying criteria for GF as a combination of necessary and specialist 
criteria, and introduces two methods of definition of this criteria: constraint-based and similarity 
based definition. Two proposed approaches for decentralised GF: Spazmmg Gmap
FozTMaZzon (STGF) and Gmwp FormaZzo/z (FGF) are presented in Section 3.3. An
analytical evaluation discussing the expressiveness of the scheme proposed for GF criteria and the 
satisfaction of the requirements stated in Section 3.2 by the proposed GF approaches is presented 
in Section 3.5, while Section 3.6 experimentally evaluates the two proposed approaches by 
comparing them in terms of a set of performance metrics by running the algorithms in a simulator 
designed for this purposed. The chapter is concluded in Section 3.7.
3.1 Formal Definitions
The environment considered in this work is represented as an undirected graph //  =  (X, F), where 
the set of vertices X represent the network of connected individuals, referred to as the /zooZ of 
individuals in the rest of the thesis and the set of edges F S  X x  X represent communication links
between individuals. An individual x £ X has a set of neighbours = {y. y  G: X A (x ,y ) £ F}. It 
is noted that a neighbour of x in this case is not necessarily physically close to x.
The individuals in X are expected to form into groups. All possible groups are represented by the 
set F. Each individual x £ X is mapped to a group ^ £ F by the membership function m.
m:X -> F
The set of members of a group ^ £ F is represented by the set =  {x: x £ X, m (x) =  gf}.
Features are defined for the individuals by the use of a partial function Vy that exists from X to 1/}^  
for each feature / ,  where Vy is the value space corresponding to / .
z;y:X-> I)
In order to assign a feature value for a group a partial function z;jl^  representing the group value 
is defined as follows:
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For each considered feature/, the feature distance between two values and r 2 in the 
corresponding value space Vy is defined by the zZzjZance^ncZzozz dy (see Section 3.4.4.1 for more 
details).
d f ‘. Vf XV^—> [0,1]
A constraint c consists of a feature /  and a corresponding set of values G and constrains the 
feature /  to the values in the set Satisfaction of a constraint by an individual is defined by the 
coM.9Zraz/zZ .yaZz^ c^ZzozzyM/zcZzoM, s.
10. otherw ise
In this chapter, it is assumed that the set of individuals X is fixed throughout where no additions 
or removals to or from X occur and that the features /  defined on each % are fixed for the entire 
period considered.
3.2 Requirements
In an environment where the set of individuals X are formally defined as in section 3.1, the goal is 
to enable the individuals to form one or more groups depending on a Gmzzp FormaZzozz Fgqwg.yZ 
(GFR) received by an external entity, in a decentralised manner. The GF process should satisfy 
the following requirements:
1. Each individual x E X should only exchange messages with its set of neighbours ZV^..
In the considered pervasive environment, connectivity is distributed based on factors 
such as location or ownership. Neighbours (according to the definitions given in 
Section 3.1) are individuals having direct connectivity with each other. Therefore this 
requirement means that the GF process is to be carried out with an individual 
communicating only with individuals having direct connectivity.
2. The GF approach should be decentralised.
Since the considered environment does not necessarily have centralised coordination, 
the GF approach should be decentralised.
3. An individual should be a member of at most one group.
A single GF instance intends to find the optimal group or groups for a single purpose. 
Having overlapping groups in this case would result in unnecessary redundancies. 
Therefore, it is required that an individual is a member of no more than one group.
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4. The GF process should terminate after a finite number of message exchanges.
It should be ensured that the process terminates after a finite number of message 
exchanges under all circumstances, in order to avoid infinite loops of messages.
5. At the end of the GF process, each member of the formed groups must be aware of their 
groups and also the rest of the members of the group.
The GF process identifies individuals that can collaborate with each other towards 
achieving a goal. Therefore it is essential that each member is aware of being part of a 
group as well as the rest of the members of that group.
6. All formed groups should meet the criteria stated in the GFR.
The aim of the GF process is to identify one or more groups of individuals that 
collectively satisfy a set of criteria stated in the GFR. Therefore, in order for the GF 
process to be valid, it should be ensured that these criteria are satisfied by the groups 
formed by the process.
3.3 Group Formation Criteria
A group's capability to accomplish a goal depends on its characteristics: the group as a whole 
should have the characteristics that are required to accomplish the goal. Since features of group 
members reflect the characteristics of the group, these features need to be taken into consideration 
when forming groups. Therefore, criteria for GF are built upon features of the individuals.
As seen in section 2.1.1, many instances of GF found in the literature have members with either 
similar characteristics or characteristics that complement each other. Therefore, to describe a 
group, both similar and unique characteristics should be considered. For this purpose, two types of 
GF criteria are considered: cnZgna and jpeczaZzjZ crzZerza.
Necessary Criteria: Usually, the term gmzz/) involves bringing together a set of objects that have 
something in common. In this sense, all members should satisfy a set of criteria in order to be 
considered as part of the group. In this approach, zzgcg^ yjazy criZerza are introduced to specify 
criteria that must be satisfied by all group members. Necessary criteria can be defined either by 
setting a constraint on the allowed value or by specifying a set of features that should be similar 
among group members, both methods of which will be explained shortly.
Specialist Criteria: A group is not always about being similar: different roles may be expected 
from different members. FpgczaZzj^ z crzzgrza are introduced to enable the formation of groups with 
members with a variety of different features. They are defined using constraints, such that in the 
GF process each group has at least one member that satisfies each specialist constraint.
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There are two methods for defining criteria as mentioned above: cozzjZrazzzZ-6afezZ zfg^ /zzZzozz and 
.yzmzVa/"zZy-6a.yezZ zfe/zzzzZzozz.
Constraint-based definition: In constraint-based definition, a criterion is defined using a 
constraint c, which is characterised by the set of allowed values for a particular feature / ,  as 
described in section 3.1. The set of allowed values 1/^  ^ can contain a single value (as in =  {25} 
for the feature, agg), which restricts the feature to that value or a range of values (as in =  
{FzzzZd/ord, lyokm ^} for the feature, /ocaZzozz) which restricts the feature to a value in that 
range. This method can be used to define both types of criteria. For necessary criteria, all 
members of the group are expected to satisfy the constraint, whereas for specialist criteria, at least 
one member of the group should satisfy the constraint.
Similarity-based definition: Feature similarity can be used to define necessary criteria, if we are 
not bothered about the actual feature value of the members; as long as the value is comparable 
within the group (i.e. value is similar among members). This is done by simply listing the 
features /  that are to be similar among group members and defining a threshold distance E
[0,1] which is used as a cut-off value in determining whether two individuals, two groups or a
group and an individual are similar. Determining the distance between two entities with respect to 
the above mentioned similar features is explained in Section 3.4.4.1. The pool of individuals is 
clustered based on feature distance in terms of the considered features. Similarity-based definition 
of necessary criteria results in the formation of more than one group. For example, by setting 
Zocazzozz as a similarity-based necessary feature among other features, several localised groups 
maybe formed. The following sub section describes the Grozzp FormaZzo» Feqzzg.yZ (GFR) that 
contains the GF criteria.
3.3.1 Group Formation Request (GFR)
The GFR contains GF criteria as described in the previous section. The contents of the GFR req
include:
* fg.req : Set of similar features
* threshold distance
* Q.req : 1^ 6 Set of necessary constraints
* Qp.req : the set of specialist constraints
The set contains the features that are expected to be similar among members of each
potential group, while ^ [0,1] is the threshold distance that specifies the maximum
distance allowed between each of its group members (more details in Section 3.4.4.1). The set of 
necessary constraints Q  reg contains the constraints that are to be satisfied by all members of a 
potential group and the set of specialist constraints Qp reg contains the constraints that should be
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satisfied by at least one member of a potential group. The subscript req  included in each of the 
elements signifies that they belong to that particular GFR. In the GF process, constraint 
satisfaction is just a matter of checking whether the individual has the specified value for the 
concerned feature. For similarity-based necessary criteria, on the other hand, the individual pool 
needs to be clustered depending on the values of the similar features.
3.4 Decentralised Group Formation
This work addresses the automated formation of an entity group (or groups) in the absence of a 
single centralised entity in charge of GF. The aim is to form a minimal group that meets the GF 
criteria. Individuals that are potential members of the groups collaborate with each other in order 
to form groups as specified in a GFR.
There is no central entity that has a global view of the individuals in order to form groups based 
on the criteria specified in a GFR. All individuals must collectively take part in forming into 
groups on receipt of a GFR by an arbitrary individual. Each individual collaborates with its 
neighbours in order to achieve a global solution. GF approaches are developed and compared in 
this work utilising spanning tree-based and flooding-based multicast concepts used in network 
clustering.
3.4.1 Spanning Tree-based Group Formation (STGF)
This approach uses a spanning tree structure, as used in MoPiDiG [1], as a means of propagating 
information. A spanning tree is the minimum set of edges that connects all the vertices, in an 
undirected graph. Formation of a spanning tree requires individuals to transmit additional 
messages to all neighbours, but once formed, information can be propagated through the network 
of individuals with each individual receiving only one message. In other words, the use of a 
spanning tree eliminates duplicate messages being received by individuals. The following 
paragraph describes the method used to create a spanning tree, which is essentially an adaptation 
of the method used in MoPiDiG.
Creating a spanning tree: An individual initiates a spanning tree by sending a message: Create 
Trge (CST) to all neighbours and marking the receivers as cAfWrg». Receivers of a CST 
message mark the sender as pargnt and forward the message to all neighbours but the sender, if 
this is the first received CST. For any CST received after this, the sender is removed from the 
children list, if applicable.
3.4.1.1 Handling a Received GFR
An individual, on receipt of a GFR req, initiates the creation of a spanning tree.
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Figure 3.1: Message propagation in STGF
Once the spanning tree, which will look like the structure given in Figure 3.1 (a), has been 
formed, the GFR req  is forwarded through the tree. This requires the transmission o f only a total 
o f 71 — 1 messages, where n  is the size o f the individual pool. Once the GFR req  is received by 
all nodes, the leaf nodes (i.e. the nodes that do not have any children), check the criteria to 
determine whether or not they can initiate a group. An individual x is able to initiate a group if 
both of the conditions below are held where C^req and are the sets of necessary
constraints and specialist constraints contained in r  and s is the constraint satisfaction function as 
defined in Section 3.1.
Vc 6  Cn_rea. s { c , x )  =  1
3c S C^ -p YQQ, s(c,x^  1
Condition 1 
Condition 2
If the leaf node x satisfies the above conditions and therefore is able to initiate a group g,  the 
Group Information o f that group (Gig) is compiled which contains:
• req\  the associated GFR
• Mg : the set of members o f group g
• Csp^ g : the set of remaining specialist constraints o f g
•  SFlg \ similar feature information o f g
It should be noted that g  would potentially be subject to alterations, such as member additions and 
removals and merging with other such groups, in the process of GF. Therefore, it is not 
necessarily included in the final GF solution. For a particular g ro u p s, the set o f remaining
specialist constraints Qp g (formally defined below) is obtained by removing each of the
constraints satisfied by a member o f g  from the set of specialist constraints Qp .
Csp.g =  Qp,reg ~  [c. c E Gind s(c, x) =  1 where X  e  X and  m (x) =  g ]
The similar feature information SFlg  contains information about the similar features of the group 
members.
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This information (Gig) is included in a Combined Group Information (CGI) message by the leaf 
nodes and sent to their corresponding parent nodes (Figure 3.1(b)). A CGI contains the following 
information;
• req: the associated GFR
• L: the list of Group Information (GI) messages
The corresponding GI is included in a list L (which now has one item) in the CGI. If it is unable to 
initiate a group, an empty CGI (i.e. with an empty list) is sent. This process is summarised in the 
flowchart in Figure 3.2.
yesIs X  initiator?
no
noIs X  leaf node?
yes
Can initiate 
group?
no
yes
Send em pty CGI 
to  parent
Send updated  
CGI to  parent
Create a 
spanning tree
Forward GFR to  
child nodes
Figure 3.2: Flowchart for handling a GFR received hy individual x in STGF 
3.4.1.2 Handling a Received CGI
Each non-leaf node who receives one or more CGIs from their child nodes, merges all received 
CGIs and checks whether they can join any of the groups or create a new one. (The methods for 
merging, joining and initiating groups, which are intermediate steps in the GF process, are 
described in section 3.4.3.) During the course of the GF process, if the receiver joins the g ro u p s, 
it is necessary to check whether g  can, as a result of this addition, be merged with any other 
group. After merging, the combined information is then forwarded to their parent (Figure 3.1 (c)). 
The process is repeated until the information reaches the root node of the spanning tree, which 
then combines everything together and forwards the finalised CGI down the tree (Figure 3.1(d)). 
The flowchart in Figure 3.3 summarises this process.
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Ç  start ^
Forward finalised  
CGI to child nodes
Is sender  
a child?
Ly.: received group list 
Ls'. stored group list mergeLists(L>., L
Received 
CGIs from a 
children?
Wait until next CGI is 
received
g := first group in L
^  g := next group in L
Join(x,g)
successful?
Has more
groups in 
L,?
^  start ^
Pr := first group in L
P; := first group in t .
merge (pr.Ps) 
successful?
Remove p , from L
p, := next group in L
Has more 
items in L„?
p .  := n ex t g ro u p  in
Add pr to  L
Has more 
items in
(  stop }
ves -> Remove g from Lg
f r
checkForM erge(^, L )^
Add g to  Lg
no
r
Forward CGI to  parent 
^  stop ^
Forward finalised CGI to  
child nodes
Figure 3.3: Flowchart for handling a received CGI in STGF
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The complete algorithm for STGF is given in Figure 3.4.
1. Handle : GFR r e q  received by individual x  
1.]. If initiator,
1.1.1. Start spanning tree
1.1.2. Forward GFR to child nodes
1.2. Else if non-leaf node,
1.2.1. Forward GFR to child nodes
1.3. Else if leaf node,
1.3.1. If V c e Q :  s(c,%) = l and 3c s(c,r) = l
1.3.1.1. Create new G/g and G/g.add(%)
1.3.1.2. Create new CGI and CGI.add(G/g)
1.3.1.3. Forward CGI to parent
1.3.2. Else,
1.3.2.1. Forward empty CGI to parent
2. Handle : CGI received by individual r
2.1. If sender is child,
2.1.1. Wait for all CGIs
2.1.2. Merge CGIs
2.1.3. If Vc6G,^; s(c,%) = l and 3c eG;^; s(c,%) = l,
2.1.3.1. For each G/g in merged CGI,
2.1.3.1.1. If 3c€G^g^; s(c,r) = l  and
2.1.3.1.1.1. G/g . add (r  )
2.1.3.2.If % is not grouped,
2.1.3. 2.1. Create new Gig- and G/g'. add (r)
2.1.3. 2. 2. CGI. add (G/g.)
2.1.4. Forward CGI to parent
2.2. Else if sender is parent,
2.2.1. Forward finalised CGI to child nodes
Figure 3.4: Algorithm for STGF
3.4.1.3 Message Exchange
The creation of a spanning tree requires 2r — n +  1 messages (as shown in [1]) where n is the 
number of individuals and r is the number of communication links in the considered environment 
(refer to Section3.1 for the formal definitions of the environment). After creating the spanning 
tree, GF takes three passes through the spanning tree where first the GFR is forwarded from the 
root to leaves; then the CGIs are forwarded from leaves to root and the finalised CGIs are 
forwarded from root to leaves. Since each pass through the tree takes (n — 1) messages, all three 
passes take 3(n — l)messages, which results in a total message count of 2 (r  4- n — 1).
Since the creation of a spanning tree requires an individual to send messages to all its neighbours, 
an individual having m neighbours has to send m messages to build a spanning tree. Forwarding a 
message down the tree requires an individual having mg/, neighbours to send messages 
(except for the leaf nodes of the tree who do not require sending any messages). Forwarding a 
message up the tree requires an individual sending one message (except for the root node, which 
does not need to forward any). Therefore, in general an individual needs to send m +  +  1
messages at most in the process of GF in STGF.
3.4.2 Flooding-based Group Formation (FGF)
This approach is based on individuals flooding their neighbours with pieces of information in 
contrast to the STGF method where information about all existing groups is forwarded through
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the tree. The piece of information referred to in this case, contains information about a single 
(potentially intermediate) group in the process of GF. On receipt of a new piece of information, an 
individual tries to integrate this with the current group information. If this integration results in a 
change to the composition of a group, the (i.e. the resultant new group composition) is
flooded to its neighbours. The change of group composition could be due to the receiving node 
adding itself to a group, merging two groups together or both. The change is triggered only if the 
resultant solution is better than the existing solution. There can be only one optimal solution: for 
instance, if there are two individuals who equally matches a group, the one with the least id is 
chosen. However, flooding is continued until no change is triggered by any of the individuals. 
This means that when an optimal GF solution is reached, message propagation is ceased.
For example, in the set of diagrams in Figure 3.5 each new update is represented by a different 
colour. In Figure 3.5(a), node 1 floods its neighbours with an update represented in red. On 
receiving this, each neighbour except node 3 accepts this update and alters their existing 
information as seen in Figure 3.5(b). The update received from node 1 triggers another update in 
its existing information, which is represented in orange. Therefore it can be seen in Figure 3.5(c) 
how node 3 floods its neighbours with the orange update while the others flood their neighbours 
with the red update. In the same figure, when node 3 receives the red update from its neighbours, 
since it already has the yellow update which is the newer version, it ignores the older red version. 
It can be seen in Figure 3.5(d) and Figure 3.5(e) how the new yellow update is propagated through 
the pool of individuals while the individuals who has not yet received it, such as node 7, keep 
flooding the older red version. The yellow update message from node 4 in Figure 3.5(d) has 
triggered a new update, represented in green, in node 8 as seen in Figure 3.5(e). It can be seen in 
the following figures how this new update is propagated until all individuals end up with the 
newest green version.
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Figure 3.5: Message propagation in FGF
The following subsections explain the method in terms of handling received messages.
3.4.2.1 Handling a Received GFR
When a GFR sent by either an external entity or a neighbouring individual is received by an 
individual, first it checks whether it can initiate a group according to the specified criteria. If it can 
initiate a group, the information about this group is propagated (i.e. forwarded to all neighbours if 
GFR sender is an external entity or forward to all neighbours but the sender, if sender is a 
neighbouring individual) by means of a Group Information (GI) message. If it is not possible to 
initiate a group, the received GFR is propagated. However, if the individual has handled this GFR 
before, it is ignored. The flowchart for this process is given in Figure 3.6
start
Has 
handled  
this GFR?
yes
no
Initiate
group
successful?
Forward GIyesnoForward GFR
stop ^
Figure 3.6: Flowchart for handling a received GFR in FGF
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3.4.2.2 Handling a Received GI
The flooding method is based on each node integrating new information with existing 
information. Information is exchanged in terms of GI messages. A GI containing information 
about a group ^ is represented as As in the case of STGF, a GI contains information about a 
group in the process of GF. It contains information about a separate group such as the remaining 
specialist constraints, current members, feature values of the group as a whole and information 
about its similar features. It also contains the original GFR which contains information that do not 
depend on the current composition of the group. This is also useful in case the receiving node can 
initiate a new group.
Once is received, an individual first checks it against the information about the groups that it 
is currently aware of. For this it uses the stored list of groups, 1$. If the received group is in Lg, 
the GI is ignored since it has been dealt with previously. Otherwise, groups that can be merged 
with ^ are merged. Then the individual either joins group ^ if any of the remaining constraints for 
that group can be satisfied and it matches the similar features of or initiates a new group gf* if 
possible. (The processes for merging and joining, which are intermediate steps in the GF process, 
are described in Section 3.4.3.) If any change is done to the group (either by merging it with 
another group, or by the individual joining it), this change is notified by flooding the neighbours 
with an updated C/g. If a new group is initiated, a new is flooded in addition Figure 3.7
summarises this process using a flowchart.
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start
yes first g roup in L
Ls = Stored group list m erge (g, g '| 
successful?
no
yiisHas m ore 
Items In L?Is already 
grouped?
yes
no
Add(x,g)
successful?
yes
no
Can initiate 
new  group
Has handled 
this GFR?
yesno
yes no
stop
Remove g ' from  L g ' := next group In L
Add g to  L.
Add g* to  L.
Forward G I,Forward GI
CheckForlVlerge(g, L.
Figure 3.7: Flowchart for handling Gig received by individual x
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The complete algorithm for FGF is given in Figure 3.8.
1. Handle GFR r e q  received by individual x
1 .1 I f has not handled req before,
1 1 . 1 If not already a member of a group and
Vc e Q; s(c,r) = 1 and 3c E G^ s(c,%) = 1
1 1 1 .1. Create new GL  and GL add(X)
1 1 1 .2. Store and forward G/^
1 1 .2 Else,
1 1 2 .1. Forward GFR
2 . Handle Gig received by individual
2.1 If C L  is not stored
2 1 . 1 Merge GL with any matching stored G/s
2 1 .2 If not already a member of a group
Vc e Gn. (^c, %) =  1 and 3c E G^ j(c, x) = 1
2 1 2 .1. If 3c E G^^; s(c,%) = 1 and d(g,%) — dtii,
2 1 .2.1.1. G/g .add(%)
2 1 .2.1.2. Store and forward G/g
2 1 9 2 El
2 , 1 .2.2.1. Create new G /g' and G/g.. add ( X )
2 . 1 .2.2.2. Store and forward G/g:
2 1 .2.2.3. If G /g was modified.
2 1.2.2.: .1. Store and forwa rd G/g
2 1 .3 Else if G /g was modified.
1 3 . 1. Store and forward G/g
Figure 3.8: Algorithm for FGF
3.4.3 Hybrid Group Formation (HGF)
This is a hybrid of the two methods described above. It follows the logic of
FGF, but instead of flooding messages, uses a spanning tree as in STGF to forward updates to
parent and child nodes.
3.4.4 Merging, Joining and Initiating Groups
All GF methods described above involve the intermediate steps of merging and joining groups at 
some stage in the process of achieving the final GF solution. In the STGF method, the branch 
nodes combine group information received by child nodes. The combination is done on receipt of 
each CGI. Each group contained in the CGI is compared with each group in the existing group 
list, to see whether they can be merged. In the FGF method, when a GI is received by an 
individual, it tries to merge the received group with each group in the existing group list. In each 
method, after an individual tries to merge groups, it then checks the possibility of joining a group 
or initiating a new group. Merging, joining and initiation processes in each case are similar and 
are described in the rest of this sub-section.
If similarity-based necessary features are included in the GFR, all members of a formed group are 
required to have similar values in terms of these similar features. Therefore, merging groups and 
joining a group, which are intermediate stages of the GF process, are done in such a way that the 
resultant group is similar in terms of the given similar features. Clustering concepts are utilised 
for this purpose which are based on a distance measurement between groups (in the case of 
merging) and between a group and an individual (in the case of joining). The next sub-section
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describes the concept of aygafwrg (fijtance and the following sub-sections describe how clustering 
concepts based on feature distance is utilised for merging and joining groups.
3.4.4.1 Feature Distance
The deOnition given for feature distance in Section 3.1 is reproduced below.
According to the definition, for a feature / ,  the feature distance df  is a function that maps a pair 
of values in a particular feature value space to a value in the range[0,lj. The concept here is 
that for each feature considered for clustering, such a distance function is defined by the 
application. How this function can be defined is detailed in Chapter 5. Allowing application- 
specific deAnitions for the feature distance makes this approach generic and thus enables a vast 
range of applications to make use of this GF functionality regardless of the features considered.
3 .4 .4 .1 .1  D is ta n c e  b e tw e e n  G ro u p s
In the merging process, the distance between two groups needs to be determined. Clustering 
methods use methods such as jmg/g co/M/z/g/G or avgragg /m/ragg for this purpose
as described in Section 2.2.1.3. However, in order to determine the distance between two groups 
and ^2 , these methods require comparing the distances between all (%,y) pairs such that 
and m (y) =  ^2 - For example, to determine the nearest neighbour distance in single 
linkage, the distance between all (%,y) pairs should be computed in order to find the nearest 
distance. In addition, the performance of these methods depend on the situation: each method will 
perform best in some situations but not in others. Therefore, it is proposed to use a value that 
represents the feature value of the group as a whole, by the use of the gmwp/gamre vaZwe function 
defined in Section 3.1. As with the feature distance function, a group feature value function 
can be defined by the application for each feature considered. Chapter 5 discusses more about 
how this function can be defined. However, the concept behind this is that a set of feature values 
of the group members is mapped to a single value in the same value spaces, such that this value 
represents the feature value of the group as a whole. Once this function is defined for a
particular feature / ,  the distance between two groups and ^ 2  is given by dy (^1 ), (^ 2 )) -
Similarly, the group feature value function can be used to determine the distance between a group 
g! and an individual % as follows:
3 .4 .4 .1 .2  C o m b in in g  D is ta n c e s
When there is more than one feature, the distance measure between two entities should portray the 
distance with respect to all the features. Therefore the feature distances should be combined into a 
single distance metric. The Euclidean distance is used for this purpose basically due to its
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simplicity. Since the distance measure is normalised, (i.e. mapped to the same range regardless of 
the type of the feature) the use of the Euclidian distance metric does not lead to any problems. 
(However, if need be, weights can be introduced to give preference to some features over others.) 
The distance with respect to a set of features ^  between two individuals and %2 is given below.
V i
The distance with respect to a set of features between an individual % and a group ^ is given 
below.
^ 4 .  ( V iW . i ’A (a))"
V i
The distance with respect to a set of features between two groups and ^ 2  is given below.
d(^i,,92) =
V i
3.4.4.2 Merging Groups
For two intermediate groups and ^ 2  1° be merged, the groups either have to have at least one 
member in common, or the distance between the two groups with respect to the similar 
features ^(^ 1 ,^ 2 ), ii^ed to be less than the above mentioned threshold distance Once groups 
are merged in terms of similar features, it is necessary to check the constraints. Since we are 
interested in forming the minimal group that satisEes the criteria, if more than one member 
satisEes the same constraint, it is required to select one of them and remove the rest. Due to the 
decentralised nature of this process, it is important that the same member is selected, regardless of 
who carries out this process. Therefore, when redundant members are present, all possible 
combinations of individuals are considered and the combination that gives the closest group with 
respect to the similar features is chosen. For this purpose, the mean distance from the members to 
the group (with respect to the similar features) is considered. In case of a Ee, an id-based selection 
method is chosen, which is conunonly used in the literature as a tie-breaking method as 
mentioned in Section 2.1.2.4. Therefore, in the presence of more than one member satisfying the 
same constraint, all except the member with the lowest id are removed from the group. Once the 
groups are merged, the group feature values are re-evaluated. Furthermore, since the addition of 
members may have satisEed some of the remaining specialist constraints, it needs to be re­
evaluated as well. The Eowchart in Figure 3.9 summarises this process.
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no
yes M i ’, set o f m em bers o f g i
no
yes
Success := no
Success := yes
Rem ove redundant m em bers
Update group feature values and 
remaining specialist constraints
Figure 3.9: Flowchart for the process of merging ^ 2  with Merge(jgfi,^2 )
3.4.4.3 Joining or Initiating a Group
Some conditions should be held in order to determine whether an individual x can join a group g  
or initiate a new group. These conditions are given below where and are the set of
necessary constraints and the set of specialist constraints respectively, as stated in the GFR req  
associated with g,  is the set of remaining specialist constraints for group s is the
constraint satisfaction function, d is the distance function with respect to all the similar features
' s . r e q and df/i is the threshold distance as stated in req.
Vc G Cn,req>  5 (c ,x )  =  1
3c G C^pj-Qq,  s (^ C ,x ' )  1
3c G C s p , g ,  s (c ,x )  =  1
d {x ,g )  <  dth
Condition 1 
Condition 2 
Condition 3 
Condition 4
Condition 1 is held if all the necessary constraints in req  are satisfied by x, while condition 2 is 
held if at least one of the specialist constraints in req are satisfied by x. Condition 3 is held if at 
least one of the remaining specialist constraints for group g  is held by x. The similarity between 
individual x and group g  is considered in condition 4 by checking whether the distance between
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them is less than the threshold distance . If the conditions 1, 3 and 4 are held, x can join g.  
However, if condition 1 is held but not conditions 3 and 4, there is still the possibility that x could 
initiate a new group, if condition 2 is held. This process is summarised in the flowchart given in 
Figure 3.10.
no
Vc E Cn.r, S(C,  x )  =  1
yes
no3 c  6  Csp^r> s ( c , x )  =  1
yes
no
3 c  G Csp,g.  s ( c ,x )  =  1
yes
no
yes
Add x t o f f
JoinSuccessful := yes
JoinSuccessful := no
InitiateSuccessful := yes
Update group feature values and 
remaining specialist constraints
Figure 3.10: Flowchart for the process of joining or initiating a new group: Join(%, g)
3.5 Analytical Evaluation
This section analytically evaluates the proposed GF criteria scheme and the proposed GF 
approaches. Section 3.5.1 discusses how the proposed scheme for GF criteria can be used to 
define a wide range of groups and Section 3.5.2 discusses the correctness of the proposed GF
approaches, with respect to the requirements stated in Section 3.2.
3.5.1 Expressiveness of GF Criteria
This sub-section describes how the different types of groups discussed in Chapter 2 can be 
defined using the proposed scheme for GF criteria.
Groups with homogeneous members (e.g. [1]-[3],[15]-[18]), which are most common in GF
approaches, can be defined by using the features with respect to which the members are expected
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to be homogeneous as similar features. The formation of location-based groups (e.g. [9]-[12],[26]) 
is a specialisation of this, where the location can be used as the similar feature.
Groups with heterogeneous features (e.g. [16],[18]) can be defined using the similarity-based 
definition, by inverting the threshold. Therefore, in this case, instead of considering individuals 
whose feature distance lies below the considered threshold similarity, individuals having a feature 
distance above the threshold can be grouped together.
When only similarity-based constraints are used to define the GF (e.g. as in [1]), it effectively 
clusters the pool based on the provided similar features and the provided threshold distance.
Groups formed purely on the basis of giving a speciHc role to each member (e.g. [4],[15]) can be 
defined by using the specialist constraints.
GF criteria based on relationships can be represented to some extent using the introduced scheme. 
For example, [18] considers the interaction between individuals in order to group them together. 
In the proposed system, the similarity-based deOnition can be utilised for this purpose. This can 
be done by introducing a complex feature /  which includes the frequency of interaction of the 
considered individual other individuals. The distance function for /can  now be defined in such a 
way that the distance between two individuals decrease with the increase of their frequency of 
interaction. In another instance, [16] uses a special attribute in order to group
individuals that have common time slots together. This also can be achieved utilising similarity- 
based definition related to a feature that indicates the available slots of the individual.
In [16], "apportionedness" is introduced to make sure the groups are evenly distributed, in terms 
of a particular attribute. This is required in the CSCL environment considered in [16] in order to 
ensure the fairness in group formation, since the aim is to partition a class of students to enhance 
the learning experience. In the GF problem addressed in this thesis, the focus is to select a group 
that has the given characteristics required to carry out a particular collaborative task. Therefore, 
ensuring fairness across the groups is not directly relevant in this work. However, this can be 
achieved to some extent by deOning several specialist criteria related to the feature concerned that 
covers the whole range of its values. For example, if required to evenly distribute the feature mafA 
.ycorc (say, having a value space 1/ =  {%: % E Z, 0 <  % <  100}) within the groups, the specialist 
constraints c^, C2 , and can be included in the GFR so that it is guaranteed that each group 
will contain individuals from the whole value range of 1/. The corresponding allowed values for 
the above constraints are given below:
1. =  {r E 1/, 0 <  1; <  25}
2. ! { . ^ = { r E l / , 2 5 < t ; < 5 0 }
3. l{.^  =  { i ; E l / , 5 0 < r < 7 5 }
4. l^^  =  { i ; E l / ^ , 7 5 < t ; < 1 0 0 }
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Depending on the manner in which ± e  criteria are combined, groups of different nature can be 
defined. For example, by using solely constraint-based criteria, i.e. for defining necessary as well 
as specialist criteria, a single group can be defined. If necessary criteria are defined using the 
similarity-based definition, several groups that have the required specialist criteria, but have 
different ranges for the necessary feature can be defined.
It is seen from the above that, the proposed scheme for GF criteria provides a comprehensive 
method that can describe all the GF criteria seen in the discussed literature. It can be utilised to 
describe GF criteria in a variety of different situations. It is flexible, due to the fact that the whole 
GF requirement can be expressed by the use of as much as or as little atomic criteria as required. 
By combining the similarity-based as well as constraint-based deAnitions, the GF requirement can 
be described in a very expressive manner.
3.5.2 Correctness of GF Approaches
In order to ensure that the proposed GF approaches provide valid GF solutions, it should be 
investigated whether each of them satisfies the basic requirements stated in section 3.2. The 
satisfaction of these requirements by the proposed approaches is discussed in this section.
Requirement 1: Each individual x e  X should only exchange messages with its set of 
neighbours
Proof for STGF: The STGF method builds the spanning tree by each individual forwarding a 
CST message to all its neighbours except the sender. Once the spanning tree is built, each 
individual % determines its parent and child nodes depending on the structure of the tree, all of 
which are included in In the STGF method, an individual only sends and receives messages to 
and from either its parent or its children. Therefore, during processes of creating the spanning tree 
and the actual message transmissions, each node exchanges messages only with individuals in its 
set of neighbours
Proof for FGF: The FGF method is based on individuals flooding its neighbours with messages 
about updates triggered by messages received by a neighbour and therefore, each individual 
exchanges messages only with its neighbours.
Requirement 2: The GF approach should be decentralised.
Proof for STGF: Although the initiator of the GF process (i.e. the root node of the spanning tree) 
in the STGF method, makes decisions to compile the final solution, the intermediate solutions that 
are taken as the basis for the final solution are compiled by branch nodes based on their decisions. 
Therefore, there is no single individual that is responsible of all the decisions in the GF process, 
hence making the STGF approach decentralised.
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Proof for FGF: Each individual in the FGF method makes decisions to alter to its view of the 
group composition based on information received from neighbours. Therefore the GF process in 
this method is completely decentralised where each individual makes their own decisions.
Requirement 3: An individual should be a member of at most one group.
Proof for STGF: In the STGF method, the leaf nodes are the individuals that initiate the groups. 
Once a branch node receives CGIs from its child nodes, it first merges the groups and then joins a 
suitable group, if applicable. Therefore, each node considers joining or initiating (in the case of a 
leaf node) only once, which makes an individual a member of one group at most.
Proof for FGF: In the FGF method, an individual always checks whether it is already a member 
of a group before initiating a new group or joining an existing one as seen in lines 1.2 and 2.4 of 
the algorithm of the FGF method given in Figure 3.8. Therefore, each individual in this method is 
a member of at most one group.
Requirement 4: The GF process should terminate after a finite number of message exchanges. 
Proof for STGF: In the STGF method, after the creation of the spanning tree which requires only 
one round of message transfers (i.e. to all neighbours but the sender of the CST message), groups 
are established by two passes of messages through the tree: information about groups (CGI 
messages) are forwarded from the leaf nodes to thee root, and the final solution is forwarded from 
the root to the leaf nodes. It can be shown that, if there are e communication links (i.e. edges in 
the graph) and n individuals (i.e. vertices in the graph), the number of messages required to build 
a spanning tree is 2e — n +  1 (as shown in [1]), and once the spanning tree is built, it takes n — 1 
messages for one pass through the tree. Therefore, the total number of messages for the whole 
process is 2e +  n — 1. Therefore not only is the message transfers finite, for a given pool size and 
number of communication links, it is computable and constant.
Proof for FGF: The FGF method, on the other hand is based on propagating updates of the 
composition of the formed groups through the pool of individuals, and therefore the number of 
messages transferred is not easily computable as the in STGF. However, each update is triggered 
when an individual receives a new piece of information which can either be merged with the 
existing information or which makes the individual join a group. As detailed in section 3.4.3, 
decisions to merge two groups or join a group is based on the satisfaction of criteria in the GFR. 
Since the rationale behind these decisions is based not on the benefit of the individual making the 
decision, but on the benefit of the group, the decision is the same regardless of the individual that 
makes the decision. Furthermore, in the case of more than individual equally satisfying a criterion, 
the decision is made such that the individual with the lowest id is chosen, which mandates only 
one optimal solution for any decision. Therefore, only the optimal solution is propagated through 
the pool, which will replace all the sub-optimal solutions. Each node that has the optimal solution
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and has already forwarded it, will ignore any sub-optimal solutions and will not propagate 
messages anymore, which eventually terminates the GF process when all individuals have 
received the optimal solution. This makes the GF process terminate after a finite number of 
message exchanges.
Requirement 5: At the end of the GF process, each member of the formed groups must be aware 
of their groups and also the rest of the members of the group.
Proof for STGF: The root node of the spanning tree in the STGF method compiles the final 
group information that includes all the groups and its members and forwards the finalised CGI 
through the tree so that it is reached by all individuals. Therefore, all individuals are aware all 
groups and their members, once the finalised CGI is received.
Proof for FGF: Since individuals in the FGF method update the pool about each change to a 
group through flooding, and the messages are propagated until all updates are included and an 
optimal solution is achieved, once the message propagation terminates, each individual is aware 
of all groups and their composition.
Requirement 6: All formed groups should meet the criteria stated in the GFR.
This requirement can only be met if there are sufficient individuals in % that are able to meet the 
given criteria. However, given that there are individuals in % that meet the criteria for a particular 
GFR, it can be shown that both methods will form groups that meet the criteria given in the GFR. 
Furthermore, meeting criteria involves a group satisfying the constraints (i.e. the criteria specified 
using constraint-based deAnition) and being similar with respect to the similar features (i.e. the 
criteria specified using similarity-based definition).
Proof for STGF: In the STGF method, it can be seen from line 2.1.1 of the algorithm given in 
Figure 3.4 that a group is initiated only it the constraints are satisfied, and line 3.2 and 3.2.1 shows 
that an individual joins a group if it satisfies the constraints and if the distance to the group in 
terms of similar features is less that the given threshold distance Section 3.4.3, shows how 
the distance between two groups is compared with and that the constraints are checked before 
merging two groups. This means that in STGF before each composition change be it due to 
initiation of a group, merging of groups, or an individual joining a group, constraints are checked 
and where applicable, the distance in terms of the similar features are considered. Therefore, this 
ensures that the groups formed in this method always satisfy the given criteria.
Proof for FGF: In the FGF method an individual initiates a new group if it satisfies the 
constraints. This information is propagated through the pool of individuals where other 
individuals may join it or it is merged with any groups, again as described in Section 3.4.3 which 
considers the similar feature distance and the constraints. Therefore, each composition update in
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FGF is governed by satisfaction of constraints and comparable similar features, which makes sure 
that a group formed satisfies the given criteria.
3.6 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the two GF approaches experimentally, the algorithms were run in 
a simulated environment (see Appendix A). The simulator is able to generate a specified number 
of individuals, each with a set of specified features where it is conAgured with the valid ranges for 
each feature, and would generate random values for each feature within this range. The location of 
each individual would also be randomly generated. Once generated, the individual pool is saved 
so that the same pool can be used to test different GF approaches methods.
The simulator is designed to be modular, so that the communication module could be changed 
without altering the rest of the simulator. This version of the simulation uses a simulated 
communication module that spawns a separate thread per individual to handle received messages. 
However it is possible to replace this with a module that uses for example TCP/IP for 
communication instead. Furthermore, the communication module used for these tests enables 
communication depending on the location of the individuals based on a distance threshold. In 
order to keep the average number of neighbours (i.e. individuals within one's communication 
range) consistent between runs the range of the location values (i.e. x and y coordinates) were 
scaled based on the number of individuals in a run.
Tests were run by generating a pool of individuals and selecting a random group initiator and 
instructing the individual to initiate the GF for a specified GFR. At the end of the simulation, the 
evaluation metrics (described in the following sub-section) are measured. Normally evaluation 
metric is averaged over 100 runs. This is necessary because the simulator randomly generates 
individuals and their features, which means that any two runs can give widely varying results.
Since the GF scheme is designed to End an optimal solution, it is not suitable and does not make 
sense for very large networks. Therefore the tests were conducted for pool sizes from 20 to 50. 
However, the algorithms should be adapted accordingly in order to cater to very large networks.
The rest of this section is structured as follows. Section 3.6.1 introduces the metrics used to 
compare the performance of GF approaches. The proposed approaches are then compared against 
MoPiDiG [1] which is the closest existing approach in Section 3.6.2. However, since MoPiDiG is 
concerned with forming groups which are based on similarity, the GFRs for initiating GF in the 
proposed methods are adapted to contain only similarity-based criteria. In Section 3.6.3, the 
proposed approaches are compared against each other using fully-fledged GFRs.
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3.6.1 Metrics Used for Evaluation
To evaluate and compare the performance of the GF approaches, in terms of how optimal the 
formed groups are, the messages exchanged among the individuals and the time taken to for GF, 
several evaluation metrics are chosen. These metrics are explained in the following sub-sections.
3.6.1.1 Optimality
In order to evaluate a particular GF approach, it should be assessed how optimal the resultant 
solution is. The measure of how optimal a particular solution is will be termed optfmaZiry in the 
rest of the thesis. Since GF involves both constraint-based and similarity-based criteria, optimality 
of the solution should be measured in terms of both types of criteria. For this purpose, a metric 
called Zndcjc is formulated to measure how optimal a particular solution is, in terms
of the satisfaction of necessary and specialist constraints as well as the cohesiveness of the groups 
with respect to similar features.
3 .6 .1 .1 .1  G r o u p  S im ila r ity
The metric sZmy. is introduced to measure the similarity of the members of a group p in terms of 
the feature/}, where is the number of member in the group. The similarity is measured using 
the average distance between member values and the group aggregate value given by the 
function lÿ ..
1  X ’
j=0
This metric lies in the range [0,1], where a value towards 1 indicates that the values of the 
members are similar in terms of the feature/}. If there are p features, the total group similarity in 
terms of all features is given as follows:
1 ^
sim = sZmy.
3 .6 .1 .1 .2  S p e c ia l is t  C o n s tr a in t  S a tis fa c tio n
A specialist constraint should be satisAed by at least one member of the group, as pointed out 
earlier. The metric represents a group's satisfaction of a specialist constraint q  where 1 
indicates that at least one member of the group satisfies constraint c^ .
ri, if 3% E XgSuch that s(q , %) 
otherwise
If there are q constraints, the total specialist constraint satisfaction in terms of all constraints can 
be given as follows:
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sp = - y s p , ^
" f . i
3 .6 .1 .1 .3  N e c e s s a r y  C o n s tr a in t  S a tis fa c tio n
A necessary constraint should be satisAed by all members of a group. The satisfaction of a 
necessary constraint c, is represented by the metric neCg., where the proportion of members that
satisfies c, is indicated. If k is the number of members that satisfies c, and n  is the number of
members in the group, neCg. is given as follows:
k
necr- =  —
The metric is 1 when all members satisfy the constraint. If there are r necessary
constraints, the total necessary constraint satisfaction in terms of all the constraints are given as 
follows:
nec =  -  )  necg.
i=l
3 .6 .1 .1 .4  C o m p le te n e s s  I n d e x
The completeness index ci combines the above metrics to produce a single metric that indicates 
the optimality of the group in terms of constraint satisfaction and member similarity.
ci =  T T T (a:, sim  +  jg. sp +  y. nec)
(a  +  ;? +  y)
The constants (T, jg and y can be varied in order to vary the weight of each component that
composes this metric.
3 .6 .1 .1 .5  R a n d  I n d e x
When the GFR is restricted to similarity-based criteria, the GF solution is essentially reduced to a 
clustering problem. To best portray the optimality of solution in this circumstance, the Rand index 
[99], which is a measure of similarity of two data clusterings, is adopted. Each solution is 
compared against an optimal solution that is achieved by clustering the same pool of individuals 
in a centralised rather than decentralised manner. The closer the Rand index is to 1, the more 
similar the two clusterings.
3.6.1.2 Message Transmission
De-centralised GF is based on individuals exchanging messages with their neighbours in order to 
form into groups. The number of messages as well as the message size can be used to evaluate a
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particular GF approach in terms of its message transmission. The number of messages Usent 
the amount of bytes rUsent  ^ sent by an individual during the GF process is considered.
3.6.1.3 GF Time
The duration from the receipt of the initial GFR by an individual to the completion of GF is 
considered as GF time or t^F- Since all individuals are simulated in one processor, this does not 
reflect the actual GF time, but is used to compare GF approaches.
3.6.2 Comparison against MoPiDiG
The proposed GF approaches are first compared against that of MoPiDiG, which forms 
decentralised groups based on the profile information of mobile hosts [1] and is the closest 
existing solution for the work addressed in this thesis. However since MoPiDiG is restricted to 
forming similarity-based groups, in these tests the GFR is configured to contain only similarity- 
based GF criteria. Therefore, the GFR used for this test contains only a numeric-valued similarity 
criterion. The pool of individuals is generated in such a way that values assigned for that feature is 
random. The same pool is used for all tested approaches.
Figure 3.11 summarises the average number of messages sent by an individual in the process of 
GF in each approach.
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Figure 3.11: Sent messages per node for reduced configuration of criteria
Observation 3.6.2.1: In terms of message exchange, STFG is better performing than MoPiDiG 
while the performance of FGF and HGF are worse.
Explanation: STGF’s superior performance in is attributed to the fact that it takes only three 
passes through the spanning tree for achieving a solution. Since MoPiDiG nodes exchange 
additional messages among immediate neighbours in order to form localised groups, message
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transmission is higher than in STGF. FGF understandably performs worse in terms of message 
exchange, since it requires several rounds of messages to be propagated through flooding before 
an optimal solution is reached. In this case, the probability of an individual receiving duplicate 
messages is very high. HGF has significantly better message counts since it uses the spanning tree 
to forward messages which prevents individuals from receiving duplicate messages, but is still 
worse than STGF and MoPiDiG since it is built on the same principles as FGF where individuals 
constantly updates their neighbours during the GF process.
Observation 3.6.2.2: The average number of messages sent by an individual is constant 
regardless of the pool size for STGF and MoPiDiG, and increases with the pool size HGF and 
FGF.
Explanation: STGM achieves GF in a fixed number of message passes (i.e. in three passes) 
through the tree, after creating the spanning tree. Fhe creation of spanning tree takes each 
individual forwarding one round of messages to their neighbours, which is also constant 
regardless of the pool size, since the average number of neighbours of an individual is kept 
constant in the test runs. Therefore the average message exchange per individual is constant 
regardless of the pools size in STGM. MoPiDiG's locahsed grouping involves exchanging 
messages with neighbours and decentralised grouping involves exchanging messages through the 
spanning tree, both of which are independent of the pool size, as long as the average number of 
neighbours are kept constant. Therefore message exchange is constant in MoPiDiG, regardless of 
the pool size. In HGF and FGF, on the other hand, as the pool size increases, membership 
possibilities increase, which in turn increase the number of redundant message rounds initiated by 
each candidate member on receipt of a suitable GI.
The time taken in the simulation for each of the tested methods to form into groups is presented in 
Figure 3.12 As mentioned earlier, although this metric does not reflect the actual GF time, it is a 
useful means of comparing various approaches.
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GF Tim e - re d u ce d  criteria
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Figure 3.12: Time taken in simulation for group formation for reduced configuration of criteria
Observation 3.6.2.3: In terms of GF time, STGF, HGF and FGF perform better than MoPiDiG, 
for the considered pool sizes.
Explanation: MoPiDiG’s inferior performance is attributed to the fact that it spends additional 
time forming localised groups. However, since FGF’s GF time increases at a much higher rate 
than other methods with the increase of pool size (due to the increase in sub-optimal solutions 
which gives rise to more rounds of messages), at some point, it will perform worse than 
MoPiDiG. The intersection point, which could be predicted, however would not reflect the 
intersection point in reality, since the GF time in simulation does not reflect reality, but used for 
comparison purposes only.
Figure 3.13 compares the optimality of the solutions in terms of the Rand index.
Rand Index - re d u c e d  criteria
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Figure 3.13: Rand index for reduced configuration of criteria
Observation 3.6.2.5: All three proposed approaches seem to have a similarly high performance 
while MoPiDiG’s performance is not matched.
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Explanation: The similarity of the performance of the proposed approaches here is due to the fact 
that the problem is reduced to a clustering problem which is handled similarly by all three 
approaches. MoPiDiG’s performance is worse since there is the possibility of individuals not 
being included in groups due to being unable of forming a localised group.
3.6.3 Comparison of the Proposed Approaches against Each Other
To compare the GF approaches, a GFR in the full-fledged configuration which include similarity-
based as well as constraint-based GF criteria is used. The GFR contains a numeric-valued similar 
criterion and a nominal-valued specialist criterion. The individuals are created in such a way that 
their values for the features corresponding to each criterion are assigned randomly. In this case as 
well, the same pool of individuals is used for all tested methods.
Figure 3.14 presents the message exchange rates in all three proposed methods.
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Figure 3.14: Sent messages per node
Observation 3.6.3.1: STGM is the best in terms of message exchange while FGF is the worst and 
HGF lies between the two.
Explanation: The clear discrepancy in the message exchange rates of the three approaches owes 
to the message propagation techniques employed by each method. FGF’s inferior performance is 
attributed to the flooding method which involves forwarding all messages to all neighbours, 
compared to the spanning tree which is utilised in the other two methods. Out of spanning tree- 
based methods, STGF results in a lower message exchange per individual since it involves just 
three passes through the tree whereas HGF involves several passes through the tree.
Observation 3.6.3.2: Message exchange in STGM seems to be constant regardless of the pool 
size, while it increases with pool size for FGF and HGF and the rate of increase is higher in FGF.
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Explanation: It is seen in Section 3.4.1.3 that the average number of messages sent in STGM is 
m +  2mch +  1 per individual, where m  and are the number of total neighbours and the 
number of child nodes in the spanning tree of that individual. Since the average number of 
neighbours of a node is kept constant in the test runs, m and mch are constant regardless of the 
pool size. Therefore the average message exchange per individual is constant regardless of the 
pools size in STGM. In FGF and HGF on the other hand, the flooding rounds and passes through 
the tree is not constant, but are triggered for each membership possibility. For example, on receipt 
of a GI, each individual who satisfies the GF criteria adds itself to the group and propagates the 
updated GI, each of which initiates a new round of messages. Since as the pool size increases, the 
membership possibilities also increase, the resultant average messages sent by an individual also 
increase with time in FGF and HGF. Although HGF and FGF uses the same principle of each 
node incrementally updating the composition of a group which gives rise to additional message 
rounds, the mode of message propagation has a large effect of the number of message rounds 
triggered. The flooding method utilised in FGF results in a large number of redundant message 
rounds triggered by older versions of a message (which takes a while to cease). In HGF however, 
since a message progresses through the branches of the spanning tree, when a new version is 
created (i.e. when a more suitable member is found), the older version is prevented from 
progressing any further. The rest of that branch only receives the new version. Therefore another 
round is triggered only if a more suitable individual is present in the rest of the branch. This 
drastically reduces the number of redundant message rounds. Therefore, although the number of 
message rounds created in HGF is higher than STGF (which is constant regardless of the pool 
size) and increases with pool size, it is much lower than in FGF. Therefore, the rate of increase of 
messages in FGF is much higher.
Figure 3.15 presents the GF time taken in the simulation in the three proposed approaches.
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Figure 3.15: Time taken in simulation for group formation
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Observation 3.6.3 3: GF is quicker in FGF for small pool sizes, whereas SFTG and HGF give a 
quicker response for large pools.
Explanation: The main difference between the GF time in FGF and the other two methods is 
attributed to the method of message propagation. Since STGF and HGF uses a spanning tree for 
message propagation, they require building the spanning tree before messages can be propagated, 
whereas FGF starts propagating messages right away. Therefore for smaller pool sizes, FGF seem 
to be much quicker than the other two methods. However, since the spanning tree takes a 
relatively constant time to build, this effect becomes less significant as the pool size gets larger, in 
which case the number of message rounds/passes becomes more prominent. The number of 
message rounds also depends on the approach. It is constant for STGF (three rounds); increases 
with the pool size for FGF and HGF and is much higher in FGF, especially as the pool size gets 
larger (see explanation for Observation 3.6.3.2). Therefore, as the pool size increases, the higher 
rate of message rounds triggered in FGF compensates the time taken to build the spanning tree in 
the other two methods, making its GF slower.
The time taken for a message round (or a pass through the tree) to reach the farthest individual 
from the originator also affects the GF time. Due to the utilisation of all communication links in 
flooding, the number of hops is fewer in FGF than in the other two methods, where it is likely that 
the number of hops between individuals is larger, due to the omission of some communication 
links in the spanning tree (recap: spanning tree is a graph with a minimal set of edges). Although 
the difference between the number of hops is likely to increase with the pool size, this factor is 
less significant in the presence of the previous factor. It can be seen in the next chapter (Section 
4.5.2) how the number of hops becomes more significant when the number of message rounds is 
much higher than in GF.
Observation 3.6.3.4: GF time is similar in STGF and HGF.
Explanation: Both STGF and HGF uses a spanning tree for message propagation. As a result, 
both have the overhead of creating the spanning tree. Although HGF sends more messages (due to 
additional message passes triggered by candidate members), the time taken to propagate these 
messages is insignificant, compared to the time taken to create the spanning tree. This is seen by 
the fact that HGF's GF time is always slightly higher than STGF's.
Observation 3.6 3.5: GF time increases with pool size in all methods, while FGF results in a 
higher rate of increase than the others.
Explanation: As the pool size increases, it takes more time for a message to reach the farthest 
member from the originator, whatever the pool size Therefore GF time increases with the pool
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size. The fact that FGF triggers more redundant rounds of messages (See the explanation of the 
Observation 3.6.3.2) attributes to a higher rate of increase of GF time compared to the other two 
methods.
To measure the optimality of the proposed approaches, the completeness index (ci) is used. Figure 
3.16 presents the ci values for the approaches.
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Figure 3.16: Completeness index
Observation 3.6.3.6: In terms of the optimality of the solution, FGF performs best; STGF 
performs worst while HGF falls between the two.
Explanation: STGF’s worst performance is attributed to the fact that it is more likely to reject an 
individual more suitable for a particular group at an early stage owing to its hierarchical nature. 
The solution of FGF is more optimal than that of HGF since the probability of including more 
suitable members in the groups is high due to the wider penetration of information achieved 
through flooding.
Observation 3.6.3.7: The optimality of the approaches increase with the pool size.
Explanation: A larger pool size results in the individuals having a wider variety of features, 
since the features are assigned at random in the simulator. Therefore, individuals in a larger pool 
are more likely to satisfy specialist criteria and it is more likely that there are combinations of 
individuals satisfying all specialist criteria are more similar in terms of the similarity criteria, 
hence resulting in a high ci value. This makes ci values increase as the pool size increase in all 
cases.
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3.7 Discussion
According to arguments provided in Section 3.5, it is seen that the proposed scheme for GF 
criteria can be utilised to define groups in a wide range of situations and all of the GF approaches 
proposed in this paper meet the relevant requirements. Since a decentralised approach that 
considers a flexible range of criteria as presented in this work is not found in the literature, the 
proposed methods are compared with the closest existing approach, MoPiDiG, which considers 
only similarity-based criteria. In order to provide an equal ground for the comparisons, the GF 
criteria is configured to contain only similarity-based criteria, which reduces the GF problem into 
a clustering problem. When comparing the proposed approaches against each other, the fully- 
fledged GFR is used so that it contains both similar as well as specialist criteria.
Results in Section 3.6.2, portray that although MoPiDiG performs better in terms of message 
transmission than FGF and HGF, it has the worst performance in terms of GF time and optimality. 
STGF is superior to MoPiDiG in all aspects. In the comparison of the proposed approaches 
against each other in Section 3.6.3, STGF is still the best performing in terms of message 
transmission. STGF and HGF take comparable time durations for GF and the rate of increase of 
GF time is lower than that of FGF. However, FGF seems to be quicker than the other two 
methods for small pools. The optimality of the solution is best in FGF, and worst in STGF 
throughout the considered pool sizes. HGF seems to have improved the optimality of STGF 
towards that of FGF, with only slightly higher message cost than that of STGF. Although 
messages sent per node in HGF are not as low as STGF, it is a significant improvement to the 
performance of FGF.
All in all, it can be seen that FGF is the approach that gives the most complete GF solution. 
However, this superior optimality comes at a cost of very high message transmission and high rate 
of increase of GF times with respect to the pool size. The hierarchical GF approach followed in 
STGF impairs its optimality, but the use of spanning tree has drastically reduced the message 
transmission. HGF which is a hybrid approach of the other two approaches, achieves an 
optimality closer to FGF but at a much lower cost of message transmission. However, from these 
results, conclusions cannot be drawn about the pool size after which STGF and HGF becomes 
superior. This is due to the fact that the GF time considered is the time taken in the simulation 
which simulates all individuals in one processor, and therefore does not reflect the actual times 
and overheads (e.g. waiting times). Since these factors will shift the graphs and therefore change 
the intersection point, it cannot be said that FGF will perform worse for pool sizes larger than a 
specific size, without testing in real situations. It can only be said that, in terms of GF time, STGF 
and FGF, produce comparable results and seem to scale with increasing pool sizes better than 
FGF which performs better for smaller pool sizes. Considering all the above points, HGF seems 
to be the most favourable solution in general.
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3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, solutions are proposed for de-centralised formation of groups of individuals based 
on their features. The environment is assumed to be static, where no changes occur in the pool of 
individuals. Features of the individuals are taken as the basis to define GF criteria which are 
included in a Grow/? FonMotfon (GFR). Necessary and specialist criteria are defined
based on either constraints or similarity. The nature of the formed groups can be tailored to the 
requirement by appropriately choosing the method that defines criteria: Constraint-based 
deFnition results in groups with members having feature values as exactly defined in the criteria, 
whereas similarity-based definition results in groups with members having similar values for the 
specified similar features. If constraints are used to define all the criteria in the GFR, only one 
group will be formed from one GFR while the usage of similarity-based deAnition for necessary 
features gives rise to the formation of more than one group.
Three GF approaches are proposed in this chapter: STGF which follows a hierarchical GF 
approach and utilises a spanning tree for message propagation; FGF which follows a merge-and- 
update logic which utilises flooding for message propagation and HGF which is a hybrid of the 
above approaches. The GF approaches proposed in this chapter seem to perform better for the 
most part than the closest existing GF approach, MoPiDiG, which however is restricted to 
forming groups based on similarity. All approaches result in groups that meet the defined 
requirements. FGF's performance is poor in terms of message exchange and rate of increase of 
GF time with respect to the pool size. However, FGF results in a more accurate solution than 
STGF. HGF overcomes the extremities of the other approaches by following FGF's merge-and- 
update logic but utilises STGF's spanning tree structure for message propagation. HGF's 
performance lies between that of the others where especially the message exchange is an 
improvement from FGF while producing a resultant optimality towards that of FGF.
Owing to the hierarchical nature of the STGF approach, it is best suited in situations where a less 
message costly GF solution is sought as long as the optimality is not too important. FGF's merge- 
and-update logic with the use of flooding gives a very accurate but message and time costly 
solution and therefore, can be adopted in situations where optimality is critical. HGF utilises the 
merge-and-update logic of FGF that yields an optimality closer to that of FGF but has cut down 
the message exchange and rate of exchange of GF time by the use of a spanning tree, giving the 
best all round performance.
In the proposed approaches, features of any form can be used as a basis for GF, as long as a 
dyr and a grow/? wggrggwfg /wwctiow i^ j^ .can be defined for each feature. The 
distance function simply maps two points in a feature value space to a value within the 
range [0,1]. The distance between two values being closer to 0 indicates that values are similar
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whereas 1 indicates that they are dissimilar. The group distance function maps a set of values to a 
single value in a particular feature value space. This enables the assignment of a single feature 
value that represents a group as a whole. Allowing these two functions to be defined (the method 
of which is detailed in Chapter 5) enables any feature to be considered to specify GF criteria. This 
makes the proposed approaches generic in such a way that the approaches are independent of the 
features that are the basis for GF.
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Chapter 4
4 Group Maintenance
The GF solution proposed in the previous chapter assumes that the pool of individuals under 
consideration is not subject to any changes. Such cases are rare in reality. Individuals may connect 
and disconnect to and from a network and features of the individuals may change over time. Such 
alterations to the pool of individuals may deform the groups by altering the characteristics of the 
group which impairs the achievement of the corresponding goals. This necessitates some form of 
re-formation of the groups in such a way that the original characteristics of the group are 
preserved. This is especially important if the groups are associated with critical tasks. Therefore 
this chapter discusses maintenance of a formed group under variable conditions. Facilitating fault 
tolerance in the actual group collaboration is out of the scope of the GM addressed in this thesis. 
This work looks at dynamicity in a point of view of the group composition, by aiming to search 
for and present an optimal group of entities that can carry out the collaboration in the presence of 
dynamicity.
Network clustering approaches [11][12] usually call the clustering algorithms periodically to 
refresh the clustering, in order to repair the damage caused by the mobility of nodes. Aside from 
the additional cost of periodic re-formation, this method does not suite in the context of this work. 
This is because re-formation from scratch may disrupt collaborations that facilitate goal 
achievement, which is the intention of the groups in this work, in contrast to network clustering 
approaches whose purpose is to apportion the network into manageable-sized clusters. 
Furthermore, maintenance in the context of this work involves re-forming an impaired group in 
such a way that the new composition of the group still enables the original collaborative task to be 
carried out. This is different from the objectives of the above mentioned maintenance approaches 
in network clustering whose aim is to reduce the number of hops between cluster members.
Dynamicity is addressed in terms of three types of events: appearance, disappearance and update 
of a feature of an individual. Due to the fact that this approach is handled in the application level, 
the appear and disappear events encapsulate the physical mobility of an individual. Apart from the 
appear and disappear events which are usually handled by existing approaches, this chapter also 
discusses the handling of an update of a feature of an individual. A feature update may either 
make a group member no longer suitable for that group, or make an ungrouped individual suitable 
for a group. Therefore, handling a feature update event is as important as handling appear and 
disappear events.
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As was the case in GF, the major challenge in handling dynamicity is the decentralised nature of 
the environment. Two approaches (based on the two main GF approaches presented in Chapter 3) 
are proposed to maintain formed groups in a decentralised environment:
Grow/? Mwmtgwwwcg (STGM) and Grow/? Momfgwowce (FGM). As in the
corresponding GF approaches, STGM follows a hierarchical approach where an event is notified 
to the individuals and a replacement is sought (where necessary) using the spanning tree structure 
and FGM utilises flooding for the same purposes.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: The appear, disappear and feature update events 
are formally described in Section 4.1 and the requirements of the group maintenance approach are 
specified in Section 4.2. Two decentralised group maintenance approaches based on the two main 
GF approaches STGF and FGF are presented in Section 4.3: STGM and FGM. These approaches 
are presented in terms of handling each of the above three types of events. The correctness of each 
approach is argued in Section 4.4, in terms of the requirements stated in Section 4.2 while the 
performance of the two approaches is compared against each other by running each approach in a 
simulated environment as was done in the previous section. The results of the simulation runs are 
presented and discussed in Sections 4.5 and 4.6, while Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.
4.1 Events
The dynamicity of the environment is addressed in terms of Each change to the
environment is considered as an event, which has an affiliated individual. Appear, disappear and 
feature update events are considered in this environment.
Appear Event: An appear event, denoted as Gar, simply adds the affiliated individual % to the pool 
of individuals X. Depending on the underlying communication network, % would be able to 
communicate with a set of neighbours N^ . The appear event alters the set of communication links, 
represented by the set of edges E, by including the edges 6;*. ^  E E that represents the 
communication links between % and each Furthermore, for eachyENa-,  the
corresponding set of neighbours Ny is altered to include %.
Disappear Event: A disappear event, denoted as removes the affiliated individual x from the 
pool of individuals X. Since the previous set of neighbours can no longer communicate with %, 
for each y  E the corresponding set of neighbours Ny is altered to exclude %. The dismissal of 
these conununication links is reflected on the set of edges E, by removing the edges y that 
represents the communication links between % and each y  E
Feature Update Event: A feature update event, denoted as involves replacing the current
value, say v, of a feature /  of the individual % with a new value t?% i.e. sets ryCx) =
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The involvement of the neighbour sets enables the appear and disappear events to encapsulate 
mobility. For example, assume a communication network is based on proximity, where an 
individual can communicate with a set of individuals that are in its conununication range, i.e. a 
neighbour set of a particular individual is actually physically close to that individual, in this case. 
If an individual % moves from point to P2 , Üns is represented by a disappear event of % with 
respect to individuals in the communication range from and an appear event with respect to the 
individuals in the communication range at P2 . Therefore, the notion of events represents not only 
the actual connection and disconnection but also the concept communication-layer mobility.
4.2 Requirements
The expectation is that, in the presence of dynamicity as described in the previous sub-section, the 
composition of the groups formed using the GF approaches presented in the previous chapter is 
maintained in such a way that they still satisfy the original GF criteria. The group maintenance 
process used for this purpose should satisfy the following requirements:
1. If as a result of an event, members of a group ^ no longer collectively satisfy any GF 
criteria, and there is a set of un-grouped individuals, T, in the rest of the pool who 
collectively satisfy the remaining GF criteria, all y  E T should be made members of
Some events (disappear or feature update) may cause a group to become 
dysfunctional due to an alteration to the composition which makes some previously 
satisfied criteria no longer being satisfied. In these circumstances, replacement 
members should be sought (if available) so that the group can function again.
2. If as a result of an event, there now exists an individual % (who is not a member of any
group) satisfying any of the GF criteria of group % should be made a member of
Some events (appear or feature update) may provide the opportunity of an individual 
to be included in a group so that it could satisfy previously unsatisfied criteria. In this 
case, such individuals should be incorporated in the appropriate groups.
3. All members of a group should be aware of any alteration to the composition of a group.
The GM process attempts to maintain a group of individuals that can collaborate with 
each other towards achieving a goal. Therefore it is essential that each member is 
aware of being part of a group as well as changes in the composition of that group.
4. All members of group should be aware of any feature update of a fellow member.
In the considered GF and GM processes, features of the members are the factors that
decide membership of a group and hence draw the members together. Therefore, in 
addition to being aware of changes to the composition of a group, as in the previous
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requirement, an individual should also be aware o f any feature update o f  a fellow 
member.
4.3 Decentralised Group M aintenance
The decentralised GF algorithms presented in the previous chapter should be functional in the 
presence o f events. Due to a disappearance o f  a m ember o f a group, one or more constraints 
satisfied by that m em ber may no longer be satisfied. On the other hand, an appear event may 
introduce an individual that could potentially satisfy some constraints o f  a group that are not 
already satisfied. It is important that groups are maintained so that whenever an event causes the 
loss o f a group m ember or introduces a new individual to the pool, members are sought for any 
group that has unsatisfied constraints. The rest o f this section describes how the STGF and FGF 
approaches are extended to handle appear and disappear events.
4.3.1 Handling an Appear Event
The appearance o f an individual, does not impair the functionality o f a group, rather it presents an 
opportunity to a group to improve. Therefore, the consideration here is to include the appeared 
m em ber in a group that has un-satisfied constraints. The following sub-sections describe how this 
is handled using a spanning tree-based method and a flooding-based method.
4.3.1.1 Spanning Tree-based Group Maintenance (STGM)
At this stage, the initial GF has already taken place. Therefore, it is assumed that a spanning tree 
already exists (Figure 4.1(a)). W hen a node appears, it notifies a neighbour. The neighbour 
receiving this notification adds the appeared node as a child and sends an acknowledgement 
m essage including information about existing groups as a CGI. The appeared node considers 
joining any suitable group and if  joining, notifies the parent. Figure 4.1(b) represents the 
negotiations between the appeared node and the parent. The parent treats this as a received CGI as 
in the static case by notifying its parent (Figure 4.1(c)). The notification will be propagated to the 
root o f  the tree, as in the static case, which will forward the final group information to all nodes 
through the tree (Figure 4.1(d)). Finally, the whole tree would be updated on the new addition.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.1: Message propagation for an appear event in STGM
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Figure 4.2 contains the algorithm for handling an appear event in STGM.
Handle appear event :
1. Send appear notification AN^ to random neighbour y
2. Wait for ACK from y
3. Set parent = y
4. Handle; CG Ii
Handle appear notification :
1. send A C K  containing CGIi  to sender where L = stored group list
2. add X to children
Figure 4.2: Algorithm for an appear event in STGM
The total number of messages required to handle the appearance of an individual x, depends on 
the position where x joins the spanning tree. If the number of nodes between x and the root is 
it will take %  +  1 messages to propagate the appearance notification to the root. The notification 
of the finalised version of group information from the root down the tree requires n  — 1 messages 
[1], where n is the number of individuals in the pool. Therefore, the total number of messages 
required to handle an appearance of an individual is n  +  n^..
In general, an individual who has rrich child nodes needs to transmit rUc/i messages for this 
process. However, nodes that lie between the appeared node and the root requires one message in 
addition, to propagate the appear event notification to the root. Therefore, the maximum number 
of messages transmitted by a node is 771^  ^ +  1.
4.3.1.2 Flooding-based Group Maintenance (FGM)
In the flooding method, the appearing node notifies a neighbour. This neighbour provides the 
appeared node with the current group information. The appearing node itself floods the pool, if it 
can be added to a group, which results in a new round of messages which will progress as above.
Handle appear event :
1. Send appear notification AN^ to a random neighbour 
2 . Wait for A C K
3. For each g C L  where A C K  contains CGIi
3.1. Handle : Gig
3.2. if X is added to g
3.2.1. break for loop
Handle appear notification /IVy :
1. send A C K  containing CGIi  to sender
Figure 4.3: Algorithm for an appear event in FGM
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4.3.2 Handling a Disappear Event
A disappear event is more complex than an appear event, since the disappearance may cause a 
group to be dysfunctional as it will no longer satisfy the constraints that were satisfied by the 
disappeared member. Therefore, any group that is affected needs to be re-formed by searching for 
members that could potentially satisfy the un-satisfied constraints.
It is assumed that a disappearing node notifies a neighbour about the event: This is another 
assumption that simplifies the problem. The assumption does not reflect reality since node 
disappearance is usually due to a failure, and it would not be able to choose the appropriate 
neighbour to notify. This can be adjusted by letting the communication system notify the 
neighbours about the disappearance and allowing the neighbours to decide who should act on the 
event.
4.3.2.1 Spanning Tree-based Group Maintenance (STGM)
It is assumed that a spanning tree is already formed and the initial GF has already taken place. 
Two cases are considered when an individual disappears in STGM, depending on whether the 
disappearing node is a leaf node or a non-leaf node.
4 .3 .2 .1 .1  D is a p p e a r a n c e  o f  a  L e a f  N o d e
If the disappearing node is a leaf node (Figure 4.4), it notifies its parent which will remove it from 
the tree and update the rest of the individuals through the tree.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 4.4: Message propagation in STGM when a leaf node disappears
Since a node has disappeared, an appropriate replacement needs to be found. The leaf nodes check 
whether they can replace the node and forwards this information to the parent as done in the static
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case. And when the root receives the information, the final version is forwarded to the tree. The 
algorithm for handling a disappear event is given in Figure 4.5 and the algorithm for handling a 
remove event notification (contained in the above algorithm) is presented in Figure 4.6.
Handle disappear event (where sender is a leaf node):
1. Send disappear notification to parent
Handle disappear notification ON,, (where sender % is child of receiver y'):
1. Remove % from children
2. If % belongs to a group
2.1. Remove (%,^)
3. If y has more children
3.1. Send remove notification to children
4. Else (i.e. no more children)
4 . 1 . If y is not already grouped,
4.1.1. If add(y,g') is successful,
4.1.1.1. Attach (group update) CGtf, to where Z. = stored group list
4.2. If y has parent,
4.2.1. Send remove notification to parent
4.3. Else (i.e. y is root)
4.3.1. Send final-reformation notification fAEfAf to children
Figure 4.5: Algorithm for a disappear event of a leaf node in STGM
Handle remove notification Z?7V, (sent by %, received by y) :
1. If sender % is parent of y,
1.1. If y has children,
1.1.1. Forward to children
1.2. Else (i.e. y is a leaf node),
1.2.1. If z belongs to a group
1.2.1.1. Remove (z, g )
1.2.2. If y is not already grouped,
1.2.2.1. If add(y,g) successful,
1.2.2.1.1. Attach to where I. = stored group list
1.2.3. Send to parent
2. Else (i.e. sender r is child of y),
2.1. If z belongs to a group
2.1.1. Remove (z, g )
2 .2 .Merge(GG/^,GGZ2,') where i=stored group list and Z,"'=received group list
2.3. If y is not already grouped,
2.3.1. If add(y,^) successful,
2.3.1.1. Attach CGZ^ to where A = stored group list
2.4. If y has parent,
2.4.1. Send RA/g to parent
2.5. Else (i.e. y is root),
2.5.1. Send final-reformation notification RRRRA/ to children
Figure 4.6: Algorithm for a remove event notification in STGM
Therefore, only three message passes through the tree is required to notify the group of 
disappearance as well as to find a replacement for the disappeared node, if it was a group member. 
Since each pass through the tree involves n — 1 messages where n is the number of individuals in 
the pool after the disappearance, after a disappearance is notified, it is handled by a total of
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3(n — 1) messages. To have a closer look at the number of messages transmitted per individual, 
let's consider the three passes required separately.
The first pass requires each individual forwarding the received disappear notification to all 
neighbours in the spanning tree (i.e. parent and child nodes) except the sender of the message. If 
an individual has child nodes in the spanning tree, the first pass in general, requires that 
individual to transmit messages. (However, a root node receiving from a child transmits only 
nic/i — 1 messages.) Since the second pass is from leaves to tree, each node needs to transmit only 
one message in this pass. Again, in the third pass (root to leaves) each node needs to forward mg,! 
messages. Therefore, in general, a node needs to transmit +  1 messages in order to handle a 
disappearance of a leaf node.
4.3.2.1.2 Disappearance of a Non-Leaf Node
If the disappearing node is a non-leaf node (Figure 4.8), it notifies a child. Since this 
disappearance breaks the tree, the child will build another tree and transmit the disappearance 
notification. As above the leaf nodes will consider replacing the node, the information is 
forwarded towards the root which will again forward the final information down the tree.
Handle disappear event d,:
1. Send disappear notification DTV, to random child
Handle disappear notification PAZ, (where sender % is child of receiver y)
1. Start new spanning tree
2. If % belongs to a group
2.1. Remove(%,^)
2.2. Send remove notification RA/y to children
Figure 4.7: Algorithm for a disappear event of a non-leaf node in STGM
The creation of a spanning tree requires 2r — n -I- 1 messages (as shown in [1]) where n is the 
number of individuals and r  is the number of communication links in the considered environment 
(refer to SectionS.l for the formal definitions of the environment). After creating the spanning 
tree, it takes three passes through the spanning tree, in order to handle a non-leaf node 
disappearance: root to leaves notifying the disappearance, leaves to root notifying the various re­
formation possibilities and again root to leaves notifying the final reformation information. As in 
the above case this takes 3(n — l)messages. Therefore, in total, it takes 2(r 4- n — 1) messages.
Similar to the leaf-node case, the three message passes require each individual 
transmitting 2ni(;A 4-1 messages, in general, where is the number of child nodes of that 
individual. The creation of a spanning tree requires each individual forwarding a message to all its 
neighbours. Therefore, if m is the number of neighbours for an individual, the group maintenance
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process requires an individual to transmit m +  +  1 messages, for a disappearance of a non­
leaf node.
(a)
#-----
(b) (c)
Ÿ
---#
# 4 ----- - --------#
(d)
#-  -*#
Figure 4.8: Message propagation in STGM when a non-leaf node disappears
43.2.2 Flooding-based Group Maintenance (FGM)
In the flooding method, a disappearing node notifies a neighbour, which will then remove the 
node from any groups, try to replace it with itself and flood its own neighbours with this 
information. This will result in a new round of messages where nodes try to replace the 
disappearing node. The most suitable node will be selected as in the static case.
Handle disappear event d,:
1. Send disappear notification DN,. to random neighbour
Handle disappear notification f r o m % :
1. If % belongs to a group g,
1.1. Remove
1.2. Forward to neighbours
1.3. Handle : GL
Figure 4.9: Algorithm for a disappear event in FGM
4.3.3 Handling a Feature Update Event
There are two main considerations upon a feature update event y depending on whether or not 
% belongs to a group. If % is a member of a group due to the occurrence of the event ^ 
may no longer be suitable for that group and therefore it is required to remove % from ^ and find 
a replacement for the group. If% is not a member of any group, due the occurrence of the
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event /  % may now satisfy a criterion of some group which was not satisbed earlier. Both
of these cases will be discussed in terms of the STGM and FGM methods.
4.3.3.1 Spanning Tree-based Group Maintenance (STGM)
In STGM, if the individual associated with the feature update belongs to a group, first removes 
itself temporarily from that group and tries to add itself again taking the feature update into 
consideration. If this addition is successful, no change is needed to be done to the group, but the 
feature update is notified to the rest of the tree by sending a feature update notification 
However, if the addition is unsuccessful, the individual makes the removal permanent by sending 
its children a removal notibcationl^Na;, as in the case of a disappear event. If the individual 
associated with the event is not currently a member of any group, it considers in joining a group in 
the stored group list h, by handling theCG/^, as described by the algorithm in Figure 3.4 The 
algorithm for handling a feature update event in STGM is given in Figure 4.10.
Handle feature update event
1. if % is a member of a group
1.1. remove (%,g)
1.2. if add(%,g) successful
1.2.1. send feature update notification to parent and childrer
1.3. else (i.e. % cannot be added to g)
1.3.1. send removal notification /(N, to children
2. else (i.e. not a member of any group)
2.1. handle: (where Z. = stored group list)
Figure 4.10: The algorithm for handling a feature update event in STGM
If the feature update associated with the individual %, results in % being removed from a group, it 
is handled as a disappear event of a leaf node. Therefore this requires a total number of 3(n — 1) 
messages, where n is the number of individuals and each individual having nich child nodes, 
requires to transmit +  1 messages (refer to the disappearance of a leaf node in
Section4.3.2.1.1).
In cases where the feature update does not require the removal of % from the group, and where the 
feature update of a non-member triggers the addition of % to an incomplete group, the pool of 
individuals needs to be notibed. Each of these cases requires a total of n — 1 messages where 
each node, in general would be transmitting messages (with the exception of the root node, 
which transmits mg/t — 1 messages, in the case of a non-root node feature update).
4.3.3.2 Flooding-based Group Maintenance (FGM)
In FGM, as in STGM, if the individual associated with the feature update event is a member of a 
group, it removes itself temporarily from the group and tries to add itself again, in order to check 
whether the updated feature values invalidates its membership. If the addition is successful, no 
change is made to the group but the feature update is propagated to its neighbours, so as to notify
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them of the update. If the member cannot be re-added to the group due to the feature update, its 
neighbours are notified of the removal. If an individual is not a member of the group, either 
originally before the feature update or after being removed from a group due to the update, it 
looks for any other group that has not yet satisfied all the criteria and if successful, joins that 
group. This will be handled as if a set of GIs are received by a newly appearing individual. The 
algorithm for handling a feature update event is given in Figure 4.11.
Handle feature update event :
1. if % is a member of a group
1.1. remove (%,^)
1.2. if add(%,g) successful,
1.2.1. send feature update notification to neighbours
1.3. else (i.e. r cannot be added to
1.3.1. send removal notification ZfZV;, to neighbours
1.3.2. for each in stored group list,
1.3. 2.1. handle: G/g,
1.3. 2.2. if % is added to g',
1.3.2.2.1. break for loop
2. else (i.e. if x is not a member of any group)
2.1. for each g' in stored group list,
2.1.1. handle : GZg,
2.1.2. if % is added to g',
2.1.2.1. break for loop
Figure 4.11: Algorithm for handling a feature update event in FGM
4.4 Analytical Evaluation
The satisfaction of the requirements stated in section 4.2 by the proposed approaches is discussed 
in this section.
Requirement 1: If as a result of an event, members of a group g  no longer collectively satisfy any 
GF criteria, and there is a set of un-grouped individuals, T, in the rest of the pool who collectively 
satisfy the remaining GF criteria, all y  E T should be made members of
Proof for STGM: If an individual % is removed from the groups, due to a disappear event or a 
feature update event, a remove notification is propagated in STGM. The originators and the 
receivers of these removal notibcations always consider replacing the removed member by trying 
to add themselves to^ . If successful, a group update (in terms of a is attached to the
removal notification, so that a branch node receiving removal notices from child nodes will merge 
the group updates as for a received CG/ in the GF process. The node will then try to add itself, and 
pass it to its parent. Therefore, if there are any individuals satisfying the remaining GF criteria 
for they will be added to ^ in this process.
Proof for FGM: In FGM, a disappear notification is propagated if an individual % is removed 
from the group due to a disappear event or a feature update event. Each individual receiving a 
disappear notification, removes % from ^ and handles this as a received G/g in FGF, in which case 
it joins ^ if it satisfies any remaining GF criteria and propagate the updated Gig. These GI
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messages are propagated throughout the pool until an optimal GI is achieved. Therefore, if there 
are any individuals in the pool suitable for they will be incorporated in the group.
Requirement 2: If as a result of an event, there now exists an individual % (who is not a member 
of any group) satisfying any of the GF criteria of group % should be made a member of 
Proof for STGM: In STGM, an appearing individual or an individual who is removed from a 
group due to a feature update, checks whether there is any incomplete group. If a suitable group is 
found, the individual joins it and notifies its parent by sending the updated group information, 
which will be propagated through the tree in order to notify others about the join.
Proof for FGM: Similarly in FGM, an appearing individual or an individual who is removed 
from a group due to a feature update, considers joining any incomplete group. If a suitable group 
is found, the G/ for this group will be propagated through the pool.
Requirement 3: All members of a group should be aware of any alteration to the composition of 
a group.
Proof for STGM: In STGM, removal of a group member (due to a disappear or feature update 
event) is notified to the individuals by sending a remove notification through the spanning tree. 
Therefore, the whole network of individuals, which includes the members of the group concerned 
will be notified about the disappearance.
All individuals considering joining a group which has been incomplete, due to a removal, attaches 
the updated group information with the remove notification and forwards it to its parent. The 
updated group information is merged together by the branch nodes (as was the case when 
handling initial GF) and forwarded to their parent in turn. When all these messages reach the root, 
it will merge everything together and forward the finalised group information down the tree, 
which will reach all individuals, including the members of the concerned group.
Proof for FGM: In FGM, removal of an individual (due to a disappear or feature update event) is 
notified by flooding the pool. This reaches all individuals in the pool including the members of 
the concerned group.
Receivers of the remove notification, treat this updated group ^ as a received G^. Therefore, if 
any member is able to join the resultant updated Gig is flooded through the pool. Eventually, as 
for initial GF in FGF, the GI containing the optimal composition for ^ will be replaced with sub- 
optimal versions. This information too will reach all individuals in the pool, including the 
members of the group concerned.
Requirement 4: All members of group should be aware of any feature update of a fellow 
member.
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Proof for STGM: In STGM, in the case of a feature update that does not involve the removal of 
the associated member from the group, the update to the feature is propagated through the 
spanning tree. This reaches all individuals including the members of the group concerned.
Proof for FGM: In FGF as well, a feature update that does not involve the removal of the 
associated member from the group, will be flooded through the pool, which reaches all 
individuals including the members of the group concerned.
4.5 Performance Comparison
To compare the performance of the two approaches against each other, they were run in the 
simulator (described in the Section 3.6) enabling events that simulate dynamicity. Each method is 
tested by first running the corresponding GF algorithm (i.e. out of STGF and FGF) to form groups 
in the absence of events. All three types of events deEned in this section are then generated and 
triggered and the groups are allowed to re-organise using the group maintenance approach being 
tested, hi terms of the ùfi.yappga/' and yeafwrc events, it is made sure that the associated
individual is already a member of a group. The pool of individuals is created in the same manner 
as for the performance evaluation of GF methods in Section 3.6.3. However, in order to make sure 
that the appear event always triggers the addition of a member; the appearing individual is 
assigned a feature value that satisEes a specialist constraint in the GFR which is not satisEed by 
any other member in the pool. These steps are followed in order to capture the worst case 
scenarios for testing. For example, if a non-member is disappeared, it would not trigger any 
notiEcations, apart from rebuilding the tree in the case of STGM. Apart from the above mentioned 
constraint regarding group membership, all other parameters related to events such as the 
associated individual, its group, the feature to update and the updated value are randomised when 
generating an event. A series of such semi-random events are triggered allowing the individuals to 
re-organise. This re-organisation comprises of Ending a suitable member to replace a disappeared 
member or a member who is no longer suitable for a group as a result of a feature update, or 
trying to incorporate an appeared individual into an incomplete group.
A set of metrics, which are calculated at the end of each re-organisation, are used to compare the 
performance of the two approaches. The same metrics used to evaluate the GF approaches in 
Chapter 3 are used in this case with the only difference being the replacement of GF hmg with rg-
Re formation time: The re-formation time is defined as the time between the triggering of an 
event and the completion of the re-formation process. As was the case in GF time, this measure 
does not reEect the actual Eme taken for re-formation since the all the individuals are simulated in 
one processer. However, this measure useful in comparing the approaches.
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4.5.1 Message Exchange
The message cost of each approach is measured in terms of the average number of messages sent 
per individual (defined in Section 3.6 .1.2) during the maintenance process. Figure 4.12 presents 
the average number of messages sent by an individual to re-form groups after a disappear event. 
The STGM results are split into two cases depending on whether the disappearing node is a leaf 
node or not in the current spanning tree.
S en t  M e s s a g e s  per Individual - D isap pear  
Event
F G M t STGM leaf STGM non-leaf
pool size
Figure 4.12: The average number of messages sent by an individual to re-form groups after a
disappear event
Observation 4.5.1.1: In STGM, a higher number of messages needs to be sent by each individual 
in order to re-form groups, when a non-leaf node of the current spanning tree disappears, rather 
than when a leaf node disappears.
Explanation: The disappearance of a non-leaf node requires the re-creation of a spanning tree, 
whereas the disappearance of a leaf node only requires the parent to remove it from the tree. 
Therefore, the former case understandably requires a higher number of messages to be transmitted 
by an individual.
Observation 4.5.1.2: In FGM, each individual needs to send a higher number of messages on 
average, compared to STGM, in order to re-form into groups after a disappear event.
Explanation: Re-formation after the disappearance of an individual x (who is always a member 
of a group g  in these test runs) requires finding a suitable member out of the rest of the pool to 
replace %. In FGM, which is based on the same principles as FGF, individuals who are notified of 
the disappearance consider replacing x, depending on whether they satisfy the remaining GF 
criteria of g . This triggers several rounds of messages as each membership possibility is 
propagated until it is finalised or discarded in the presence of a more suitable membership 
possibility. In contrast to this, STGM, even in the worst case where a new spanning tree has been
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created, costs only a single round of flooding (for tree creation) and another three passes through 
the tree (root to leaves; notifying the disappearance; leaves to root: notifying membership 
possibilities and again root to leaves: notifying the finalised solution) until all nodes are aware of 
the disappearance and the replacement. Therefore, FGM requires a higher number of messages to 
reform after a disappearance.
Observation 4.5.1.3: The average number of messages sent by an individual in the re-formation 
process after a disappear event, is almost constant in STGM, whereas it seems to increase with the 
pool size in FGM.
Explanation: In STGM, the disappearance of a leaf node requires each individual sending 
— 1 messages (refer to Section 4.3.2.1.1) while the disappearance of a non-leaf node 
requires each individual to send m -b 2mst +  1 messages (refer to Section 4.3.2.1.2), where m 
and nist are the number of neighbours and the number child nodes in the spanning tree for that 
particular individual. Therefore, in both cases, the number of messages sent does not increase with 
the pool size, and is constant as long as m  and are constant. In FGM, on the other hand, the 
number of possibilities for membership (i.e. to replace the disappeared member) increases as the 
pool size increases, which in turn increases the number of message rounds triggered before 
establishing the best possible member.
Figure 4.13 presents the average number of messages sent by an individual to re-form groups after 
an appear event.
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Figure 4.13: Average number of messages sent by an individual to reform groups after an appear
event
Observation 4.5.1.4: The average number of messages that need to be sent by an individual to re­
form groups after an appear event is higher in FGM than in STGM.
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Explanation: In STGM, an individual having rrich child nodes, transmits rricii messages in 
general (and nich +  1 messages at most) to re-form after an appear event (refer to Section 
4.3.1.1), whereas in FGM, an individual sends messages to all its neighbours. Therefore, FGM 
results in an individual sending a higher number of messages on average after an appear event, 
than in STGM.
Observation 4.5.1.5: The average number of messages that need to be sent by an individual to re­
form groups after an appear event seems to be constant regardless of the pool size, in both 
methods.
Explanation: The appearance notification does not trigger any other membership suggestions in 
FGM, and just requires forwarding messages to their neighbours. Therefore the average number 
of messages sent by an individual is equal to the average number of neighbours for the individuals 
in the pool, and is independent of the pool size. Since the simulation is defined in such a way that 
the average number of neighbours is constant, the average number of messages sent by an 
individual is also constant in FGM. The explanation of Observation 4.5.1.4 showed that the 
number of messages sent by an individual in STGM is dependent on the number of child nodes of 
a spanning tree. The number of child nodes in a spanning tree depends on the average number of 
neighbours an individual has, which is made constant in this simulation. Therefore, the average 
number of messages sent to re-form after an appear event in STGM is also constant regardless of 
the pool size.
Figure 4.14 presents the average number of messages sent by an individual to re-form groups after 
a feature update event.
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Figure 4.14: The average number of messages sent by an individual to re-form groups after an update
event
Observation 4.5.1.6: The average number of messages that need to be sent by an individual to re­
form groups after a feature update event is higher in FGM than in STGM.
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Explanation: A feature update event in STGM requires each individual, having child nodes, 
to send +  1 or mg/; messages depending on whether the event triggers an alteration to a 
group or not (refer to Section 4.3.3.1). In FGM, even the best-case scenario (where no alteration 
to a group is necessary) requires an individual sending m messages (where m is the number of 
neighbours of that individual). Since m >  +  1, the best-case scenario of FGM requires
more messages on average than the worst-case scenario of STGM. Therefore, the average number 
of messages that need to be sent by an individual to re-form groups after a feature update event in 
higher in FGM than in STGM.
Observation 4.5.1.7: The average number of messages that need to be sent by an individual to re- 
form groups after a feature update event seems to increase with pool size in FGM, whereas it 
seems to be constant regardless of the pool size in STGM.
Explanation: A feature update requiring the associated individual to be removed from a group, 
needs to replace the member. This triggers several rounds of messages, as in the case of a 
disappearance. Since the number of possible replacement candidates increase with the pool size, 
the number of message rounds triggered also increases with the pool size. This results in an 
increase in the average number of messages sent by an individual in the re-formation process after 
a feature update event. As in the explanation for Observation 4.5.1.5, since the average number of 
messages in STGM depends on the average number of child nodes in a spanning tree, which is 
constant due to the simulation parameters, the average number of messages sent by an individual 
in the re-formation process after a feature update event in STGM is constant regardless of the pool 
size.
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Figure 4.15 contains a complete comparison of the average number of messages sent by an 
individual in all tested cases for both methods.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the average number of messages sent by an individual in all tested cases
in FGM and STGM
Observation 4.5.1.8: The appear event has resulted in the lowest message exchange in both 
methods.
Explanation: An appear event is handled by forwarding the appearance notification from the 
point where the appearing node is added to the spanning tree to the root and then forwarding the 
finalised group information down the tree. (This requires an individual having child nodes to 
send rrich +  1 messages at most (refer to Section 4.3.1.1.). A disappear event, and a feature update 
event which involves an alteration to the group, requires two additional passes through the tree in 
order to find a replacement for a disappeared or unsuitable group member. Therefore, in STGM, 
an appear event results in the lowest message exchange.
In FGM, the appearance does not trigger any new membership possibilities, where the disappear 
event and the feature update event which involves an alteration to a group do trigger several 
additional rounds of messages depending on the number of candidate members in the pool. 
Therefore, in FGM as well, the appear event results in the lowest message exchange.
Observation 4.5.1.9: The disappear event has resulted in the highest message exchange in FGM.
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Explanation: In FGM, a disappear event always triggers additional rounds of messages (related 
to membership possibilities) whereas a feature update event involves additional rounds only if the 
group is altered due to the event and an appear event does not involve any additional rounds (refer 
to the explanation of Observation 4.5.1.9). Therefore the disappear event results in the highest 
message exchange as well.
Observation 4.5.1.10: The feature update event in FGM has resulted in a message exchange rate 
lower than that triggered by a disappear event and higher than that triggered by an appear event.
Explanation: The explanations of Observation 4.5.1.8 and Observation 4.5.1.9 show that a 
feature update event results in a message exchange lower than that of a disappear event (due to the 
lack of additional message rounds in cases where the group is not altered due to the event) and 
higher than that of an appear event (due to the presence of additional message rounds in cases 
where a group is altered due to the event).
4.5.2 Re formation time
Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 present the time taken in the simulation to re-form 
groups after a disappear, appear and feature update events respectively.
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Figure 4.16: Time taken in simulation to re-form groups after a disappear event
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Figure 4.17: Time taken in simulation to re-form groups after an appear event
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Figure 4.18: Time taken in simulation to re-form groups after a feature update event
Observation 4.5.2.1: Re-formation is quicker in FGM rather than in STGM for all three events.
Explanation: The re-formation time in each case depends on the time taken for messages to reach 
the farthest node from the originating node, which in turn depends on the number of hops between 
them. Due to the usage of all communication links (for flooding) in FGF, this number of hops is 
fewer than in STGM, where it is likely that the number of hops between is larger, due to the 
omission of some communication links (recap: spanning tree is a graph with a minimal set of 
edges). Therefore, it is more likely that re-formation is quicker in FGM rather than in STGM. 
Although the disappear event triggers several rounds of messages in FGM, depending on the 
available candidates that can replace the disappeared node, most of these rounds take place in 
parallel, whereas message propagation in STGM tends to be more sequential. This makes re­
formation in FGM quicker than in STGM.
Observation 4.S.2.2: In STGM, re-formation is quicker when a leaf node of the current spanning 
tree disappears, rather than when a non-leaf node disappears (Figure 4.16).
Explanation: The disappearance of a non-leaf node requires the re-creation of a spanning tree, 
whereas the disappearance of a leaf node does not (refer to Section 4.3.2.1). Therefore, re­
formation is quicker in STGM, when a leaf node disappears.
Observation 4.S.2.3: Re-formation time increases with the pool size in both methods (for all 
events) and the rate of increase is lower in FGM.
Explanation: Rc-formation time increases with the pool size in both methods since the number of 
hops between the originator of a message and the farthest receiver increases with the pool size, hi 
addition to this, in disappear and feature update events, the membership possibilities, which 
trigger additional rounds of messages, increase with the pool size.
As the majority of the additional rounds of messages in FGM are sent in parallel, this impact is 
less significant than that caused by the increased number of hops and the more sequential manner 
of the message propagation in STGM. Therefore, the rate of increase in re-formation time is lower 
in FGM.
Observation 4.S.2.4: The gap between re-formation times for leaf and non-leaf nodes in STGM 
decreases with the pool size (Figure 4.16).
Explanation: The notification of the disappearance of a leaf node is originated by the parent of 
that node (refer to Section 4.3.2.1.1) which is more likely to be located towards the bottom of the 
tree, whereas the notification of the disappearance of a non-leaf node is originated by the root of 
the newly created spanning tree. The number of hops between the originator and the farthest 
receiver is more likely to be higher in the former case, since the root node has access to all 
branches whereas non-root nodes can access other branches only via the root. Therefore, although 
a non-leaf node disappearance takes more (due to the fact that it involves re-creating a spanning 
tree), message propagation, once formed is quicker than in the disappearance of a leaf node. The 
difference between the number of hops gets more significant as the pool size increases, due to the 
fact that the resultant spanning trees tend to be deeper. Therefore, the gap between the reformation 
time decreases with pool size.
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The re-formation times of all tested GM approaches are summarised Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Graph comparing re formation times in all tested GM cases
Observation 4.5.2.5: Re-formation times are almost similar in FGM, regardless of the event
Explanation; Although there is a considerable variation in the number of messages required for 
the different events as seen in Figure 4.15, the fact that most of these messages are propagated in 
parallel has contributed to the fact that the re-formation time is almost similar in all cases.
Observation 4.5.2.6; In STGM, re-formation is quickest after the appear event.
Explanation: This is due to the fact that the appearance just has to be notified to the pool. The 
disappear and feature update events on the other hand, need to notify the disappearance or update, 
as well as find a replacement node (if applicable). Therefore, re-formation in these events take 
more time in general than the appear event.
Observation 4.5.2.7: In STGM, re-formation is slowest after the both cases of the disappear 
event, while the re-formation in the feature update event is slower than the appear event, but 
quicker than the disappear event.
Explanation: Since the disappear event always involves finding a replacement for the 
disappeared node, it has resulted in the slowest re-formation. The feature update event involves 
finding a replacement only if the event alters the group, and therefore although it is slower than 
the appear event, re-formation is generally faster than the disappear event.
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4.5.3 Completeness Index
The completeness index (ci) measures the optimality of the solution achieved by a particular 
method. The completeness index of the solution achieved after an event e is represented by ci(e). 
Figure 4.20 contains the ci values for all the tested cases.
Completeness index
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of the optimality of the methods in all test cases, including the optimality of
the corresponding GF approach
Since the ci of the groups achieved by a particular GM method after an event depends on the pre­
event ci, it is important to consider the improvement done to the ci by that GM method. The 
improvement in the ci between two stages is calculated by taking the difference between the two 
ci values. For example, the improvement in the ci between the two events and 6 2  (where has 
taken place before 6 2 ) is calculated as c i(e 2 ) — c i(e i) . The graphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) in Figure 
4.21 respectively represent the improvement in ci in both methods from initial GF to the disappear 
event, disappear event to appear event, initial GF to appear event and appear event to the feature 
update event.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of the improvement of the completeness index ( c i )  in various different event
transitions
Observation 4.5.3.1; The ci values seem to increase with the pool size in all cases of both 
methods.
Explanation: As the pool size increases, it is more likely that there is a greater range of features 
among the individuals. Therefore, individuals in a larger pool are more likely to satisfy specialist 
criteria and it is more likely that there are combinations of individuals satisfying all specialist 
criteria who are more similar in terms of the similarity criteria. This makes ci values increase as 
the pool size increase in all cases.
Observation 4.S.3.2: STGF and STGM cases results in ci values that are, in general, worse than 
that of FGF and FGM cases.
Explanation: It is explained in the previous chapter (Section 3.6.3) how the hierarchical nature of 
the GF process in STGF is responsible for its inferior performance compared to FGM in terms of
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the optimality of the solution. Since the optimality of a GM solution after an event € is based on 
the optimality of the solution prior to g, the optimality of all STGM cases is generally lower than 
that of the FGM cases.
Observation 4.5.3.3: The disappear events in both methods have resulted in worse ci values than 
their corresponding GF methods, while the impairment is more signiHcant in STGM rather than in 
FGM (Figure 4.21(a)).
Explanation: In the tests, a event is the first event triggered after triggering the initial
GF approach corresponding to that being tested. Since FGF gives the optimal solution for a given 
pool of individuals, there cannot be another individual in the rest of the pool that is better suited 
for that group. Therefore, in FGM, the event may result in an equal or worse cf than the
cf of the solution prior to the event. Analogously, STGF's solution is the best that can be achieved 
for that particular tree structure. However, a more suited individual previously rejected due to the 
tree structure (explained in Section 3.6.3 ) may be added after a disappearance, which could result 
in an improved ci. Furthermore, if the disappeared node was a non-leaf node and the spanning tree 
was re-created, there may be a chance of achieving a better solution, resulting in an improved ci. 
However, due to the randomness of the tree structures, the above possibilities are not reflected in 
the results. The chance of the occurrence of those possibilities is over-shadowed by the fact that 
the hierarchical nature of re-formation process does not guarantee an optimal solution. Therefore 
the impairment of ci in STGM is more significant than in FGM. This means that the replacement 
individual sought by the FGM method is more suited for the group than that sought by the STGM 
approach.
Observation 4.5.3.4: The appear event in both methods has an improved ci compared to the 
preceding disappear event, while the improvement is more significant in STGM rather than in 
FGM (Figure 4.21(b)).
Explanation: Since the appear event is associated with a member satisfying a specialist constraint 
not satished by any other individual in the pool, addition of this member always results in an 
improved c; in both methods, compared to the ci achieved after the preceding disappear event. As 
seen in the explanation of Observation 4.5.3.3, the disappear event in FGM results in a more 
accurate solution compared to that in STGM. This means that in FGM, it is more likely that the 
group members are more similar than in STGM. Therefore, the addition of the same individual 
(i.e. the appearing individual) is more likely to reduce the similarity among the group members in 
FGM, while it is more likely to improve the similarity among group members in STGM. Hence 
the STGM shows a more significant improvement compared to FGM.
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Observation 4.5.3.S: The appear event in FGM has resulted in a more improved ci than that of 
the original FGF, while the appear event in STGM has resulted in a ci lower than that of its 
original STGF.
Explanation: Although the appear event has more significantly improved the solution achieved 
after the disappear event in STGF (see the explanation of Observation 4.5.3.3), its inability to find 
an optimal replacement for the individual that disappeared in the preceding event (see the 
explanation of Observation 4.5.3.4), has compromised this improvement. Therefore, overall, the 
solution achieved after the appear event is an impairment to the initial GF solution.
Since FGM results in finding the optimal replacement for a disappearing individual, although the 
improvement done to the solution after the succeeding appear event is less significant, overall, 
with respect to the initial GF, FGM has resulted in a more improved solution after the disappear 
event.
Observation 4.S.3.6: The feature update event in FGM results in ci values comparable with the c; 
values of FGF, while in STGM, the feature update even has resulted in ci values lower than that 
of its original STGF.
Explanation: Figure 4.21(d) shows that the improvement in ci in the event transition from appear 
to feature update is actually comparable in both methods. But at the end of the appear event, FGM 
has resulted in a higher ci with respect to its original GF solution (see explanation of Observation 
4.5.3.5), which has resulted in FGM giving a ci close to that of its original GF solution whereas 
the STGM ci after the appear event is lower than the corresponding GF solution.
4.6 Discussion
It is seen in Section 4.4 that both methods proposed for maintaining groups in the presence of 
dynamicity meets the requirements stated in Section 4.2. The two methods are tested in the 
simulator in the presence of dynamicity, where dynamicity is simulated in terms of 
(yi.9a/)pcar and/caiwrc events.
The results of these test runs, presented in Section 4.5 show that STGM requires a lower number 
of messages to be sent on average by an individual, compared to FGM, in order to maintain the 
groups in the presence of dynamicity. It is also seen that in STGM, the average number of 
messages sent by an individual is not affected by the pool size, for all three event types, whereas 
with FGM, message numbers increase with the pool size in disappear and feature update events. 
Although the re-formation time taken in the simulation does not reflect the actual time taken to re­
form, it is a useful metric to compare the two approaches. From the results related to the re­
formation time, it is clearly seen that FGF is much quicker than STGF. The re-formation time 
seems to increase with the pool size. However, the increase in re-formation time is lower in FGM
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rather than in STGM. In terms of ± e  completeness index (ci) as well, which is a metric used to 
evaluate the optimality of each solution, it is seen that FGM has performed better than STGM.
FGM seems to be the better solution, overall. However, its main drawback is its high message 
exchange rate. STGM, which is quite efficient in terms of message exchange, can be adopted in 
situations where the message cost is critical, for example in situations where there are bandwidth 
limitations. Again, this comes at a cost of a longer re-formation time and a poorer optimality of 
the solution.
It is seen that the discussed existing systems that handle dynamicity [12] [26] [27] [30], address 
dynamicity in terms of issues related to connectivity or mobility. However the GF considered in 
this work is based on selecting an optimal group of individuals that have a given set of 
characteristics. In addition to connectivity and mobility of nodes, modification of features could 
lead to individuals being no longer suitable for a particular group. Therefore this work extends the 
state of the art by considering feature updates as a form of dynamicity that affects groups.
As the aim of the GF in the considered GM methods is to group co-located individuals together, 
they simply handle a disappearance (due to disconnection or mobility) by simply removing that 
individual from the group. Since the aim of GF in this work is to form a group that have the 
required characteristics to carry out a particular collaborative task, it is important that the 
characteristics are preserved throughout the course of the collaboration. Therefore in the presence 
of a disappearance as well as a feature update, in addition to removing the member from the 
group, the proposed GM approaches search for a replacement as well.
Since most of the groups in the discussed GM literature are co-located, only neighbours need to 
be aware of the departure of existing members and arrival of new members. However since this 
work considers groups that are not necessarily localised, all members of the groups are made 
aware of the alterations made to the group.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the main GF approaches proposed in the previous chapter are extended to maintain 
the formed groups in dynamic conditions. The dynamicity is introduced by means of 
Three types of events, (/(.yappgar a n d a r e  considered under dynamicity.
It is seen by the analytical evaluation that all events are appropriately handled by including un­
grouped members in incomplete groups where applicable. The results show that performance in 
terms of message exchange is better in STGM. However, STGM can take more time to re-form 
the group after an event and FGM results in more accurate groups. Therefore, overall FGM seems 
to perform better in dynamic environments.
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This work has extended ± e  state of the art by searching for replacement members, in the case of 
member removals caused by events. The appear and disappear events in this mechanism 
encapsulate owing to the fact that the neighbours of a particular node considered in this
environment are entities that this node can communicate with, rather than those physically close. 
The ygatwrg event goes beyond the dynamicity caused by connection, disconnection and
mobility (which are the factors often addressed in the literature in terms of dynamicity), by 
facilitating the re-organisation of a group in the presence of an update to a feature that affects the 
criteria satisfaction of that group. The proposed GM approaches handles dynamicity in a 
decentralised manner as opposed to existing GM approaches in which dynamicity is handled in a 
localised manner.
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5 Feature Description
5.1 Introduction
The concept of similarity-based criteria utilised in the GF and GM mechanisms proposed in 
Chapters 3 and 4 requires determining a /wMcfioM dy and a grow/? aggregofg Vy
with respect to the considered feature / .  However, as portrayed in Section 2.2, numerous methods 
are adopted by different systems across the literature, for this purpose. Therefore, in order to 
maintain the generic-ness of the proposed GF and GM approaches, which is a main objective of 
this research, it is important for the GF/GM mechanisms to be able to use different distance and 
group aggregate functions, dy and depending on the feature /  as well as the requirements of 
the runtime environment. Allowing the GF/GM mechanisms to decide on which method to use in 
which situation, would require storing a large knowledgebase containing adaptation instructions 
for each possible situation, which is of course not a viable solution. However, by allowing the 
target environment to define the method they wish to compute these functions, the process would 
be much simpler and more efficient. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to describe a process that 
enables target environments to specify methods for deriving distance and aggregate functions in 
such a way that the GF and GM mechanisms are able to utilise these specifications to derive 
values for the functions.
The derivation of the above mentioned functions is seen as a form of knowledge derivation and is 
generalised as deriving knowledge parameters, or from a given set of feature values. The
feature values correspond to the features that describe entities in the considered environment. 
Therefore the problem addressed in this chapter is to define a scheme, which speciAes the 
methods of deriving various metrics from a group of values in a particular value space.
Query languages and rule-based methods can be regarded as modes of specification of methods of 
knowledge derivation. However, the expressiveness of these approaches is limited to a fixed 
vocabulary that is used as the basis for specification of knowledge derivation methods. Therefore, 
a fgamrg (FD) scheme is proposed that enables specification of knowledge
derivation methods in terms of a Fa/wg (VSD) and Mgrric /M/grencg
(MIR). RuleML [93], which incorporates the concept of integrating functional and logic 
programming paradigms by Functional RuleML [96], is chosen to represent the rules in MIR. The 
integration of these two paradigms not only allows derivation of metrics in both numeric and 
nominal feature spaces, but also enhances the expressiveness of the derivation methods. The VSD
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describes the value space of a particular feature, in terms of an ontology, which is a formal 
definition o f the terms and relations between terms in a particular domain. This enables the 
inclusion of semantic relationships within a particular value space in the rules used to specify the 
derivation methods corresponding to that feature. Furthermore, a Knowledge Derivation Module 
(KDM) that utilises FDs in order to derive the relevant knowledge is proposed as well. The above 
mentioned concepts are depicted in Figure 5.2.
j Value Space |  
I Description |
V  : _________ ✓
( Metric Inference |  
j Rules I
Feature Description
Feature
Description
Generic : 
Application
Knowledge query
Knowledge parameter
e KnowledgeDerivation
Module
%
Figure 5.1: Feature descriptions utilised to derive metrics through a Knowledge Derivation Module
The proposed FD method, however, is not restricted to the distance and aggregate metrics in the 
above GF/GM approaches. Instead it enables the specification o f the method of derivation of any 
metric related to a particular feature, which can be utilised to derive knowledge with the use of an 
implementation of the proposed KDM. The generic-ness o f the FD scheme as well as the 
simplicity of the KDM enables them to be re-used in heterogeneous enviromnents. In particular, 
they can be utilised by generic applications to derive knowledge as specified by the relevant target 
environments of these applications, which enables the automatic adaptation o f these generic 
applications to suit the requirements of the target environments.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: The environment is formally defined in Section 
5.2 which includes a description about the types o f features considered and the problem statement. 
Section 5.3 discusses the proposed FD method. The VSD is presented in Section 5.3.1, while MIR 
component is presented in Section 5.3.2, which further discusses the functionalities o f the MIR. 
The proposed KDM that can utilise the FDs in order to derive knowledge is presented in Section 
5.3.3. Section 5.4 evaluates the concept of FD by means of an analytical evaluation, a prototype
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implementation that proves the concept and a case study related to GF. The chapter is concluded
in Section 5.5.
5.2 Formal Definitions
There is a vast range of design paradigms for context representation [101] [80]. However, the 
underlying commonality among these heterogeneous design paradigms is the fact that context 
information of a system can be mapped to a set of entities whose characteristics are described by 
means of a set of features. These features may represent separate information about an entity or 
relationships between entities in the environment. Therefore, this work assumes that 
characteristics of individual entities in the concerned environments are defined by a set of 
features, without restricting itself to a particular context representation method.
A feature consists of two parts: the characteristic of the individual that it intends to describe and 
an associated value that can be considered as a measurement of that characteristic. According to 
the definition given in section 3.1, a function -> 1  ^ is defined for each feature /  that maps 
an individual % E % to a value f  in a value space V}. This value r  is a form of measurement of the 
characteristic of the individual that the feature /  intends to describe. Vy is the set containing all 
possible values that can be taken by / .
5.2.1 Types of Features
In the context of this thesis, feature values are considered to be of three main types: numeric, 
nominal and complex values.
Numeric features: Numeric features consist of the ordinal, interval and ratio categories belonging 
to the original categorisation. A feature that has a single integer or float numeric value falls into 
this category. Information can be derived from a set of numeric values by subjecting them to 
various mathematical manipulations, based on various functions.
Nominal features: This is the original nominal category. Ordinarily, nominal values can be 
subjected to only set theoretic or statistical operations. For example, the only way two values can 
be compared is by use of equality. But, by introducing semantics within the value space, more 
meaningful operations can be introduced to nominal features.
Complex features: Both of the above categories of features consider atomic values for features. 
But in reality there are always complex features that are composed of several sub-features.
5.2.2 Problem Statement
A group of n feature values for a particular feature refers to the values taken by a group of entities 
and is denoted by the n-tuple where 1/  ^ =  1^  x x  ... V} is the n-ary Cartesian product
of 1 .^ For example, if =  {a, h}, a possible group of three feature values is r* =  (a, u, h). In this
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work, the derivation of knowledge is addressed in terms of deriving from a group of
feature values. A metric is defined by means of a function that maps a tuple of values 
to a metric value k E /f, where is the set of possible metric values for metric /i, and is 
defined depending on the nature of the derived knowledge.
For example, consider the group of values r* =  where each E E (i.e. the set of
real values). A metric average, can be defined by choosing E  to represent and using the 
function k^ t^ g: E" -> E, where
=  ( i ; i  +  +  ' ' +
The aim of this chapter is to propose a generic scheme to encode the method of derivation of set 
of metrics for a particular feature/. The scheme should be self-contained in a way that 
provided the feature description for a feature/, an independent application is able to determine 
the metric value corresponding to an n-tuple belonging to for each defined metric without any 
additional knowledge about the feature. It is intended that the proposed scheme is interoperable 
between and reusable in different environments.
5.3 Feature Descriptions for Knowledge Derivation
As outlined in the previous section, the requirement is to propose a mechanism to encode methods 
to derive a set of metrics from a tuple of feature values r* E belonging to a feature/. It is 
proposed to attach a/cam rc cfc.ycn/?ffCM to each feature, for this purpose. The objective of the 
feature description is to treat a tuple i;* as a single object and to define each metric as a 
property of this tuple. It is proposed to encode the method of derivation of the values for these 
properties, or in other words, the metric values k^  -  by the inclusion of a set of inference
rules in the feature description. Inference rules are chosen for this purpose due to their structured 
nature that allows encoding a set of conditions and a resultant action, and due to the fact that there 
are well established, highly inter-operable rule representation languages, such as RuleML [93] 
and well established execution environments such as the Java Expert System Shell (Jess) [102]. 
Figure 5.1 depicts how the metrics .yum, M/n'on, minimum and average are linked to a tuple r* =  
(v i, V2 , --, properties.
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sum union
minimum
average
Figure 5.2: Treating a tuple of feature values as a single object in order to assign properties to that
object that links metric values to a tuple
It is intended that the method of derivation of the metric values ki are encoded in the inference 
rules. For example, the metric sum in the above example is defined by including an inference rule 
to infer the value +  V2  +  — \- for the property sum. The rest of this section explains
how the feature description is structured for this purpose.
The feature description contains two main components: a Value Space Description (VSD) 
component and a Metric Inference Rules (MIR) component, as depicted in the following figure.
Value Space  
Description
Metric Inference } 
Rules I
Feature Description
Figure 5.3: The structure of a Feature Description
5.3.1 Value Space Description
The Value Space Description (VSD) is intended to allow heterogeneous environments to describe 
the value space of a particular feature f  and define the desired knowledge parameters by means 
of a set of metrics. It is proposed to describe value space Vf as well as the knowledge parameters
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by means of an ontology. An ontology is chosen because of its interoperable [103] nature as well 
as its flexibility in describing the value spaces without imposing any restrictions on them. 
However, since the objective is to provide a generic framework for knowledge derivation, 
proposing a separate ontology would violate this objective by restricting the descriptiveness. 
Rather than proposing a specific ontology, a set of additional concepts are proposed that could be 
used to extend an existing ontology to accommodate the notions of feature value tuples and 
metrics. The introduced concepts, which are depicted in Figure 5.3, are described in the following 
paragraphs.
FeatureValue hasM em ber | ValueTuple hasM etric j J  MetricValue1 1
hasSize
J r J
hasStringRepresentation
r
I Integer I String
Figure 5.4: Concepts that extends an existing ontology
FeatureValue: This is the concept that represents a single atomic value in a particular feature 
value space t^. In the example given in Figure 5.1, each o f the concepts corresponding to the 
feature value instances v^,V 2 , ..., should extend the concept F e a t u r e V a l u e .
ValueTuple: Since knowledge derivation is addressed in terms of deriving metrics from a tuple 
of values, the V a l u e T u p l e  concept is introduced to represent such a tuple. Each V a l u e T u p l e  is 
linked to one or more instances o f the F e a t u r e V a l u e  concept through the h a s M e m b e r  property. 
However, in the case of primitive type features (e.g integer-valued features), the h a s M e m b e r  
property is defined as a data-type property that relates the V a l u e T u p l e  object to the 
corresponding data-type object. Two properties: h a s S i z e  and h a s S t r i n g R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  
are defined to represent the size o f the tuple and the string representation of the items in the tuple 
respectively, both of which are introduced merely for conveniently accessing the respective 
attributes.
MetricValue: Each knowledge parameter related to a tuple of values is represented by a 
M e t r i c V a l u e  attached to the corresponding V a l u e T u p l e .  The notion here is to link a group of 
values, an n-tuple o f values with a metric, which represents some knowledge parameter related to 
this tuple. Various metrics related to a V a l u e T u p l e  can be defined by extending the h a s M e t r i c  
property (e.g. h a s D i s t a n c e ,  h a s A g g r e g a t e ,  etc.). The composition of the group is known only
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at runtime, but the method for inferring the metrics for such a group is pre-specified using a set of 
inference rules, which will be discussed in the next sub-section.
An example VSD for an integer-valued feature, user preference, is depicted given in Figure 5.5, 
where two metrics: distance and average are defined by extending the h a s M e t r i c  property. In 
this case the h a s M e m b e r  property is a data-type property that links a V a l u e T u p l e  to an 
I n t e g e r  value, since the feature user preference is integer valued. The distance metric is 
intended to signify the closeness o f two user preference values in terms o f a real value in the 
range [0,1]. Therefore, h a s D i s t a n c e  property that represents the distance metric relates the 
V a l u e T y p l e  to a float-type. Similarly, since the metric average corresponding to a tuple of 
integer values is real-values, the h a s A v e r a g e  property also relates the V a l u e T u p l e  to a float- 
type.
Float
Integer 4 -
i
hasDistance
hasM em ber ValueTuple hasAverage ^ Float
Figure 5.5: The ontology representing a simple numeric feature
In the above example, the value space for the feature user preference is of type i n t e g e r ,  which 
by its definition itself inherits some intrinsic relationships (e.g. the values in an integer value 
space are ordered). The value space for a nominal scale, which originally contains only 
equivalence relationships, can be made more descriptive by means of an ontology that defines the 
semantic relationships within the value space. For example, the value space for the nominal 
feature, location, is described by the L o c a t i o n V a l u e  class belonging to a particular ontology, a 
portion of which is depicted in Figure 5.6. This L o c a t i o n V a l u e  concept can be included in the 
VSD for the feature location by extending F e a t u r e V a l u e .  In this example, the location can take 
a range o f values including names of towns, counties and regions. Relationships within the 
domain are represented in the ontology. Some example instances of classes are represented in 
Figure 5.7.
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LocationValue
isA isAisA
islnCounty IsinRegion RegionCountyTown
instanceOf in Stan ce Of instanceOf
islnRegionislnCounty
South East 
England
Guildford Surrey
Figure 5.6: The ontology representing a nominal feature: Location
Guildford [slnCounty
islnSameCountyAs Surrey islnRegion
islnCountyW oking South East 
EnglandislnSam eRegionAs
islnCounty islnRegionBerkshireReading
Figure 5.7: Semantics within the value space of the feature location
An ontology representing a complex feature which has more than one component is presented in 
Figure 5.8. The feature position comprises of two components: xPos onàyPos values representing 
a two dimensional co-ordinate system. Two metrics have been defined: distance and centroid, 
where the former has type F l o a t  while the latter has type P o s i t i o n V a l u e .
FloatFloat
has_xPos hasDistance
has_yPos islnGroup FeatureGroupPositionValueFloat
hasCentroid
Figure 5.8: The ontology representing a complex feature: Location
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5.3.2 Rules for Metric Inference
Once the value space of a feature is described as in the previous sub-section, it is proposed to 
specify the methods of derivation of each metric defined in the value space description as a set of 
inference rules. Since the aim is to make the method of metric derivation interoperable and 
reusable, RuleML is chosen as the language for rule representation. This is due to the fact that 
RuleML is envisioned to be a “canonical Web language” for rules in XML markup that focuses 
on the interoperation between different environments [93].
5.3.2.1 Functional and Relational Predicates
Due to the heterogeneity of the target environments, the methods used to derive knowledge may 
vary vastly. For example a numeric feature may involve mathematical or statistical operations in 
order to derive metrics from a set of values while a nominal feature may require relational 
operations that are based on the semantics of the value space. Functions that map a set of input 
values (i.e. arguments) to an output value on a mathematical or statistical basis can be used in all 
above mentioned types of features, while relations that represent logical relationships between 
values can be used for nominal features. Since we are aiming for a generic solution, where rules 
should be efficiently specified, regardless of the nature of the features, it is important to choose a 
comprehensive environment for specifying rules that integrates functional and logical paradigms. 
RuleML [93] is chosen for this purpose. Apart from its interoperable nature, the main reason for 
this choice is the integration of functional and relational paradigms since version 0.91 with 
Functional RuleML [96] which provides a comprehensive environment for mle specification. 
Funtiona] RuleML enables the usage of functional predicates in addition to the relational 
predicates present in conventional rules [96] [97].
Relational predicates relate to the semantics of the value space description and represents 
statements that can be true of false. For example, the relational predicate i s l n S a m e C o u n t y A s  in 
the following rule is used to define that the distance between two locations is 0.01 if they belong 
to the same county.
ValueTuple(?g) A hasM ember(?g, ?x) A hasM em ber(?g, ?y) A islnSameCountyAs(?x, ?y)
Rule 5.1
^^hasDistance(?g,0.01) i , ...
However, these relational predicates have to be defined in the value space description in order to 
be used in rules. The RuleML representation of the relational predicate i s I n S a m e C o n t r y A s  is 
given in Figure 5.9.
<Atom>
<Rel>isInSameCountryAs</Rel>
<Var>x</Var>
<Var>y</Var>
</Atom>
Figure 5.9: RuleML representation of the relational predicate
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Functional predicates are based on the notion of mathematical functions producing an output from 
a set of inputs. The following example rule portrays the use of a functional predicate subtract in 
calculating the distance between two numeric values.
— TJ, iBi...................... ..
ValueTuple(?g) A hasM em ber(?g, ?x) A hasM em ber(?g, ?y)   ;  ; fYii"
Rule 5.2
^  hasDistance(?g, subtract(?x,?y)) -.tW,
The functional predicate subtract in the conclusion of the above rule is presented using the 
RuleML notation in Figure 5.10. Note that in this case the object Fun is used instead of the object 
Rel used in the relational predicate, and how it is encapsulated in an expression object Expr.
<Atom>
<Expr 0per="value">
<Fun 0val="l">subtract</Fun> 
<Var>x</Var>
<Var>y</Var>
</Expr>
</Atom>
Figure 5.10: RuleML reuresentation of the functional oredicate s u b t r a c t
The availability of both types of predicates allows rule specification for a wider range of rules and 
enables the possibility of combining relational and functional predicates providing a much more 
descriptive environment.
The interpretedness of a function or an expression is indicated by the 0per attribute (previously 
0in in version 0.91). If 0per="vaiue", as in the Expr element in Figure 5.10, the return value is 
calculated while by default 0 p e r = " c o p y "  is assumed which simply denotes the concept without 
explicit specification of values (as in the case of definition of a function which will be introduced 
in Section 5.3.2.2). The 0vai attribute indicate whether a function is deterministic (0vai="i") or 
set valued (0vai="O.. ").
Nested functions are allowed within rules to enable complex manipulations based on simpler 
functions. For example, the following rule uses the functions subtract, mod (i.e. modulus) and 
multiply in a nested manner in order to define the distance metric for a particular V a l u e T u p l e .
ValueTuple(?g) A hasM em ber(?g, ?x) A hasM em ber(?g, ?y) /'» ■
^  has_distance(?g, multiple{m od(subtract(?x,?y)), 0 .0 1 ) Mi
The RuleML notation of the above rule is given in Figure 5.11.
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<Expr 0per="value"> 
<Fun>multiply</Fun>
<Expr>
<Fun>mod</Fun>
<Expr>
<Fun>subtract</Fun>
<Var>x</Var>
<Var>y</Var>
</Expr>
</Expr>
<Data>0.01</Data>
</Expr>
Figure 5.11: Nested functions
5.3.2.2 Types of Functions
This sub-section describes the types of functions that can be used as functional predicates within 
metric inference rules. An attribute 0type is introduced to signify the type of function so that is 
used when processing these functions.
5.3.2.2.1 Built-in Functions
All of the functional predicates used up to now are assumed to be built-in functions. A set of pre­
defined base functions (for example, providing basic mathematical functionality such as addition, 
multiplication, etc.) is assumed which are almost always present in rule-engines or 
logical/functional languages (e.g. Jess [102]) that are target execution environments of these rules. 
The attribute 0type="buiit-in" is attached to a function to signify that it is a built-in function.
5.3.2.2.2 User-defined Functions
The descriptiveness of most rule-based systems (e.g. [71]) is limited by a fixed vocabulary of 
built-in operations. In contrast to these existing approaches, this work proposes the use of user- 
defined functions that are built on top of the set of built-in functions. This allows users to define 
their own functions that can be utilised in rules. It is proposed to define user-defined functions 
based on functional programming concepts by the use of an oriented equation, denoted by setting 
attribute 0oriented="yes" in the RuleML notation. For example, consider the following 
definition for a simple user-defined function, square. 
square(?x) =  multiply(?x, ?x)
sàiiliSS” .   ., ÎÏTIÎllliV
Function definitions are separated from the rules (i.e. does not appear within an implies element) 
and, understandably, should appear before the usage of that function within a rule. Figure 5.12 
gives the definition of the function.
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<Equal oriented="yes">
<Expr 0per^"copy">
<Fun>square</Fun>
<Var>x</Var>
</Expr>
<Expr @per="copy">
<Fun>multiply</Fun>
<Var>x</Var>
<Var>x</Var>
</Expr>
</Equal >
Figure 5.12: A function definition
User-defined functions used within a rule as a functional predicate is denoted by attaching the 
attribute @type-"user-def ined" to the function.
5 .3 .2 .2 .3  M e tr ic -b a s e d  F u n c tio n s
Previously defined metrics can be re-used in other metric definitions by converting them into 
metric-based functions. The argument of such function will be the tuple of values that the metric 
is attached to. For example the metric-based function related to the distance metric defined in 
Rule 5.1 takes a list of two values as an argument. When called, this function queries for the 
related property (has_distance in this example) attached to the tuple of values provided as the 
argument and returns the property value as the result. In the case where more than one property 
exists for the tuple concerned, the values for all existing properties are concatenated and returned 
as a list. A metric-based function used within a metric inference rule is denoted by attaching the 
attribute @type=“metric-based” to that function.
53.2.3 Lists
In the context of this work, metrics are derived from a tuple of feature values by performing 
logical or functional operations on the tuple. Therefore, it is often the case that this tuple of values 
is either the argument or the return value of a particular operation. For example, if the sum of the 
tuple of values is required to be computed in order to compute the metric avamga, the function 
sum may take tuple of values arguments. To handle functions that take lists as
arguments or returns lists of values, it is proposed to bind lists of values to variables. As a 
convention, it is proposed to represent each such variable starting with an uppercase letter. For 
example, the above mentioned function could be also represented as sum(? X) where the variable 
X is bound to the list {vi, i;2 , ...,
5.3.2.4 Rules with a Variable Number of Predicates
As discussed in Section 2.3.2.2, defining conventional rules that must refer to all values of a tuple 
within the same rule is problematic since the number of predicates in the premise of a rule is fixed 
while the size of the tuple varies (i.e. the size of the tuple is known only at runtime). A work
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around for this problem is found in [94] in terms of group context aggregation, where they cluster 
the group members into a fixed number of clusters, so that a rule containing that number of 
predicates can be applied. This method however, restricts the functionality in cases where 
clustering is inapplicable or when chosen number of clusters does not reflect the natural 
clustering. To overcome this problem, this work incorporates the concept of qualifiers in the 
Mathematical Markup Language (MathML) [104] introducing a Tor-each' structure within rules 
so that the rules are defined abstractly and the actual rules are generated in runtime when the tuple 
of values is known. For example a rule which requires comparing a list of values with another 
value jc, is denoted as follows:
ValueTuple(?g)A hasM ember(?g, ?L) A hasM ember(?g, ?y) A !       T* •
{for-each (?y £  ?L): isGreaterThanEq(?y, ?x)} —
hasFloor(?g, ?x) Si ' i i | i i i i i | i l ! t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   i i i ) i i i i | i i i l i | i i i i i '
For a tuple of values y,, y2, ys bound to the list L at runtime, the above rule will be as follows:
nBHsSi   .ValueTuple(?g) A hasM ember(?g, ?L) A hasM em ber(?g, ?y) A
isGreaterIhanEq(?Vi, ?x) A isGreaterThanEq(?y2, ?x) A isGreaterThanEq(?y3, ?x) 
hasFloor(?g, ?x)
=■ Jt
The RuleML notation is extended by adding the MathML elements: condition, bvar and in 
within a relational predicate. The element bVar indicates variable in the function to which the 
domain specified by the c o n d i t i o n  element is bound. The element in is used to indicate that the 
variable y is bound to values in the list variable l . The RuleML notation for the Tor-each’ 
structure of the above rule modified with MathML elements (using the prefix math indicating the 
MathML namespace http://www.w3 .org/i998/Math/MathML) is presented in Figure 5.13.
<Atom>
<Rel>isGreaterThanEq</Fun>
<math:bVar><Var>y</Var></math:bVar>
<math:condition>
<math:in><Var>y</Var><Var>L</Var></math:in> 
</math: condition)
<Var>y<Var>
<Var>x<Var>
</Atom>
Figure 5.13: Modified RuleML notation to include a variable number of predicates at runtime 
53.2.5 Applying Functions to a List of Values
The application of a function to a list of values is enabled within a rule or function definition by 
introducing an analogous Tor-each’ structure to a function. This is a form of a composite
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function, where a function is applied to each item in a list and the output is combined into a single 
list and returned. An example use of this for-each structure is given below.
{for-each (?x in ?L): abs(?x)}
When applied to a lis t{r i,i;2 ,t'3 }, the composite function represented above will return the list 
1 ah s(v 2 ), The RuleML notation for this for-each structure is identical to
the Tor-each' structure introduced in previous section. However, the difference in this case is the 
fact that it is applied to a functional predicate whereas in the previous case it was applied to a 
relational predicate.
<Expr>
<Fun>abs</Fun>
<math : bVar><Var>x</Varx/math : bVar>
<math: condition)
<maLh : inxVai >x</VarxVar)L</Varx/math : in> 
</math: condition)
<Var)x<Var>
</Expr)
Figure 5.14: Modified RuleML notation to apply functions to lists
5.3.3 Using a Feature Description for Knowledge Derivation
The feature description is essentially a generic scheme that enables heterogeneous environments
to encode how to derive certain knowledge parameters required by generic applications. In order
to derive knowledge related to the target environment, the generic application utilises the
information contained in the feature description and does not require any prior knowledge about
the environment or the concerned feature. To realise the knowledge derivation, however, the
generic application requires a light weight DgnvatZoM MoiJwZg (KDM) which utilises
the feature description to derive metrics based on provided input feature values.
Consider a knowledge query q received by the KDM, which has an input (tuple of feature 
values p*) denoted by m put(q) and a metric name, denoted by associated with
it. The KDM first selects the appropriate feature description and parses it (the process is described 
in Section 5.3.3.1). This process translates the VSD to a knowledgebase (in the deployment 
environment of the KDM) that contains the semantics within value space semantics and selects 
and parses the rule r corresponding to q from the MIR. By loading the input values and executing 
the corresponding rules, which utilises the value space semantics and the user-defined functions, 
the required knowledge (in terms of a metric) inferred as a property of the
input tuple of feature values v*. The generated metric value is extracted and returned. The 
algorithm for this process is given in Figure 5.15 and depicted in Figure 5.16.
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Execute(q):
1. Select appropriate feature description and parse it:
1.1. Parse VSD
1.2. Select rule r from MIR such that metricName(r') =  m etricN am e(q)
1.3. Parse(r)
2. Load tuple v* such that v* contains input{q')
3. Load rule r and run rule engine
4. Select and return k such that the inferred property of v* (that corresponds to 
metricNameix')) has value k.
Figure 5.15: The algorithm for executing a knowledge query
Feature
Descriptions
input Feature values
Select Appropriate 
FD
Parse FD
Knowledge request
Value space semantics
Execute rules
Metric value 
(Knowledge)
Function-enhanced rules
Extract result
Input feature values
Knowledge Derivation ModuleGeneric Application
Figure 5.16: Stages of the knowledge derivation process 
5.3.3.1 Parsing the Feature Description
Parsing the feature description is an important step in this process, which mainly involves the 
extraction of the semantics within the value space, inference rules and user-defined functions.
Due to the decision to use an ontology to represent the VSD, it is easily translatable to any 
deployment environment, since a main advantage o f an ontology is its interoperable nature [103]. 
For example, an OWL ontology can easily be translated in to deployment environments such as 
Jess [102] by the use o f simple Extensible Stylesheet Language Transform (XSLT) stylesheets 
such as [105].
Owing to the extensions to RuleML proposed in Section 5.3.2 that enable the specification of 
knowledge derivation methods, the rules contained in the MIR, do not operate as conventional 
rules would and requires some additional parsing. In fact, the inclusion of functionality such as
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lists and user-defined functions necessitates runtime parsing of such rules. In order to use r in a 
conventional rule-based context, some pre-processing is required to include the enhancements 
proposed in Section 5.3.2 to the rules speciûed in the MIR, which is described in the following 
paragraphs.
The conditions (i.e. the left hand side of a rule) o fr  are denoted by It is assumed
that, the conditions (r) contain only relational predicates and no functional predicates. These 
relational predicates need to be modified to include the enhancements proposed by the Z i a n d  
ybr-gacA items (recap Sections 5.3.2.3 and 5.3.2.4). The ZZjf items are replaced with a list 
representation of the input and the/br-gacA structures are expanded using the appropriate number 
of predicates, depending on its condition. Once the conditions of the rule are structured as above, 
it is required to parse the conclusion (or the right hand side) of the ruler, which is denoted 
by concZi/^ion(r).
Par.sePuZe(r):
1. for each % in condZfmn.y(r):
1.1. if % contains an unbound list variable, replace it with Zist(mput(q))
1.2. if % contains a Tor-each' structure, reuse % appropriately
2. far^ eF i2T ict(on (con cZ ttsion (r))
Figure 5.17: Algorithm for executing a knowledge query
The conclusion of a rule contains either a relational or a functional predicate. Since several types 
of functions such as user-defined and metric-property are allowed (recap Section 5.3.2.2) as 
nested or atomic functions, it is necessary to parse these functions where appropriate. The 
algorithm for parsing a function /  is given in Figure 5.18. Due to the presence of nested functions, 
functions are parsed in a recursive manner. First, the arguments of the function /  are examined for 
any unbound list variables, and are bound with the relevant list variables. If any argument is a 
function itself (in which case /  is a nested function), this function is first parsed, following a 
recursive approach. When this recursive process reaches the inner-most function, all arguments 
will be bound variables, making this function an atomic function. Parsing such an atomic function 
is handled according to the type of the function. Since the objective of this parsing process is to 
re-structure a rule using the proposed enhancements, this can be considered as a form of pre­
processing, where all instances of functions contained within a nested function, that can be 
evaluated are replaced by the resultant return value. A bwZZf-m function is directly evaluated and is 
replaced by its result, which is denoted byEi;aZuate(/). If /  is a function, the
definition of this function is selected from the MIR and the right hand side of the definition which 
again contains a function (could be nested or atomic), which is denoted by 
is parsed recursively. This function will ultimately be replaced by the resultant return value. The
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third type is mgfnc-pmperfy functions. Since this type of function is derived from another metric 
defined in ± e  MIR (recap Section 5.3.2.2.3), it is necessary to initiate a new query q such that it 
has the same input values as /  and a metric name corresponding to the metric-property function. 
The query q is executed (as per the algorithm given in Figure 5.17) and /  is replaced by the 
resultant return values.
1. for each % in ( / )  :
1.1. if % is an unbound list variable, replacez with relevant input variable
1.2. if z  is a function, replace z  with F arseFuncfion(z)
2. if all z  in are bound variables,
2.1. if = built-in,
2.1.1. replace /  with
2.2. if f y p e ( /) =  user-defined,
2.2.1. select:
2 .2 .2 .
2.3. if fy p e ( /)  = metric-property,
2.3.1. initiate new query ^ such that m etricN am e(q) := and
:=
2.3.2. replace /  with result of E zecufe(q)
Figure 5.18: Algorithm for parsing a function
5.4 Evaluation of the FD Approach
The feature descriptions proposed in this work enable specifying methods to derive knowledge 
related to a particular feature. It should be re-iterated that the purpose of the presented FD scheme 
is not to propose yet another approach for knowledge derivation, but to propose a generic 
framework to express such approaches.
The main objective of the proposed feature description scheme is to provide a gg/zeric mechanism 
that enables heterogeneous target environments to specify how knowledge is to be derived. 
Furthermore, the feature description should be Potential deployment environments
should be able to utilise this feature description in deriving knowledge parameters related to the 
feature described, without any additional knowledge about the feature or the environment. 
Therefore, when evaluating this scheme, rather than using an experimental evaluation against 
application-specific methods, which would be meaningless, it is necessary to investigate whether 
the required ggMgrzc-Mg.yj and nature is attained. The evaluation must also
investigate whether the proposed feature description scheme contains sufficient functionality to 
enable heterogeneous environments to specify methods of knowledge derivation and whether it is
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viable to implement the proposed scheme for specifying knowledge derivation methods in 
heterogeneous environments.
Considering the above, the scheme is evaluated in this section. The performance of the scheme is 
analytically evaluated in Section 5.4.1. A prototype implementation is presented in Section 5.4.2 
based on the algorithms presented in Section 5.3.3 that proves the concept. Finally, Section 5.4.3 
presents a case study related to the GF problem addressed in Chapter 3 that portrays 
functionalities and capabilities of the proposed scheme.
5.4.1 Analytical Evaluation
This section investigates the and nature of the proposed feature
description scheme, and finally describes how it overcomes the limitations of existing similar 
approaches.
5.4.1.1 Generic Nature of FD
The generic nature of the proposed feature description scheme is seen in two levels. Firstly, it is 
generic in a sense that knowledge derivation methods related to heterogeneous features can be 
defined using this scheme. Features having numeric-typed, nominal-typed or complex-typed value 
spaces can utilise this scheme to encode methods for knowledge derivation. The decision to utilise 
an ontology for describing the considered value space in the VSD, does not impose any structure 
on context representation, which provides flexibility in describing a /gafzirg.;. The
use of RuleML, which is based on interoperability [93], to encode the rules that specify the 
method of knowledge derivation, enables systems with /zgfgmgg/zgoz<.y ^ow/g^/gg rg z^^ zrgmg»f.y to 
utilise the proposed approach.
Secondly, it is generic in a sense that a FD is deployable in a wide range of target environments in 
the knowledge derivation end (as opposed to the jpggz/zcarzoM end addressed in the above 
paragraph). As described in Section 5.3.3, the FD can be utilised for knowledge derivation by 
means of a light-weight Knowledge Derivation Module, which mainly involves the translation of 
the FD to the target deployment environment, and some simple pre-processing steps. The pre­
processing generates a convgntzo/zaZ rule at runtime by parsing the rules contained in the MIR. 
This mainly involves the evaluation of built-in functions, which almost always exist in rule 
execution environments (e.g. [106] shows the list of built-in functions provided by Jess).
5.4.1.2 Self-contained Nature of FD
Since the FD describes the value space in terms of the VSD, the semantic relationships within the 
value space required for the derivation of knowledge is contained within this. The MIR includes 
the function definitions used in the rules contained in the same component. Therefore all the 
relational and functional predicates required by the rules in the MIR can be evaluated without the 
need for any other information. However, a set of built-in functions are assumed, which is not a
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problem, since (as also mentioned in the above subsection) rule execution environments usually 
provide a set of built-in functions. This is a contrast, compared to the closest approach for 
specifying knowledge derivation methods, FusionRuleML [72], which is not totally self-contained 
in a sense that assumes a domain-dependent knowledge base.
5.4.1.3 Overcoming Existing Limitations
This section explains how the proposed FD approach has overcome limitations posed by existing 
similar approaches.
Existing approaches for specifying how to derive knowledge such as query languages (e.g. 
SQL[86], SQWRL[88], CQL[91]) and rule-based approaches (e.g. FusionRuleML [72]) depend 
on a fixed set of operators or predicates to deEne queries/rules. For example, although 
FusionRuleML presents a set of complex aggregation predicates that include semantic 
generalisation and voting, the system is limited to such pre-defined aggregation predicates. The 
proposed FD approach overcomes this problem by allowing users to define functions to be used 
within rules. This is achieved in two ways: users can directly define functions (see Section 
5.3.2.2.2) and also use a previously defined metric as a function within a rule defining another 
metric (see Section 5.3.2.2.3).
Another limitation of conventional relational rules is that there are insufficient methods to address 
a group of items within a rule. For example, since the number of predicates is fixed in a rule, 
MobiLife [94] clusters a group of users into a fixed number of clusters before applying a rule 
related to that group. To address this problem, the proposed FD scheme uses and a 
structure to define a rule abstractly so that it can be populated with the actual items of the list at 
runtime. Furthermore, to enable the use of lists within rules, the ybr-gac/z' structure is utilised 
within a predicate. This enables applying a unary function (i.e. a function with one argument) to a 
list of values so that a list is returned, containing the output values when the function is applied to 
each value in the input list (see Section 5.3.2.5).
Specification of knowledge derivation assumes background knowledge at the knowledge 
derivation end. For example, [72] assumes that background knowledge is defined when executing 
rules. In contrast to this, in the proposed FD scheme, background knowledge can be encoded 
along with the rules. The VSD serves this purpose where the semantics of the relevant feature is 
encoded in terms of an ontology.
The discussed query languages and rule-based approaches are mainly based on the relational 
programming paradigm. Relational programming can be integrated with functional programming 
in a constructive manner in order to benefit from the features of both paradigms [95]. However, 
the complete integration of these paradigms are still in experimental level (e.g. Curry [107]). The 
proposed FD scheme has utilised FunctionalRuleML [96] in order to integrate functional
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programming concepts into relational programming to a considerable extent. FD has enabled the 
use of functional predicates within rules, in addition to relational predicates and has also enabled 
the user to define such functions that are used within rules.
As can be seen by this section, the proposed FD scheme effectively overcomes the limitations 
seen in the existing approaches for specifying knowledge derivation. The significance is that, this 
integration is achieved by several simple modifications to the RuleML notation and can be 
realised by using a straightforward knowledge derivation module (presented in Section 5.3.3).
5.4.2 Prototype Implementation
A knowledge derivation module is implemented based on the algorithms proposed in Section
5.3.3, using the Jess Rule Engine [102] to demonstrate how feature descriptions are utilised in the 
knowledge derivation process. On receipt of a query for a metric, given a tuple of feature values, 
the module first selects the relevant feature description and translates the VSD to a Jess 
knowledgebase. Since the VSD is described by means of an ontology, which is based on the 
concept of interoperability [103], translation of the VSD to various deployment environments can 
be easily achieved. For example, the XSLT stylesheet provided in [105] is used for this purpose.
For example, consider an ontology as depicted in Figure 5.20, representing a hierarchy of terms 
corresponding to a dummy feature having values A  to G.
Figure 5.19: An ontology structure representing a hierarchy of values of a dummy feature
Each arrow corresponds to a transitive property, h a s A n c ,  which indicates ancestral relationships 
between values. For example, the predicate h a s A n c  ( B ,  A )  means that term A  is a generalisation 
of term B . The corresponding Jess knowledgebase is given in Figure 5.21 below.
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f-31 (MAIN: : triple (predicate hasAnc) (subject D) (object A) )
==> f-32 (MAIN: : triple (predicate hasAnc) (subject D) (object B) )
f-33 (MAIN: : triple (predicate hasAnc) (subject E) (object A) )
f-34 (MAIN: : triple (predicate hasAnc) (subject E) (object B) )
f-35 (MAIN: : triple (predicate hasAnc) (subject F) (object A) )
f-36 (MAIN: : triple (predicate hasAnc) ( subject F) (object C) )
f-37 (MAIN: : triple (predicate hasAnc) (subject G) (object A) )
f-38 (MAIN: : triple (predicate hasAnc) (subject G) (object C) )
Figure 5.20: Jess facts representing a knowledgebase
Next, a V a l u e T u p l e  object corresponding to that particular query is instantiated with the given 
group of input feature values and the relevant metrics and consequently, the metric inference rules 
are translated to Jess rules. For example, the following rule is used to infer the youngest term in 
the hierarchy (i.e. the term closest to the leaf nodes of the hierarchy) given a list of terms 
belonging to a particular ancestry line.
iValueTuple(?g) A hasMember(?g, ?L) A {foreach (?y G remove(?x, ?L): hasAnc(?x, ?y)}
p -)  hasYoungest(?g, ?x)l
UII Iti>> (I III .'.IS: %
Figure 5.22 shows the translation of this rule into a Jess rule. When the rules are executed, the 
resultant property hasYoungest, indicating the metric value of the concerned group of values is 
extracted and returned.
(defrule youngest-metric
(triple (predicate type) (subject ?g) (object ValueTuple))
(triple (predicate hasMember) (subject ?g) (object ?x))
(triple (predicate hasMember) (subject ?g) (object ?y))
(triple (predicate hasMember) (subject ?g) (object ?z))
(triple (predicate type) (subject ?x) (object ?cx))
(triple (predicate type) (subject ?y) (object ?cy))
(triple (predicate type) (subject ?z) (object ?cz))
(triple (predicate differentFrom) (subject ?x) (object ?y))
(triple (predicate differentFrom) (subject ?x) (object ?z))
(triple (predicate differentFrom) (subject ?z) (object ?y))
(triple (predicate hasMember) (subject ?g) (object ?x))
(triple (predicate hasMember) (subject ?g) (object ?y))
(triple (predicate hasMember) (subject ?g) (object ?z))
(triple (predicate hasAnc) (subject ?cx) (object ?cy))
(triple (predicate hasAnc) (subject ?cx) (object ?cz))
=>
(assert (triple (predicate hasYoungest) (subject ?g) (object ?cx))))
Figure 5.21: An example rule translated to Jess
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5.4.3 Case Study: Group Formation
In order to evaluate the feature description scheme based on an example scenario, the knowledge 
required by a generic clustering application is considered. The metrics distance and aggregate 
need to be computed in order to cluster entities: two clusters are merged together if the distance 
between the aggregate feature values falls below a pre-defined threshold distance. In this case the 
distance is defined by the metric distance and the function kaist- Vf x V f  [0,1] where a pair of 
feature values mapped to a value closer to 0 means the two values are similar and vice versa. The 
aggregate is defined by the metric aggregate and the function kaggC Vf^ Vf where a single 
value belonging to the same value space is chosen to represent a group of values. Obviously, these 
mappings depend on the feature considered. Therefore, by using the proposed feature description 
to specify the derivation of these two metrics, the generic clustering application can be adapted to 
use any feature as the basis for clustering. The following sub-sections shows how distance and 
aggregate metrics are defined within the proposed feature description framework for two example 
numeric-valued and nominal-valued features.
5.4.3.1 Numeric Feature
The feature userPref which considers the preference ranking of a user for a particular item is 
considered as a numeric feature taking an integer value in the range 1-5. Therefore the value space 
definition for this feature is merely stating that the h a s M e m b e r  property of the G r o u p V a l u e  class 
is a data-type property having an integer value. The distance between two preference values is 
defined by mapping the concerned pair of values to the range [0,1] where a distance value closer 
to 0.0 indicates that the two preference values are similar and vice versa. For this purpose, a 
distance metric is defined that determines the absolute difference between the pair and 
normalising it to the range [0,1] by dividing it by the maximum difference for two preferences, 4. 
A user-defined function abs is defined to calculate the absolute value of a given value, using the 
built-in functions sqrt which returns the positive square root of its argument and multiply.
......
The above abs function as well as the built-in functions divide and subtract are used to define a 
rule that sets the h a s _ d i s t a n c e  property corresponding to the distance metric. The rule is given 
below:
, .  ValueTuple(?g) A hasMember(?g, ?x) A hasMember(?g, ?y) has_distance(?g, divide(abs(subtract(?x, ?y))), 4) -
. V  ^ I- 'A&T. M
W' ^  . . « H i -  ' ü a ù w   ...........................   iiSaiürifci»
The aggregate of a group of userPref values is computed by taking the average of the values. This 
is done by the rule given below.
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ValueTuple(?g) A hasList(?g, ?L) A hasSize(?g, ?n) has_aggregate(?g, divide(sum(?L), ?n))
It should be noted that h a s L i s t  and h a s S i z e  are built-in predicates which links a group to the 
variables representing its member list L and the size of the group n, respectively. These variables 
are utilised in the computing the aggregate value. The built-in function sum, takes a list as its 
argument which is L in this case.
S.4.3.2 Nominal Feature
Assume that the home location of an entity based in UK is considered as the basis for GF. 
Therefore the feature homeLocation is considered that represents the home location of an entity. 
Semantic relationships between some example homeLocation values are depicted in Figure 5.23.
Guildford 4slnCounty
isinSam eCountyAs Surrey islnRegion
islnCountyW oking South East 
EnglandislnSam eRegionAs
islnCounty islnRegionReading Berkshire
Figure 5.22: Semantics within the value space of the feature location
This feature has a hierarchy structure where the values fall in to three levels representing a Town 
(Guildford, Woking and Reading), a County (Surrey and Berkshire) and a Region 
(SouthEastEngland). The homeLocation of an entity is initially represented by a Town. The 
aggregate value representing a group homeLocation values is determined based on the concept of 
semantic generalisation discussed in [71] taking the semantic relationships into consideration. 
The basis for semantic generalisation is that an aggregate value is chosen such that it is sufficient 
to generalise group of input values but is not too general than necessary. For example consider the 
group of values (Guildford, Guildford, Woking). The County Surrey and the Region 
SouthEastEngland are both generalisations for this group, since all the Towns are within 
SouthEastEngland as well as Surrey. Since all the Towns are already in the County Surrey, 
SouthEastEngland would be too general than necessary. Therefore the semantic generalisation for 
the given group of Towns is chosen as Surrey. To determine this aggregate value, first the 
ancestry line of each value in the group needs to be determined. An intermediate metric ancLine 
is defined for this. Based on the semantic relationships islnCounty and islnRegion, a transitive 
relationship isln is defined for this purpose, using the rules given below.
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':;a:
islnCounty(?x, ?y) ^ isln(?x, ?y) 
islnRegion(?x, ?y) -»isln(?x, ?y)
The ancestry line for a Town includes itself and the County and Region it belongs to. All values 
that belong to a particular Town’s ancestry line are linked to that Town by a property 
has_ancLine by the use of the rules given below.
ValueTuple(?g) A hasM ember(?g, ?x ) A hasType(?x, ?cx) has_ancLine (?g, ?cx)
  : - "4-r................... ......................................
ValueTuple(?g) A hasM ember(?g, ?x ) A hasType(?x, ?cx) A isln(?cx, ?cy) -> has_ancLine (?g, ?cy)
-  v,.3«ii,hr': -  : ' .7'"!""
The property has_ancLine set by this rule is converted to a metric-based function ancLine. 
Whenever ancLine(1 x) function is called, a group ? g  containing a member ?x  is asserted to the 
knowledgebase, which will trigger the execution of the above rules that sets the 
has_ancLine(lg,1v) property corresponding to the input. The property is then queried and the 
? V values are combined and returned as the result of the function.
To determine the generalisation of a group of values, the intersection of their ancestry lines is 
considered using the built-in intersection function which returns the intersection of a set of lists. 
Now, in order to prevent the aggregate value from being too generalised, the bottom most value 
(with respect to the hierarchy structure) of this intersection result is chosen as the aggregate value. 
This is achieved by the metric youngest, which is defined using the rules given below.
ValueTuple{?g) A hasList(?g, ?L ) A {foreach ?x in ?L: has_ancLine(?y, ?x)} has_youngest (?g, ?y)
For example, for a group of three values, this rule will be re-defined as follows:
ValueTuple(?g) A hasList(?g, ?LJ A 
islnList(?Xi,?L) A islnList(?X2,?L) A lslnLl5t(?X3,?L) 
has_ancLine(?y, ?xd A has_ancLine(?y, Px;) A has_ancLine(?y, Txg) 
has_youngest (?g, ?y)
This metric is again converted to a metric-based function, youngest which returns the bottom most 
of a given ancestry line.
By combining all the above intermediate rules and functions, the semantic generalisation metric, 
sg, corresponding to of a group of values g  is defined as below:
sg(?L) -  youngest(intersection (foreach ?x in ?L: ancLine(?x)))
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ValueTuple(?g) A hasList(?g, ?L ) -^ has_aggregate (?g, sg(?L))
The semantic distance between two values is defined by mapping a pair of values to the 
range [0,1]. The semantic generalisation metric sg defined above is utilised for this purpose in 
terms of three cases: The distance is 0.0, 0.2 and 0.8 if the semantic generalisation of the group 
the pair is respectively a Town County and Region. This is represented by the rules given below.
ValueTuple(?g) A hasList(?g, ?L A has_aggregate(?g, ?z) A Town(?z)
-» has_distance(?g, 0.0) '   '... ......... ■:
ValueTuple(?g) A hasList(?g, ?L) A has_aggregate(?g, ?z) A County(?z) 
has_distance(?g, 0.2)
ValueTuple(?g) A hasList(?g, ?L) A has_aggregate(?g, ?z) A Region(?z) 
-> has_distance(?g, 0 .8 ).
S.4.3.3 Complex Feature
To represent a complex feature that has several components. Compute Capacity, which represents 
the compute capacity of a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), is chosen. A ComputeCapacity value 
consists of the components ShaderFrequency and ShaderCount. If the shader frequency given in 
GHz is /  and the shader count is n, a peiformance metric related to that ComputeCapacity is 
obtained by n X f  X 2. This performance metric is represented by a rule as follows:
ValueTuple(?g) A hasM em ber(?g, ?x ) A hasShaderCount(?x, ?n) A hasShaderCount(?x, ?n) 
has_perform ace (?g, multiply(multiply(?n, ?f), 2))
This metric-based function peiformance is used to determine the distance between two 
ComputeCapacity values using the following rule.
ValueTuple(?g) A hasM em ber(?g, ?x ) A hasM em ber(?g, ?y )
-> has_distance (?g, divide(abs(perfornnance(?x), perform ance(?y)), 1500))
The aggregate value of a group of Com puteCapacity  values is computed by taking the average 
performance. This is represented in the rule given below.
ValueTuple(?g) A hasList(?g, ?L ) A hasSize(?g, ?m ) A
has_aggregate (?g, divide(sum (for-each (?x in ?L):performance(?x)), ?m)
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The pgy^rmaMcg function when included in ± e  Tor-each’ structure returns a list of performance 
values corresponding to each of the values in group, which is then summed up by the built-in 
function
5.4.3 4 Discussion
The case study portrays how the FD scheme can be used to specify knowledge related to 
heterogeneous features such as nominal-valued, numeric-valued and complex-valued. The 
numeric feature example portrays the use of as well as the use of Zz.yr.y as an
argument of a function. The nominal example portrays how .ygma/rtzc rgZatzoMj within a value 
space are utilised for the derivation of metrics, and how a metric is utilised in the derivation 
process as a It further includes the use of the/br-gac/z structure proposed to
overcome the problem encountered in defining rules that have a varying number of predicates 
depending the size of the tuple of values. The complex-valued example portrays the use of the/br- 
gac/z structure to apply a function to a list of values before passing it as the argument of another 
function. All the examples include the use of bzzz/t-zzz functions. It is evident from this case study 
that all functionalities of the proposed FD (described in Section 5.3.2) are feasible.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter proposes a Feafzzrg Dgjcrzpfzozz method that can be used to ^pgcz/y the derivation of 
metrics such as ybamrg z^ z^ m/zcg and grozzp aggregate, which are required in the GF and GM 
process in Chapters 3 and 4. A light-weight ÆzzaWe /^ge Derzvatzazz Ma<7zzZe is also described, that 
can be used by the GF and GM processes, to zztz/z^ e the FD to derive the encoded knowledge. A 
prototype of the KDM is implemented using the Jess rule engine, as proof of concept and the 
functionalities of the FD is discussed in terms of a case study related to Group Formation. A case 
study is used to portray proposed functionalities of the FD.
In the context of the work detailed in this thesis, the FD enables target environments to adapt the 
gezzgrzc GF solution proposed in this thesis for the formation of groups based on /zgteraggzzeazz.y 
features. This makes the GF solution reusable in different target environments. The concept of 
feature description overcomes the challenge posed by heterogeneous context definition 
mechanisms to integrate with generic application environments, without imposing restrictions on 
their descriptiveness. Knowledge derivation is addressed in this thesis in terms of deriving various 
metrics from a tuple of values belonging to the described feature. The notion is to treat a tuple as a 
single object and define metrics as properties of this object. It is proposed that this notion, as well 
as the semantics within the value space of the considered feature that needs to be taken into 
consideration in the process of inferring values for the defined metrics, are represented as an 
ontology and contained within the FD. This is termed as the VaZzzf 5pacg Dg.ycrzptzazz (VSD). The 
FD also contains Metrzc /zz/brezzce Æzz/e^  (MIR) that consists of inference rules in the form
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of conditions  -> conclusion, and function definitions which encode the methods for inferring 
values for the metrics defined in the VSD. The MIR is based on the/MMCffOMaZ /ogzc pmgrammmg 
paradigm, which beneAts from both Zogzc pmgramzMmg and yMMcnozzaZ pmgrammmg concepts. 
This allows the use of functional predicates within inference rules that would conventionally 
contain only relational predicates. This is especially important since our aim is to provide a 
gg/zgnc scheme to support heterogeneous features: from nominal features with a value space with 
semantic relationships as well as numeric and complex features which more likely require 
mathematical manipulations for knowledge derivation. The function definitions enable the 
utilisation of user-defined functions, which provides flexibility in specifying knowledge 
derivation, without limiting to a fixed vocabulary. However, a set of base functions on which 
user-defined functions could be built are expected by the target environment. RuleML [93] which 
has incorporated functional programming concepts of Functional RuleML [96] [97] is used to 
represent the rules. The choice of RuleML is based on its interoperable nature among 
heterogeneous environments, which enables maintaining generality in the proposed FD scheme.
Decisions such as using ontologies for VSD and RuleML for MIR have resulted in a scheme that 
is ge/zgrzc in the sense that knowledge derivation methods related to heterogeneous features can 
be defined. Due to the self-contained nature of the FD, it can be utilised using a light-weight 
KDM at the knowledge derivation end, which mainly involves the translation and pre-processing 
of the FD so that it can be used in a conventional rule executing environment. This enables the 
utilisation of FD in a wide range of target environments.
The FD scheme proposed in this chapter is not limited to the GF/GM processes presented in this 
work. It can be used by heterogeneous environments to methods for deriving knowledge
related to a tuple of values belonging to a particular feature. The proposed KDM can be used at 
the other end, i.e. the knowledge derivation end, to the FD to derive the encoded
knowledge. Therefore, the concept of FD enables adapting ggzzgnc applications (such as the 
GF/GM solutions presented in this thesis) to target environments depending on
their requirements.
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Chapter 6
6 Conclusion and Future Directions
6.1 Conclusion
The work presented in this thesis is built around the vision of enabling the seamless collaboration 
of groups of entities in pervasive environments to allow them to work towards achieving goals 
common to the group as a whole. The successful achievement of these goals demands certain 
characteristics to be present in the groups. Therefore, the core of this work is about automating 
and generalising the process of forming groups that possess the characteristics required for 
successfully achieving the required goals.
In terms of generalising criteria for Group Formation, this work has proposed a comprehensive 
structure for group formation criteria. This structure extends the state-of-the-art by enabling the 
groups to be composed of members with similar as well as complementing characteristics. 
Necessary and specialist criteria are defined based on either constraints set on feature values or 
the similarity among group members. The consistency of the formed groups can be varied by 
choosing the appropriate method to define criteria. Constraint-based dehnition results in groups 
with members having feature values as exactly defined in the criteria, whereas similarity-based 
definition results in groups with members having similar values for the specified features. If a 
GFR is defined using only constraints, only one group that satisfies the constraints in the GFR 
will be formed, while the usage of only similarity-based criteria essentially clusters the pool of 
individuals into several groups with respect to the similar features. By using a combination of 
similarity-based and constraint-based criteria, a group that satisfies the constraints is formed for 
each similarity-cluster. This gives rise to the formation of several of groups equal to the number 
of existing clusters with respect to the similar features.
Three approaches are proposed in this work to automate GF: STGF, FGF and HGF, all of which 
meet the requirements of GF. The novel contribution in these approaches is their generic nature 
and superior performance. Most GF approaches found in the literature are application-specific and 
cannot be used for any other purpose. A domain-independent approach, MoPiDiG, is found in [1], 
but it is restricted to similarity-based GF. Therefore, in order to compare performance of the 
approaches proposed in this thesis with MoPiDiG a reduced version of a GFR was used by using 
only similarity-based criteria. The results showed that the performance of the GF approaches 
proposed in this work is superior to that of MoPiDiG. However, in order to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed approaches using a fully-fledged GFR, the approaches were 
compared against each other. The GF approaches should be chosen appropriately to suit the
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environment. Owing to the hierarchical nature of the STGF approach, it is best suited in situations 
where a less message costly GF solution is sought as long as the optimality is not too important. 
FGF's merge-and-update logic with the use of flooding gives a very accurate but message costly 
solution and therefore, can be adopted in situations where optimality is critical. Although 
conclusions cannot be drawn about which method is quicker, it is seen that the rate of increase of 
GF time is clearly higher in FGF. HGF utilises the merge-and-update logic of FGF that yields an 
optimality closer to that of FGF but has cut down the message exchange and rate of increase of 
GF time by the use of a spanning tree, giving the best all round performance. Furthermore, the 
group-centric nature of these approaches makes sure that all the decisions independently taken by 
the individuals are for the benefit of the group. Therefore, the resultant groups are optimal in 
terms of satisfaction of criteria. These approaches operate on the application-layer and are 
independent of the underlying communication mechanisms. This allows the seamless integration 
of devices in the GF process.
Due to the dynamic nature of actual environments, it is necessary to maintain the groups formed 
using the above approaches such that the collaborations can be continued in the face of 
dynamicity. The events of appearance and disappearance of individuals, encapsulates physical 
mobility since this approach operates in the application layer. An appearing individual simply 
tries to include itself in an incomplete group where as a disappearing group member should be 
replaced by another suitable individual. In addition to these two types of events, which are 
normally handled as dynamic events; this approach considers the event of a feature update as 
well. A feature update may either make a group member no longer suitable for that group or make 
an individual suitable for an incomplete group. Therefore handling a feature update is as 
important as handling appear and disappear events.
The proposed approaches are generic in such a way that they are independent of the features that 
are taken as the basis for GF. Features of any form can be used as a basis for GF, as long as a 
z/z.ymzzcg yizzzctzozz and a gmzzp aggregate yzzzzctzozz can be defined for each feature by the target 
environment. The proposed Faamrg De^ ycrzptzozz scheme serves this purpose, but is not limited to 
it. It is possible to specify the method of derivation of any knowledge parameter related to the 
feature concerned, in terms of a metric related to a tuple of feature values. A light-weight 
Knowledge Derivation Module is proposed that can be utilised to derive the knowledge specified 
in the Feature Descriptions. The GF/GM mechanisms can be utilised in a particular environment 
with particular requirements, as long as the features that are required to be the basis for GF is 
described in terms of corresponding FDs. Each FD should contain the methods for deriving the 
corresponding (/z.ymzzce and grozz/? aggrggafg metrics. The GF/GM mechanisms can utilise these 
FDs by means of an implementation of the KDM in order to derive the required distance and 
group aggregate values.
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Therefore, this thesis provides a complete and generic solution for the formation and maintenance 
of groups in a decentralised environment. The solution operates in the application layer making it 
independent of the underlying communication networks. Generality is achieved by means of a 
structure for GF criteria that enables the description of the nature of the groups to be formed as 
well by the proposed feature description scheme that enables the derivation of knowledge required 
by the GF and maintenance approaches.
6.2 Future Directions
The proposed GF criteria scheme allows flexibility in describing the basis or the potential 
composition of the formed groups. As seen in the literature, some application-specific GF 
approaches in CSCL systems included criteria based on heterogeneity [16] [18] as well as 
relationships between individuals [18]. The work proposed in this thesis can easily be altered to 
cater to heterogeneity, by inverting the similarity criteria. Thereby instead of grouping members 
with a distance less than a threshold in terms of the feature concerned, members whose distance is 
higher than a threshold should be grouped. In terms of including relationships between individuals 
as GF criteria, it will require modelling the relationship as a feature or the introduction of a 
separate model to represent relationships. However, in order to utilise relationships, relationship 
information (e.g. history of interactions between two individuals) is required at the point of GF.
The approaches assume a static environment for the initial GF approach where dynamicity is 
handled only in maintaining the groups, after the initial GF. The approaches can be made robust 
by designing them to withstand dynamicity in the initial formation process as well. The FGF 
approach is already capable of this with few alterations. However, the STGF method should be 
modified to suit this purpose.
The rawness of flooding method has resulted in very high message transmission rates. The 
message exchange can be brought down by introducing modifications to the flooding approach 
using methods such as probabilistic flooding [100].
Although it is assumed that a disappearing node notifies a neighbour when disappearing, in reality 
this is not possible. This assumption can be relaxed by allowing the communication layer notify 
the neighbours about a disappearing node. However, the algorithms should be altered to decide 
which neighbour starts acting on the disappearance.
Feature descriptions currently include the methods of knowledge derivation related to a single 
feature. This can be extended to include several features, therefore enabling a wider range of 
knowledge derivations based on these features.
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Appendix A
Simulator for GF/GM
A simulator is required for this work to test the GF/GM algorithms during design and 
implementation as well as to evaluate the performance of them after implementation. Since the 
GF/GM approaches are decentralised, it is not feasible to run them on actual devices for the above 
purposes. Furthermore, since the GF/GM approaches operate on the application layer and depend 
on application-level features of the entities, existing network simulators cannot be used. 
Therefore, this section describes the simulator specifically designed for this purpose, which is 
used to simulate the GF/GM algorithms.
The simulator is developed to meet the following requirements:
1. Generate individuals described by a set of features, since GF and GM is based on the 
features of the individuals.
2. Simulate the communication of these individuals, as they require to cooperate in the GF 
and GM processes.
3. Generate events to simulate the dynamicity of the environment.
4. Simulate the various GF and GM methods being tested.
5. Generate evaluation metrics to evaluate the GF/GM method being tested.
High-level architecture
The simulator follows a modular architecture (Figure A .l), where the main components are 
designed as separate modules. By the use of such a modular architecture, it is possible to easily 
adopt different connectivity and communication paradigms. The main component, the Simulation 
Manager, utilises the Feature, Communication, Connectivity, Event and Evaluation modules to 
compose different parts of the simulation. The GF/GM module contains the algorithms being 
tested.
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Figure A.l: High-level architecture of the simulator
Simulation Manager
Each simulation is defined by a configuration file. Based on the configuration, the Simulation 
Manager generates individuals, sets their features and saves the individuals (so that it can be re­
used for testing different approaches using the same pool of individuals). Once the individuals are 
generated, events are triggered, also based on the configuration. The Simulation Manager is also 
responsible of triggering the GF process being tested, by sending a GFR (as defined in the 
configuration) to a random initiator. During the GF/GM process, the Simulation Manager 
supports the communication, by utilising the Communication and Connectivity modules and after 
determines the evaluation metrics for that particular run.
Feature Module
The Feature Module enables the generation of individuals belonging to classes, each of which are 
defined by a set of features and a corresponding range o f values allowed for these classes. A 
density value determines the proportion of individuals belonging to a particular class. When 
generating an individual, the density value is used to determine the lass of the individual and for 
each feature, a value is randomly selected from the specified range corresponding to that 
particular class.
Communication and Connectivity Modules
For the tests used in this work, connectivity is based on a position value us associated with each 
individual. Therefore, the connectivity module allows individuals lying within a specified range to 
communicate with each other. The Communication Module spawns a separate thread for each
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individual. If ± e  sender and the receiver of the message are as deGned by the
Connectivity Module, the receiver is notified of the message after a pre-defined delay.
Event Module
The Event Module simulates the events: disa/?/)ea[r, a n d A  disappear event
is simulated by disconnecting an individual from its neighbours, an appear event by reconnecting 
a disconnected individual to its neighbours and a feature update event by replacing the value of a 
random feature with a random value in the specified range. To generate an event, an event density 
is considered which decides the type of the event and an associated individual is chosen 
randomly. Each event is triggered after a duration that lies between a minimum and maximum gap 
(as defined in the conEguration).
GF/GM and Evaluation Modules
The configuration for each test contains a GFR (which contains the GF criteria) and specifies the 
GF/GM algorithm being tested. The Simulation Manager selects the GF/GM Module and either 
generates a pool of individuals or loads a previously generated pool, selects an individual to be the 
initiator, and sends the GFR to that individual. The Evaluation Module determines the evaluation 
parameters for each test.
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